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Birdwatching Across the Inland Empire

by Dick Tatrick

Think! When was the last time you saw a Rolls

Royce? I couldn't answer that either if Patsy and I

hadn't recently stepped off a plane at the Palm

Springs Airport. I saw two Rolls my first day in the

Inland Empire, as this large desert oasis is occa

sionally termed. I have a second question for you.

When was the last time you purchased a package

of dates? I don't know the answer to that one

either. But out here dates seem to be the principal

agricultural crop. The Riverside County Fair is

held in February to coincide with the date harvest.

We had date milk shakes which were certainly

tasty but none of us were tempted to purchase

any dates in bulk and dates were for sale every

where.

I am writing this because you, dear reader, with a

few exceptions are not going to be able to afford

to spend the time in the Palm Springs, Palm

Desert, Rancho Mirage, Desert Hot Springs, etc.

area looking for birds that Patsy and I did this past

January unless you, like us, have a place to

freeload.

Our sister-in-law, Beverley, has her own condo in

Palm Desert. Not a measly time share - but her

very own condo.- She has had it for ten years, but

we never had any interest in the area. Our mis

take! Now let me tell you about some birds. My

lingering cold, winter eczema, and myself had just

settled in for some serious basking in Beverley's

courtyard by her birdfeeders when a brown

cardinal-sized bird with a black mask hopped up

to greet me. I guessed it was a towhee and it was,

Abert's to be exact. Next a Costa's Hummingbird

buzzed up. This proved to be a very common bird

who would perch nearby so you could really ad

mire him or her. The bib on the male when seen

from the side looks exactly like a tiny welding

helmet. The purple metallic color is indescribable.

Only four other species came to the feeders;

White-crowned Sparrows, Mourning Doves,

House Finches (with an orange instead of red cast)

and the occasional Verdin.

Beverley lined up some early morning bird walks for

us. The first was at the Living Desert Museum. I'm

thinking what am I poking around a museum park

ing lot with this slow moving dufus for? Couldn't I

see more birds quicker on my own? I must, cer

tainly know the birds as well as he does. Then the

dufus mentions that Pipits are around. Pipits in the

desert? The last Pipit I saw was in the snowstorm in

Beartooth Pass in Montana. He was right. Later I

saw some; but if he hadn't advised about Pipits I

would have just figured it was some unknown spar

row.

At the Living Desert Museum we also saw Black-

tailed Gnatcatchers, Western Bluebirds and

Audubon's Warblers. With those bright yellow

throats you are not going to mistake them for

Myrtles. These were the only species of warbler we

saw in the two weeks we were there. They were

everywhere, as were Mockingbirds.
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Parakeet

The birds in the Inland Empire are very accom

modating. First the trees aren't all that tall and,

other than the palms are very sparsely leafed.

Secondly, the birds like the people are in no

hurry to move around. I'll give you three exam

ples.

Ruby-crowned Kinglets are common. They are

busy. They keep going from leaf to leaf but they

stay in the same tree, just a little above eye level,

too close to focus your binoculars. They of

course don't show you their red feather; but you

can study them to your heart's content. I know it

is an Eastern bird; but still I got a kick out seeing

them so close for as long as I wanted.

Then there was a flycatcher. He knew I didn't

know him. He sat perfectly still as I circled

around him. When he saw me open my National

Geographic field guide to flycatchers his eyes lit

up. Three or four times he slowly spread his tail

feathers so the light could shine through them

and there just as pictured was the beautiful rust

color that along with his slicked down hairdo told

me I was seeing my first Ash-throated Fly

catcher. Imagine if our Willow and Alder Fly

catchers would be that cooperative.

Another mystery bird was perched in a Smoke-

tree (a green twigged leafless desert species)

also closer than field glass range. He just sat

there with a smug look on his face and I kept

circling him. A slender bird sized between a

Bluebird and a Robin. A real stripped down bird,

right off the assembly line before God had fig

ured out just how to customize him with distinc

tive plumage or color. A basic bird. Don't smile.

You probably wouldn't know him either. Well,

years ago I met his brother along the Rogue

River in Oregon and by looking at every bird in

the field guide identified a Townsend's Solitaire.

Like the Pipit, not the first bird that comes to

mind.

One chilly morning Beverley lined up a birdwalk

at Big Morongo Canyon. This spot in the desert

actually covers a variety of environments starting

with a boardwalk through a marsh. I was ready to

tear down the boardwalk looking for rare birds

when the resident dufus announces that the frost

is too slick on the walk and we would be better

off strolling through the picnic grounds to a

neighboring subdivision. Not what I had in mind!

On the stroll we saw Black Phoebes, which

seemed to have more business on the ground

than our flycatchers. There were Red-shafted

Flickers, Nuttall's Woodpecker (John Nuttall is

the naturalist "Old Curious" in the book Two

Years Before the Mast), and California Thrash

ers. The dufus pointed out a Red-naped Sap-

sucker that we would have passed without see

ing. We came back on a warmer day and hiked

maybe five miles of trails at Big Morongo Canyon

without seeing the variety of species the dufus

showed us in his short stroll.

If you do go to the Palm Springs area look on a

map for Painted Canyon. The only birds we saw

besides Ravens were two old faithful Western

birds - Cassin's Kingbird and Say's Phoebe.

Common, but most handsome birds. But you go

to Painted Canyon for the canyons. Walls hun

dreds of feet high with openings that you follow

until the passages are too narrow to go any

further. Just a wonderful experience!
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The same afternoon after we visited Painted

Canyon we drove down to the Salton Sea and

arrived just before sunset. As you may know the

Salton Sea was created in 1905 when a diver

sion structure on the Colorado River failed and

the river flowed into the Salton Sink for 16

months. At 226 feet below sea level, the Salton

Sea is one of the lowest places in the United

States.

To be honest the most impressive bird we saw

there was the Great Blue Heron. If you are only

concerned with a life list you might not even pay

attention to him. The most dramatic birds were

the White Pelicans swimming in and out of the

mist with the sun setting behind them. The other

birds included Ring-billed Gulls, Black-necked

Stilts (always so striking), a flock of Horned

Grebes which hung around shore rather than

seeing how fast they could paddle out to the

horizon, a Long-billed Dowitcher and Western

and Least Sandpipers both of which slowly

poked around the rocks right in front of us so we

could see black legs of the one and the yellow

legs of the other. First time I was ever really sure

of those two "peeps."

A second day Beverley drove us to the Sonny

Bono Wildlife Refuge at the south end of the

sea. Rafts of Baldpates and Ruddy Ducks. A

small island in a bay contained half a dozen

Ross' Geese. And you should give a second look

to sea gulls here as the common gull is the

Yellow-footed Gull. But the scene stealers were

still the White Pelicans. Seeing those huge

prehistoric-looking birds weaving through the salt

air in those sinuous linear flocks, that alone is

worth all the aggravation of flying across the

USA.

We went out Twenty-nine Palms Highway into

the Little San Bernardino Mountains to the

Joshua Tree National Park. When you pack for

the desert remember to bring your water bottles.

You are going to need them, especially if you are

like me and wander off looking for petroglyphs

and pictographs. A park sign will suggest you

look for them but this art of the early people is

just too fragile to be specifically located for the

general public. I didn't find any and then I

couldn't find myself. I did see a Black-throated

Sparrow and just as I wandered back to my

anxious family I stopped to admire a Plain Tit

mouse which allowed me to look casual as I

relocated myself.

There were a number of other good birding spots

which we were privileged to visit; but you can

read about them yourselves in the January 1999

Bird Watcher's Digest which we used as a guide

so I will close with some personal observations

on the Inland Empire.

Mark Twain observed that "In the West, water is

Power. Whiskey is for drinking. Water is for

fighting over." We stopped in at the Palm Desert

Marriot. Rooms start at $350, another reason

you are not going to have a long stay unless you

have friends or relatives in the area. We walked

through the lobby and out the sliding glass doors

on the opposite side where a tour boat waited to

take us to the hotel's half dozen restaurants. No,

you couldn't walk to them. Water is power. Walk

ing is for losers. It was a good way to bird watch.

The Lesser Scaup Ducks and Pied-billed Grebes

had no fear of the boats. As close as I am ever
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going to get to those birds. The entrance pond at

the Marriot had Flamingos. Wretched excess!

The golf courses, of which there are more than

100 in this relatively small area, appear to me to

be one-third water; pools, waterfalls and ponds,

each water surface covered with Biblical plagues

of Coots. No Canada Geese, just endless flocks

of Coots.

Patsy says I should also paint you a picture of

the lives of all the service people who keep these

walled compounds looking so perfect. That

would involve a trip to the City of Indio made up

primarily of people of Mexican and Indian de

scent. Oh, to be in Indio on a Wednesday or

Saturday night when they have their open-air

market. Booths of strange fruits of cactus and

palm, cages of parakeets and tiny parrots, tables

of brightly colored bras, wire hoops displaying

The whole area appears to me to have a third

world mentality. The rich live in their walled and

gated communities to keep the have-nots out.

Almost every city block is surrounded with walls

- all condos and golf courses. They are beautiful;

flowers blooming in January, the most perfect

lawns you have ever seen, palms, heated pools,

tennis clubs all behind guarded walls. Minimum

security prisons for the well-to-do. To go out

through a gate you need a sensor on your car. I

couldn't walk out to buy a newspaper. There is a

theory that wherever America is going California

will lead the way. A scary thought. Here we have

a couple hundred thousand completely idle peo

ple; except for golf, tanning and tennis. They toil

not, they spin not. On the other hand judge not

that ye be not judged. I suppose they think they

toiled hard for years and are entitled to a luxuri

ous retirement.

the latest in thongs, all sneakers $10 a pair,

cowboy boots including matching belts $500 a

pair, the smell of the leather, the bare bulbs

lighting each booth, the sounds of the Spanish

CD's being displayed, snacks that will burn all

the way down your throat, just the excitement

and wonder of the whole market scene. No

Flamingos there; but plenty of Brewers' Black

birds (named after Thomas Mayo Brewer, cham

pion of the introduction of the English Sparrow)

and Great-tailed grackles.

So that is both sides. A curious, strange, but

beautiful place — the Inland Empire.
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Capital District Audubon Program Report

On December 14, 2000, noted ornithological researcher and author Ken Able gave a humorous yet

thought-provoking discussion of bird migration. He began, like any good professor, by giving us a quiz.

He posed 11 true-false questions in his "Not very serious examination on migration facts and myths."

For the interest of the reader, I will give the questions here, with the "answers" (i.e., my efforts to

decipher my notes from the class)

Quiz (T/F):

1. Most of our Neotropical songbird migrants spend the winter in South America.

2. Blackpoll warblers can fly non-stop for up to four days and nights.

3. Birds are born knowing which way and how far to migrate in their first autumn.

4. Migration can evolve in a population within 50 years.

5. Global warming is likely to be favorable to long-distance migrants.

6. Bird feeders can have a major impact on migration patterns.

7. Virtually all bird species are partially migratory

8. Chimney swifts arrive at Northville, NY on the 6th of May every year.

9. Most nocturnal migrant songbirds migrate at altitudes greater than 5,000 ft.

10. Taken as a whole, Neotropical migrant populations have remained generally stable over the 30

years of the Breeding Bird Survey

11. Populations of Neotropical migrants that nest in forest interiors have declined more than any

others.

li *h(i \ ci Si xl I 1j<
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ANSWERS to migration quiz

Again, these are my best recollection of Ken's

explanations; for the full enjoyment of the humor

ous yet thought-provoking and insightful way he

explained this, you really need to wait a few

years until we can persuade him to give an

encore presentation! I sincerely doubt that all

the questions will be answered, even then!

1. False. Most do not go that far south. [Most

of our North American songbirds overwinter in

Middle America and the Caribbean islands.}

2. True. Amazing, isn't it! In the fall, they fly

from Atlantic Canada to South America.

3. True.

4. True. For example, the house finch.

"Hollywood" finches were captured in California

and sold on Long Island, and released there in

numbers about 1940, have become migratory in

the East.

5. Who knows?? There might, and I stress

might, be a decrease in migration as birds stay in

their breeding areas, but this one is really specu

lation. [There is also some reason to think that

milder winters may favor the survival of resident

species (e.g., chickadees, etc.). Increases in

their populations may be disadvantageous to

migrants via competition.]

6. Sometimes. There is some evidence of this in

Europe where banding records indicate a shift in

the pattern for the blackcap.

7. This sounds like something Yogi Berra would

have said (my comment, not Ken's. Sort of like

90 percent of the game is 50 percent mental, or

was it the other way around?) Anyway, the an

swer is True. Even a few individuals of seden

tary species do move some distance.

8. False. There is some variation but it is

probably somewhere around that date.

2,000 ft. and almost all below 6,000 ft. Some

shorebirds however travel at about 20,000 ft. and

geese have been observed flying at over 30,000

ft. over the Himalayas! Geese seen locally in

NY, flying low, are not likely migrating but just

moving around, locally.

10. Overall, True. But some have increased and

some have decreased.

11. False. But more fragmentation of forest

means more edges, which means more cowbirds

and fewer wood thrushes. [Grassland species

have shown the most precipitous declines na

tionwide.]

A few more interesting notes:

The rufous hummingbird is the longest-distance

migrant in the world, per gram of body weight.

But increased feeding of hummingbirds in the

Southeast is changing their pattern.

Birds being killed by towers is an issue drawing

considerable recent attention. This occurs

mostly on cloudy, foggy, misty high humidity

nights when birds are attracted by the glowing

lighted area. Birds circle the tower and hit the

guy wires, which is how most are killed.

Decreasing grasslands are a serious problem.

Grassland-species such as bobolink, upland

sandpiper and vesper sparrow are all declining.

Not only is grassland turning into developed

areas, but it is undergoing succession to shrub-

land and on to forest. Shrubland birds are the

next group to potentially decline.

9. False. Most [passerines] fly at less than
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Piease Note: HMBC programs through April, 2001 will be held at the Colonie Library. Programs

at the Colonie Library begin at 7 PM. HMBC programs in May and June, 2001 will be held at

Five Rivers Environmental Education Center, Delmar and will begin at 7:30 PM.

Monday March 5, 2001 Kim Hunsinger on NYS Breeding Bird Atlas - first year progress 7 PM, Colonie

library. Project Coordinator Kim Hunsinger will explain what the Atlas is all about. Learn how you can

participate in this exciting statewide survey. Kim will also provide a the first look at the data that were

collected during the first year of surveys. Is someone covering the block where you live?

Kim can be reached at Kimberley Corwin Hunsinger Breeding Bird Atlas 2000 Project Coordinator Wildlife

Resources Center 108 Game Farm Road Delmar, NY 12054 (518) 478-3061

Monday April 2, 2001 Nature's muse will be heard once again, at the second annual HMBC literary

night, "Food For Body and Soul." Come to Five Rivers at 7:00 pm on April 2, 2001, bring a favorite

nature-related poem or essay (doesn't have to be original,) or just come and listen! Please bring a dessert

to share following the reading. We had a grand time last year, and hope to repeat and expand the

experience! If you plan to read, please call Denise Hackert-Stoner at 785-6760.

Thursday April 5, Annual Meeting and Program on Costa Rica with Mark Garland, Senior Naturalist of

the Audubon Naturalist Society of the Central States, Inc. Location-. Banquet Hall above the Fuller

Road Fire Department in Colonie Costa Rica is a small country, just the size of Vermont and New

Hampshire combined, yet it is an ideal place to study the natural history of the American tropics. This

slide-illustrated lecture will look at the various habitats of Costa Rica and the flora and fauna supported by

these habitats. Special emphasis will be on the country's rich bird life; nearly 900 species have been found

in Costa Rica. — Look for a separate mailing with banquet details in late February.

Monday May 7, 2001: Nunavut: A New Canadian Territory with Dick and Patsy Patrick, 7:30PM Five

Rivers EEC. ~~~

Monday June 4, 2001: Australia with Lillian Samuelson, 7:30PM, Five Rivers EEC.
—■

Fall, 2001 (Sept - Nov. at Colonie Town Library; Dec at Five Rivers EEC):

Sept. 10, East Africa: Birds, Mammals, People and Rocks, Phil Whitney (re-scheduled from Feb 5)

Oct. 1, Antarctica, South Georgia & the Falklands, David Martin

Nov. 5, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands, Don & Donna Travers

Dec. 3, Holiday party, Shorebirds of Cape May, Tom Lindsay
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Audubon Society of the Capital Region 2001 Programs

March 8, 7 PM, Colonie library. Ecosystem restoration and the legacy of Charles Darwin in the

Galapagos Islands. Graham Cox. Graham will talk about a recent visit to the islands, discuss the

significance of the Darwin Research Center work on the islands to restore the native tortoises and

vegetation to the islands and talk about the major disputes that have now erupted over fishing limits

placed on the local and international commercial fishing boats in what is a recognized global marine

reserve surrounding the 14 islands.

April 12, 7 PM, Colonie Library. Ecuador, Gerry Lemmo. The land and its people. Slides, accompanied

by music and narration. Photographer Gerry Lemmo will take to a place of snow-capped volcanoes,

colorful native markets, elusive wildlife and Amazonian villages.

May 10, 7 PM, Colonie Library. Five Rivers Center. Craig Thompson, Five Rivers Director.

June 12 (Tues), 7 PM. Colonie Library. New Adirondack Museum (joint program with Sierra Club).

HMBC Literary Nighf

Nature's muse will be heard once again, at the second annual

HMBC literary night, "Food For Body and Soul." Come to

Five Rivers at 7:00 pm on April 2, 2001, bring a favorite

nature-related poem or essay (doesn't have to be original,) or

just come and listen! Please bring a dessert to share following

the reading. We had a grand time last year, and hope to

rePeat anc* expand the experience! If you plan to read, please

call Denise Hackert-Stoner at 785-6760.

***********
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Birds of the Jack Pine Barrens

December 2000

On December 4, 2000, HMBC members cele

brated their Holiday party by snacking on luscious

desserts and enjoying a talk by Neil Gifford, of the

Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission.

Neil highlighted the results of a study he did of the

Birds of the Altona, NY jack pine barrens, in which

he compared the bird populations of the pine

forest with those of the adjacent hardwood forest.

Of the 55 bird species observed during the study,

18 showed a distinct preference for one habitat

over the other. Of those 18 species, 10 seemed

to appear most regularly in the jack pine forest,

including Common Nighthawk, Junco, American

Robin, Chipping Sparrow, White-throated Spar

row, Rufous-sided Towhee, Solitary Vireo,

Nashville Warbler, Yellow-rumped Warbler, Com

mon Yellow Throat and Pine Warbler. Of those

birds, the Junco, the Towhee and the Nashville

Warbler were seen often in the jack pines and not

at all in the hardwoods. They made frequent use

of the blueberry and huckleberry ground cover for

both feeding and breeding purposes.

The 8 birds that seemed to prefer the hardwood

forest habitat were: Least Flycatcher, Rose-

breasted Grosbeak, Eastern Wood Pewee,

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Scarlet Tanager,

Veery, Red-eyed Vireo and Black-throated blue

Warbler.

Neil's study's conclusion suggests that the higher

plant diversity of the hardwood forest does not

necessarily lead to greater bird populations or

diversity, and that the ground feeding and nesting

birds seem to choose the jack pine habitat, while

the birds of the hardwood used the forest canopy

for feeding and breeding.

Wading Birds

January 2001

On a snowy January evening, nearly 70 people

ventured out to hear HMBC veteran birder and

cinematographer show his movies on Wading

Birds. Perhaps they longed to see pictures of

warm-weather species; likely they had seen one

of Bill's several previous presentations and didn't

want to miss another.

Bill didn't disappoint us; his show covered the

seven groups of wading birds, including herons,

egrets and bitterns, ibises and spoonbills, flamin

goes, storks, limpkin, cranes and rails and

gallinules. In addition to showing us favorite and

colorful species in their habitats, Bill highlighted

identification issues such as white-colored herons

and egrets, including immature little blue heron

and white morph great blue heron and reddish

egret. In addition, he captured the behaviors,

(which can aid identification) of reddish egret, the

way the common moorhen swims and the purple

gallinule climbs, and how the slenderness of the

rail aids its passage through dense vegetation.

One species not likely familiar to many was the

Western Reef heron, filmed (along with Roger

Tory Peterson)! on Nantucket in the mid-1980s.

All in all, it was an enjoyable and educational

evening, which left us longing for spring (or at

least for travel to Florida)! and even looking for

ward to January of next year, when Bill will show

his movies of hummingbirds!
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(ThESE ARE chANqES/AddiTiONS TO ThE 2001

Altona-West Chazy jack pine sandstone pavement barrens birding field trip

Neil Gifford, coordinator

We will meet on June 30 at 8:00A.M. at the William H. Miner Research Institute. We will then

drive to the barrens, which takes about 30 minutes. Plan on a three to five mile walk, so bring

good walking shoes, lunch, plenty of drinking water; a hat and rain gear are also recommended.

The trails are generally flat, consisting mostly of open sandstone, thus the common name

"Flatrock" for the area.

Directions:. Adirondack Northway (1-87) to Exit 41 (Chazy), which takes a solid three hours from

Albany. Left onto Miner Farm Road for ~1/2 mile, Miner Center administration building will be on

the right. If you reach the Ridge Road intersection you have gone just to far.

The jack pine barrens of Clinton County are truly unique. Created by a glacial flood and

maintained by intense stand-replacing wildfires, the 6,000 acre pine barrens provide breeding

season habitat for a diverse avian community. The area was also hit hard by the 1998 Ice storm,

which has increased habitat for northern boreal woodpeckers, like the black backed three-toed

woodpecker. Expect to see ravens, rufous-sided towhee, white-throated sparrow, Nashville

warbler, pine warblers, common nighthawk, junco, chipping sparrow, solitary vireo, great-crested

flycatcher and yellow-rumped warbler. Numerous raptors also frequent the area, including

peregrine falcons, bald and golden eagles, and various northern buteos and accipiters. Bring

your spotting scope and enjoy a variety of waterfowl and wading birds in the wetlands we will

pass. Contact Neil Gifford at the Albany Pine Bush Preserve 518-785-1800 x 214 or ngif-

ford@tnc.org for directions and additional information.

CoNSTiTUTioN MarsIi. AuqusT 4, 2001

(OmqiNAlly scheduled For ApuiL 22, 2001)

Scott Stoner, CooitdiNATOR

Explore the boardwalk and waterways of this National Audubon Society preserve along the Hud

son River in Putnam County. Canoes provided but there must be one experienced canoeist per

canoe. In the earlier morning we will walk the new boardwalk; mid-morning we will canoe the

narrow passageways looking for marsh birds and other life of this ecosystem. This is a joint field

trip with Capital Region Audubon. Space is limited. Make reservations by July 27. Call Coor

dinator Scott Stoner 785-6760 to register and for additional details.
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(Consult yourfield trip schedule or Birdline (439-8080) for trip details)

March 4 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR SACHUEST NWR/RI COAST (MAR 24 - 25)

MAR 11 WATERFOWL OF THE HUDSON RIVER SOUTH (GREENE CO.)

SUN Coordinator: Bill Cook 851-2678

Meet at 8 AM for this spring morning waterfowl trip. We will search the Hudson River from Cox-

sackie to Catskill where the waterfowl usually congregate on their way north. Expect to see Canvas-

backs and Goldeneyes and many more. There is also a good chance to see Bald Eagle. Meet at

the Coxsackie boat launch site. Take NYS Thruway to Exit 21B - Coxsackie, Route 9W south for

about 2 miles, left (east) onto Rte 385 (Mansion St) and continue straight to the Hudson River

where the road bears left into the boat launch site.

MAR 18 FORT MILLER / FORT EDWARD

SUN Coordinator: Joyce Miller 792-7861

Yes folks, it's Miller time! Fort Miller with Joyce Miller! This should be a great morning. Join us as

we search the Hudson for migrant waterfowl such as Goldeneye, Bufflehead, Mergansers, and

maybe a Bald Eagle; then on to nearby Fort Edward for late winter specialties like Rough-legged

Hawk, Harrier, and hopefully some Snow Buntings. Meet at 8:45 AM at the Schuylerville Central

School, opposite the 50s Diner on Route 29. From the Northway Exit 14 follow signs for Rte 29 to

Schuylerville.

MAR 24-25 SACHUEST POINT AND RHODE ISLAND COAST

SAT - SUN Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899 - 2678

Reservations by March 4

Sachuest Point is a narrow grassland strip separating Narragansett Bay and the Atlantic Ocean. It is

also the concentration point for Harlequin Ducks along the southern New England coast. Many other

points along the Rl shore are also very productive in winter. In addition to the Harlequins, other sea

ducks, loons, grebes, Purple Sandpiper and Common Black-headed Gull should highlight this trip

and white-winged gulls, N. Gannet, alcids, longspurs and Snow Bunting are possible.

APR 7 VISCHER FERRY

SAT Coordinator: Jeffrey Rose 272-3998

Join us for an early morning trip to observe early spring migrants including a good variety of ducks

such as Wood Ducks and Hooded Mergansers, and hopefully some Rusty Blackbirds, Palm War

bler, Red-bellied Woodpecker, and our favorite, the Pileated Woodpecker. Meet at 8 AM at the

main entrance. (See page 2 for directions)
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APR 8

SUN

APR 12

THUR

APR 21

SAT

BIRDING GREEN ISLAND

Coordinator: Gary Goodness 272-5830

This is a new trip designed to explore the nooks and crannies of Green Island, just south of Co-

hoes. Gary knows the area well and will show us special places to view the river and lesser known

woodland trails on the island. Hopefully we'll spot some migrating waterfowl, and maybe an Osprey

or Palm Warbler. Meet at 7:30 AM on Dyke Avenue along side the pond. From Albany take I-787

North toward Cohoes and turn right (east) just before Cohoes onto Dyke Ave. Early birders may

wish to meet Gary beforehand for coffee or breakfast at the Golden Krust in Cohoes .

WOODCOCK AT FIVE RIVERS

Coordinator: Alan Mapes 439-4086

During a meandering walk to the Woodcock site, we will look for other early spring birds. Woodcock

flight time is expected around 7:45 PM. Bring binoculars and flashlight. Meet at the Five Rivers In

terpretive Building at 7 p.m. (See page 2 for directions.)

BLACK CREEK MARSH

Coordinator: Larry Alden 861-6087

Join us for what is arguably the best marsh in the Capital District. We will be searching for Ameri

can Bittern, Sora, Virginia Rail, Snipe, Wood Duck, Rusty Blackbirds, Bluebirds, Marsh Wren and

early spring migrants. Larry promises close up looks at the rails. Meet at 7:30 AM on Hennessey

Road near the RR tracks. From Voorheesville take Rte 156 to a right onto Koonz Rd to another

right onto Hennessey Rd.

NOTE: The April 22 Constitution Marsh Trip has been rescheduled to August 4. See full details on Page 10.

APRIL 27 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR DELMARVA PENINSULA (MAY 11-13)
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Niagara Falls, Ont.

December 1-3, 2000

Bill Lee led a combined HMBC/Federation of

New York State Bird Clubs trip to the Niagara

Frontier for a chance to find numbers of rare gull

species in the "gull capital of the world" — Nia

gara Falls and the Niagara River. The HMBC

group birded our way west along Lake Ontario

on Friday, Dec. 1 searching for waterfowl, snowy

owls and anything else that might be hanging out

along the lakeshore. At the first main stop in

Oswego we were made immediately aware that

we were in for a windy day as there was a

near-gale off the lake. We found a few ducks,

and started on our gull list with the regulars

(Ring-billed, Herring and Greater Black-backed)

plus several Bonaparte's Gulls. Other highlights

along the Lake Ontario lakeshore included Com

mon Loon, Pie-billed Grebe, all three mergansers

and a single Snow Bunting. We were unable to

locate Snowy Owls that had been present earlier

in Oswego, and the remainder of the day pro

duced a good mix of the expected species, but

nothing out of the ordinary.

The following day we gathered in the motel lobby

with several additional Federation birders and

made plans for the morning. A Harris1 Sparrow

had been reported the day before toward the

Lake Ontario lakeshore west on Niagara-on-the-

Lake, Ont. We had good intelligence on the

location where the bird had been found, and

after some debate, we decided to try for it.

Arriving at the spot (where numerous local bird

ers were already on the case) we spent about an

hour studying numerous White-crowned, White-

throated, Song and American Tree Sparrows, but

no Harris1. Given our location, we headed

straight east and began our tour of the river at

the north end, opposite of the habitual plan that

would have begun at Ft. Erie. We worked on

sifting through large numbers of flying/feeding

Bonaparte's Gulls hoping for a Little Gull at the

Charlotte fishing access without success. Ditto

at the whirlpool, where a Sabine's Gull had also

been reported from earlier that morning. Upon

reaching Sir Adam Beck dam we set up for an

extended study of the large number of birds

swirling below us. I personally think this is the

single best spot along the entire river for study

ing gulls. Our patience finally paid off. Over the

course of over an hour everyone in the group

had good to excellent views of adult and first

year Iceland Gulls, adult Thayer's Gull and an

adult Lesser Black-backed Gull. Then just as it

seemed like we had found all of the unusual

birds, an immature Sabine's Gull was spotted

flying near the dam on the US side. Eventually

everyone got on the bird as it ranged all over the

area between the two dams — an absolutely

beautiful bird that gave us a great show!

Shortly thereafter, we all studied a large white-

winged gull perched on the far shore for quite a

while — a bird with a very heavy, large bill but

seemingly not different in overall size from the

Herring Gulls. The bird never flew, and we left

with the majority opinion leaning toward second

year Iceland. The area just above the falls

produced a good mix of waterfowl including Can-

vasback and Redhead. We also had another large

group of perched gulls to study on the water

control structures. The highlight here was an

other adult Lesser Black-backed Gull seen well

by everyone in the group.
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The next morning we headed straight back to

Adam Beck. The same mix of birds was present,

minus the Sabine's Gull. We again found a

second-year white-winged gull perched on the

far rocks. This time the bird appeared clearly

much larger than Herring gulls standing adjacent

to it. The heavy beak and long sloping forehead

shape all seemed to clearly add up to Glaucous

Gull. If it was the same bird seen the day

before, this was a major example of how hard

overall size can be to judge, even on perched

birds with other birds nearby for comparison.

Something about the original perspective must

have given a distorted view of the bird's size.

Other species of note that were added on Sun

day included Red-necked Grebe and Horned Lark.

On the way back toward Albany, many of us

stopped at the "Potato Building" in the Mon-

tezuma mucklands and were rewarded with

views of two Snowy Owls, one across the road

from the other — an excellent way to wrap

another great trip to the Niagara Frontier.

— Reported by Gregg X-ecer

d Cathy Graichen

for 5/7/ Cee

Partridge Run Wildlife Management Area

by Ski

February 4, 2001

A total of 9 intrepid skier/birders explored some

of the western end of Partridge Run WMA in

western Albany County on a cold, but windless,

Sunday morning. Not unexpectedly, most of our

time was really occupied with the skiing, as

birding through the Partridge Run forests was

largely an exercise in looking for whatever else

happened to be tagging along with the ubiqui

tous Black-capped Chickadees. Before reaching

the WMA, we did have fly-over Pileated Wood

peckers and a Northern Flicker. Am Robins were

fairly plentiful along the roads throughout the

hilltowns area west of Voorheesville. Feeders at

one house on the drive in produced two female

Purple Finches and a large flock of Cedar

Waxwings was a beautiful sight. On the ski trails

groups of chickadees were fairly plentiful, often

containing accompanying Red-breasted

Nuthatches and Downy Woodpeckers. In at least

two locations various members of the group

heard the descending twittering songs of White-

winged Crossbills. Unfortunately clear views

were not to be had in the dense Norway

Spruces, which were often down in a distant

ravine. The skiing was very enjoyable, with a

couple inches of fresh snow on the ground. One

steep and twisting section of trail through the

trees was probably more than most of the partici

pants had bargained for, but the only bruises

sustained were to derrieres and egos!

After about 2 hours of skiing, we car-birded

some of the back roads in the area. A stop to

check out the feeders on the "last house" on

Cole Hill Rd, we discovered numerous Dark-eyed

Juncos, American Tree Sparrows, Blue Jays and

another set of singing White-winged Crossbills

that were equally invisible in distant spruces. A

large hawk flashed overhead with long glides

interspersed with one or two deep wingbeats —

a Goshawk! Unfortunately it only gave us a brief

view, but a local birder we later ran into said he

had an extended view of two Goshawks circling

overhead in the direction where the bird we had

seen was flying. Another nice find at this spot

was a female American Kestrel perched for nice

views on a phone wire. We headed out Bradt

Hollow Road to another area of spruces for

another try at winter finches. At this stop every

one could clearly hear singing White-winged

Crossbills, but despite a long wait, none showed

themselves. We were able to add Common Raven

to the trip list before departing the WMA, and a

flock of 17 Wild Turkeys topped off the mornings

birding on the way out of East Berne.

With good snow conditions, the trip seemed to

rate as successful with everyone, and so we will

think about scheduling another similar trip for

2002. Thanks to all the participants for making

the trip a success!

— Gregg Xecer

— Cathy Graichen
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HMBC Contact Information
■a

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: hmbc@hotmail.com

HMBC website: http://members.xoom.com/hmbc/

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center or

other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the second

Monday of odd-numbered months. The next board

meeting will be Monday March 12, 2001 and will be

held at The Sweater Venture on Rt 9 north of the

Latham traffic circle.

V

Send articles, dip-art,

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

c/o Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

Ballston Spa. NY 12020

or via e-mail to:

recerg@crisny.org

A
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER: I really only have one thing to say — "White-winged Cross
bills!" These birds seem to be the show this winter. We saw an amazing number in

the central Adirondacks in late January (oh, there just happened to be a Northern

Hawk Owl there tool). Even more remarkable to me was the constant crossbill song

we were hearing, with reports that breeding had been confirmed in the birds north of

Saranac Lake. Subsequently, more White-wings have turned up in high-elevation areas

in Albany and Rensselaer Counties and everywhere the birds appear to be in song,

presumably commencing nesting activity here in the dead of winter. A number of ex

perienced Club members have noted that White-winged Crossbills have breeding records for every month in

the calendar, so this is not exactly earth-shattering behavior. However, it certainly turns our usual idea

about passerine breeding on its head and gives atlasers with substantial spruce stands in their blocks reason

to drag themselves out into the mid-winter snow! Add in a smattering of other winter finches in the area,

a major owl movement just to our north and west (multiple Hawk Owls and Boreal Owls turning up in

southern Ontario and Snowy Owls as close as Fulton County) and a Gyrfalcon report from near Kingston

Ontario, just in time for the Club's trip to Cape Vincent & Amherst Island,

and we have an exciting winter on our hands. I'm looking forward to

more surprises, as well as spring just around the corner!

Gregg Recer
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Why List?

by Cathy Graichen

So why do people maintain bird lists? What kind

of bird lists do people keep? Should you keep one

- or several?

Well, I have to admit, I don't keep a list. Lucky

for me, Gregg keeps a list for me. I like having a

list and knowing whether a bird is a new life bird,

or new year bird, or whatever. Having lists is part

of the fun of birdwatching. Of course, seeing the

birds is really the fun part, but lists - whether it is a

Christmas count day, New Year's day, Century

Run, or just the whole year or my whole life list -

lists are another thing to study.

We keep our observation sightings in Avisys, one

of the bird listing software programs available.

This allows us to generate reports. For example,

we created one showing how many year birds we

got each year — we were on a steady increase,

until Bryce was born. Of course, the year before

he was born, we birded a lot, including Texas,

Louisiana and the Atlantic coast from Maine to the

Delmarva — that helped a lot.

We can also create reports from our sightings

from each state. We have the most birds in NY,

but Texas isn't far behind. I suppose the fact that

we got 104 species on a New Year's Day in Texas

with only a steady effort compared with struggling

to break 100 at peak spring migration in Saratoga

County in New York might help explain the differ

ence.

Of course, when I look at our New York list and

see we have just over 300 (lifetime) and some of

our birding colleagues stretch to reach 300 within

ONE YEAR -1 guess we could work a bit harder.

One of the things that is nice about keeping our

lists, is that it helps us plan vacations. After all, if

we haven't seen birds from a certain region of the

country, then our list helps us recognize what we

are missing and where we should go — that's how

we ended up in Arizona last May. We still have

Alaska — one or our biggest gaps — but we'll head

there as soon as Bryce is old enough to enjoy the

trip. Of course, Bryce is starting to have his own

interests — and he wants to go to Hawaii — I

suppose I could live with that too!

So what kind of lists should you keep? Well it all

depends on what you want to remember. The birds

you saw in your yard? The birds you saw on

vacation? The birds you see driving? Some even

keep the birds they see on TV (you'll do very well if

you watch those nature specials!). Of course, those

TV birds are tricky - sometimes the birds (especially

the songs) don't match the location the TV program

is "supposed" to be coming from. I guess you can't

believe everything you see and hear on TV.

How do you decide if a bird counts? Well, for the

most part, the lists are for us - so we can make the

rules. If you want to submit your sighting records to

an organization like ABA, then you'll have to follow

Ir 11 is Kvh ...

Hawkwatch 2000 Results

Crossword Puzzle

Program andField Trip Reports

Upcoming Programs

Upcoming Field Trips & New/

Rescheduled Field Trips
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their rules, but most of us can use our own. For instance, is hearing a bird the same as seeing it? Of

course not, but hearing it is hearing it (unless it's someone else playing a tape!), so it must have been

there. And of course, if you have to wait until you see a Chuck-Will's-Widow, you might have to wait a

long time. But in the right place at the right time of day, hearing one is almost a slam-dunk.

So go out and see some birds - and keep your lists!

2000 Hawk Watch Totals

Note that observations were recorded for 6 days (29 hours) in August and 3 days (12.7 hours) in De

cember. If you are interested in more details, contact Bob Kirker.

Turkey Vulture

Osprey

Bald Eagle

Northern Harrier

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Cooper's Hawk

Northern Goshawk

Red-shouldered Hawk

Broad-winged Hawk

Red-tailed Hawk

Rough-legged Hawk

Golden Eagle

American Kestrel

Merlin

Peregrine Falcon

Unidentified Raptor

Total

Aug

18

2

2

4

2

28

Sep

157

38

17

19

102

19

3

6

701

102

36

2

1

64

1267

Oct

68

6

5

18

133

20

10

18

350

2

24

5

2

28

689

Nov

1

4

13

3

14

2

187

4

2

8

238

Dec

1

1

3

4

9

Total

243

44

23

42

248

44

28

26

703

646

8

4

60

7

3

102

2231
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HMBC Sponsors Equipment Drive for Birder's Exchange

Birder's Exchange is committed to saving Neotropical birds and their habitats, goals that the Club and

its many members also share. Here is an opportunity to do something about it.

What is Birder's Exchange? It is an activity that puts optical equipment and books into the hands of

researchers, educators, students and conservation scientists in the Caribbean and Central and South

America. It is sponsored by both the American Birding Association and the Manomet Center for Con

servation Sciences. Since 1990, Birder's Exchange has helped over 300 groups in 34 countries.

What is Needed?

New or used:

Binoculars, Scopes, Camera equipment, Ornithology textbooks, field guides to

North American and Neotropical birds, tripods, sound recording equipment, back

packs

All materials donated must be in good working condition; for binoculars this means

in proper alignment, with a working focus wheel and glass without flaws.

How Do I Donate?

Your help is sorely needed now; Manomet reports that their stockpile of equipment is very low. Please

bring your equipment/books to the May or June HMBC program meeting; we will collect it and ship it

to Manomet which will in turn send it to the programs in need.

Tax-deductible cash donations are also needed; people should send donations directly to: Manomet

Center for Conservation Sciences P.O. Box 1770 Manomet, MA 02345

- call Scott Stoner with any questions

info also available at:

http://americanbirding.org/programs/consbex.htm

David Sibley to Appear at Five Rivers

Author and artist David Sibley is scheduled to visit Five River Environmen

tal Education Center in Delmar, where he will lead a walk, give a talk, and

sign books. The exact time of his visit is not available at press time, but it

is currently scheduled for some time on Friday May 18. People who are

interested are urged to call Five Rivers at 475-0291 in early May for more

information.
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UpCOIYlilMq PROqRAMS

Please Note: HMBC programs in May and June, 2001 will be held at Five Rivers Environmental

Education Center, Delmar and will begin at 7:30 PM. After the July-August hiatus, HMBC

programs will resume in September at the Coionie Town Library at 7PM

Monday May 7, 2001: Nunavut: A New Canadian Territory with Dick and Patsy Patrick, 7:30PM Five

Rivers EEC.

Monday June 4, 2001: Three Quarters of the Way around Australia with Lillian Samuelson, 7:30PM,

Five Rivers EEC. Lillian Samuelson will discuss Dale's and her birding trips to Australia. Sydney; Brisbane

and Lamington National Park; Cairns, the islands above the Great Barrier Reef and the Atherton

Tableland to its west; Darwin and Fogg Dam; Kinnanura, Wyndham, Marigu Waterhole and Lake Argyll in

the Kimberlys, in northwest Australia; Perth and southeast via the Dryanda Forest to Albany, then

concluding at the Kilby Saltworks in Adelaide. Birds, botany and other native critters are featured in

addition to scenic views. Come join us for a fascinating look at the land "Down Under." Refreshments will

be served.

Fall, 2001 (Sept - Nov. at Coionie Town Library):

Sept. 10, East Africa: Birds, Mammals, People and Rocks, Phil Whitney (re-scheduled from Feb 5)

Oct. 1, Antarctica, South Georgia & the Falklands, David Martin

Nov. 5, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands, Don & Donna Travers

Winter, 2001 - 2002 (Dec. at Five Rivers EEC, Jan. & Feb. at Coionie Town Library):

Dec. 3, Holiday parly, Shorebirds of Cape May, Tom Lindsay — Five Rivers EEC, Delmar

Jan. 7, Hummingbirds. Movies with Club member Bill Gorman.

Feb. 3, Atlantic Canada, Gregg Recer (originally scheduled for Sept, 2001)

Picture by Tom Lindsay
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Program Reports

by Scott 5toner, (Program Chair

This is an easy one to write! BOTH events were postponed due to heavy snow! Certainly a first for HMBC!

The February program by Phil Whitney on East Africa has been rescheduled for September 10 at the

Colonie Library.

Kim Hunsinger's March presentation on the breeding bird atlas will be rescheduled for some time in the

spring of 2002.

For future reference, if the weather looks "iffy" you can call the library the afternoon of the program to see

if it is cancelled. We will also try to put a notice on birdline, but the library is our best bet.

Hope to see you all at many of our spring and fall 2001 programs - when the weather should be more

cooperative.

- Scon Stoner. Vwgram Chair

Audubon Society of the Capital Region 2001 Programs

May 10, 7 PM, Colonie Library. How To Build a Conservationist: It Takes a Village. Craig

Thompson, Five Rivers Director. All of America's most famous conservationists shared three

common traits. Tonight, Craig Thompson, Director of DEC'S Five Rivers Environmental Educa

tion Center, will outline these traits in an overview of Five Rivers' environmental education pro

grams and a discussion of the increasingly important role of environmental education in a

changing society.

Mr. Thompson has worked in DEC'S Bureau of Environmental Education for 21 years. He has

been Director of Five Rivers for the past 6 years, and has previously supervised DEC'S Project

WILD and Catskill Interpretive Center initiatives. A native of Buffalo, he was educated at SUNY

Buffalo and Columbia University and lives in Coeymans Hollow with his wife and three boys.

June 12 (Tues), 7 PM. Colonie Library. The New Natural History Museum of the Adiron-

dacks. Betsy Lowe, Executive Director (joint program with Sierra Club). Betsy will talk about

plans for building a new natural history museum at Tupper Lake. Refreshments served. (There

will be NO meeting Thurs 14th)
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Camouflaged Birds

(Cryptic Clues, Anagrams, Word Play)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

18

21

22

24

26

27

29

Across

A BIRD found in a fallow land (3)

Board used in prophecy (5)

-rider (TR) (5)

Wilson's snipe, aka the -bird (7)

Lear leased a BIRD (7)

1 wish my brother returned a BIRD (4)

Word with sweet or pipe (6)

Shake your tail (3)

Joe, the boxer (7)

Tread heavily on, eg (7)

Leo the (3)

A short trip you might run (6)

alle (dovekie)

Try a dry, sharp ale before mid-morning

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

14

16

17

19

20

23

Down

Doctor a sore BIRD? (4)

A sad Clinton had a BIRD (8)

BIRD found in probing questionnaire

(5)

BIRD that YOU fly? (4)

Luther trails chase for a BIRD (4,6)

Find BIRD in new renovations (4)

We curl twisted BIRD (6)

Speak with a BIRD (4)

Force (a person) to action (5)

Did Reno dare run amok without any

BIRD?(4t6)

Chip off top of Nile Dam for a BIRD (4)

Look westward in GE for a BIRD (5)

Use mild soap for BIRD, you hear (4)

BIRDS rambling in places (8)

for a BIRD (7)

31 Took a risk (7)

33 Mix up beer with Guiness for a BIRD (5)

34 Brew ale, eg for BIRD (5)

35 Winkin, blinkin pal (3)

25 Use rind around tuber's outside for

BIRD (6)

28 Often quothed bird? (5)

29 Ants and annoys (4)

30 Land of forbidden fruit (4)

31 Word with batting or bird (4)

32 Act twice for a BIRD? (4)
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APR 21

SAT

UpcoMiNq HMBC Field TRips

(Consultyourfield trip schedule or Birdline (439-8080)for trip details)

BLACK CREEK MARSH

Coordinator: Larry Alden 861-6087

Join us for what is arguably the best marsh in the Capital District. We will be searching for Ameri

can Bittern, Sora, Virginia Rail, Snipe, Wood Duck, Rusty Blackbirds, Bluebirds, Marsh Wren and

early spring migrants. Larry promises close up looks at the rails. Meet at 7:30 AM on Hennessey

Road near the RR tracks. From Voorheesville take Rte 156 to a right onto Koonz Rd to another

right onto Hennessey Rd.

NOTE: The April 22 Constitution Marsh Trip has been rescheduled to August 4. See full details in Feb '01

Feathers.

APRIL 27 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR DELMARVA PENINSULA (MAY 11-13)

MAY 3

THUR

MAY 5

SAT

MAY 6

SUN

PEEBLES ISLAND STATE PARK

Coordinator: Gary Goodness 272-5830

On this evening walk, we will search for early shorebirds, ducks, Palm Warbler, Osprey, Ruby-

crowned Kinglet and many first arrivals for the year. The shadbush should be in spectacular bloom

as well. Meet at 6:30 p.m. at the main parking lot. (See page 2 for directions.)

BIRDS AND BREAKFAST AT FIVE RIVERS

Coordinator: Denise Hackert-Stoner 785-6760

Our annual celebration of the arrival of spring will be held at the Five Rivers Environmental Educa

tion Center on Game Farm Road in Delmar. The Center has an excellent trail system through a vari

ety of habitats. You can expect to see and hear a number of resident species and migrants, includ

ing Canada Geese with their newly hatched goslings, Eastern Bluebirds feeding their young, and

(hopefully) a number of different warblers. The Interpretive Building (visitor center) will be open, with

coffee flowing, from 6:45 a.m. Birding groups will leave from there at 7:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. You

may join one of these groups, or come earlier and go out on your own, as we try to find as many

species as possible. We'll rally at 10:30 a.m. for coffee, doughnuts, bagels, fresh fruit (approx. $3.00

donation) and a list compilation. (See page 2 for directions.)

DYKEN POND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION CENTER

Coordinator: Jackie Bogardus 283-6603

Dyken Pond Environmental Education Center is situated on the Rensselaer Plateau where the

towns of Grafton, Poestenkill and Berlin meet. At an elevation of 1600 to 1800 feet, the area in

cludes a wide variety of habitats and offers birders a great opportunity to quietly and leisurely enjoy

the outdoors. The Center has over six miles of trails that are well marked and relatively easy to tra

verse. Join us for this early morning walk where we hope to see a great variety of resident species

and with any luck, some spring migrants passing through on the way to their northern breeding

grounds. Meet at 7:00 a.m. at the Tamarac School on State Route 2 in Cropseyville.

MAY 8 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR INDIAN KILL PRESERVE (MAY 11)
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MAY 9

WED

MAY 11

FRI

MAY 11-13

FRI - SUN

MAY 12

SAT

REIST SANCTUARY

Coordinator: Joe Coticchio 374-2449

Join us for an evening exploration of the HMBC's Reist Sanctuary property in Niskayuna led by

HMBC's Sanctuary Committee Chair. This trip will be in search of migrant and summer-resident

songbirds including warblers, vireos, thrushes and flycatchers. The Sanctuary is also a good location

for observing Pileated Woodpecker; and opportunities for wildflower observation are also excellent

at this time. Meet at 6:00 PM at the end of Morgan Ave., off of St. David's Lane in Niskayuna.

INDIAN KILL PRESERVE

Coordinator: Ray Perry

Reservations by May 8

399-3962 (H) or 475-0291 (W)

The Indian Kill Preserve is a Schenectady County Nature and Historic Preserve located in the

town of Glenville. The stream, wooded ravines and uplands offer great habitat for woodland

residents and spring migrants. On this evening trip, expect to see several woodpecker species in

cluding resident Pileateds and Hairies. Great-crested Flycatchers, Pewees and Red-breasted

Nuthatches are common. Hermit Thrush, Wood Thrush and Veery should all be in full voice by this

time. And we won't ever be very far from the calls of the Louisiana Waterthrush and Ovenbird. We

will be walking up and down some short, moderate slopes, but most of the walk will be relatively flat.

Meet in the parking lot on Hetcheltown Road at 6:00 p.m. For directions see Birding New York's

Hudson Mohawk Region or ask for directions when you pre-register. Call the coordinator to for

reservations.

DELMARVA PENINSULA

Coordinator: Bill Lee

Reservations by April 27

374-3426

This trip to Delaware, Maryland and Virginia provides excellent opportunities to see southern breed

ing specialties, including Blue Grosbeak, Summer Tanager, Brown-headed Nuthatch and hopefully

Swainson's Warbler. We will visit Brigantine (NJ), Chincoteague and Delaware coastal refuges.

Herons, egrets, terns and spring-plumaged shorebirds are also features of this trip. (Friday is op

tional for those who can leave early, but the trip can be joined on Saturday.)

SWYER PRESERVE AND PAPSCANEE ISLAND

Coordinator: Philip and Marjorie Whitney 477-9050

The Swyer Preserve is a Nature Conservancy property on the East side of the Hudson in northern

Columbia County. A half mile boardwalk follows Mill Creek through a freshwater tidal swamp, ending

at an observation deck overlooking a cattail marsh. Likely birds include Red-bellied and Pileated

Woodpeckers, Belted Kingfisher, Great Crested Flycatcher, Marsh Wren, Blue-gray Gnatcatcher,

Eastern Wood-pewee, Eastern Phoebe, Veery, Gray Catbird, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Red-eyed

Vireo, Scarlet Tanager, Baltimore Oriole, several warbler species, and Swamp Sparrow. Among the

"possibles" are Common Moorhen, Virginia Rail, both Cuckoos, Warbling and Yellow-throated

Vireos, both Waterthrushes, and Cerulean Warbler. Later in the morning, time permitting, we will

visit Papscanee Island where many of the same species are found. Veery and Wood Thrush are

common here, and American Redstarts are unusually abundant. Meet at 6.45 AM at the K-Mart

parking lot in East Greenbush, on the right (South) side of Routes 9 and 20 abut 1.7 miles East of

the Dunn Memorial Bridge. We will need to carpool since parking at Swyer Preserve is very limited.
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MAY 13

SUN

MAY 15

TUE

MAY 17

THUR

MAY 19

SAT

MAY 20

SUN

VISCHER FERRY MIGRANTS

Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899-2678

Timed for the peak of spring migration, this is one of the Club's most popular trips. We will explore

this varied site for warblers and other songbirds, as well as marsh species including rails and bit

terns. Meet at 7:30 a.m. at the Main Entrance (See page 2 for directions.)

ALBANY PINE BUSH — LAKE RENSSELAER

Coordinators: Donna Zimmerman 869-6624

Hope Murphy 373-1933

We will be exploring a wooded trail along the western end of Lake Rensselaer, looking for migrant

warblers as well as breeding residents. A previous trip here by the Thursday morning birding group

yielded 47 species, including several warbler species, ducks, osprey and solitary sandpiper. Mob

bing crows and blue jays also alerted us to the location of two immature Great Horned Owls. Meet at

6 PM at the "Village of Colonie Nature Trails" parking lot on the east side of Rapp Rd., north of

Washington Ave. Extension.

FIVE RIVERS

Coordinator: Alan Mapes 439-4086

On this evening walk, we will explore Five Rivers' woodlands, fields and ponds in search of migrant

songbirds and arriving breeders. We may also try for American Woodcock at the end of the evening

if they're present and still performing their courtship flights. Meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Interpretive

Building (visitor center). See directions on page 2.

CENTURY RUN

Compiler: Bob Yunick

1527 Myron St.

377-0146

Schenectady, NY 12309

See how many species you can find in 24 hours in the 11-county Hudson-Mohawk Region. Join a

group or form your own and cover all your favorite locations. Each group must stay together and

jointly identify species reported. Reports must be mailed to the compiler by May 31 in order to be

counted. Also, please call Birdline with the total species and highlights for your group.

COOKOUT AND BIRDING AT LAKE TAGHKANIC STATE PARK

Coordinators: Denise Hackert-Stoner and Scott Stoner

Bill Cook

785-6760

851-2678

This will be a combination birding/social event, with a late start and a relaxed pace the day after the

Century Run) We will explore and enjoy this fine and under-used Columbia County location, with a

beautiful lake, and a variety of habitats from brushy second growth to mature forest to marsh.

Common breeding birds include Prairie and Chestnut-sided Warbler, Brown Thrasher, Field Spar

row and Eastern Towhee.

At 9:00 we'll have a morning bird walk led by Bill Cook, author of the site guide to this park, followed

by a potluck cookout along the lake. Picnic tables and cooking grills are provided. If you wish to join

us for the cookout, please bring your own main dish plus something to share. Additional bird walks

will be held after we eat, or folks can explore the park on their own. Meet for the morning walk at the

entrance to the nature trail at 9:00 AM, or at the same location at 12:00 PM (we will then go as a

group to the cookout spot). Please call Scott or Denise if you intend to go to the cookout.
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Directions to the meeting place: From the north, take the Taconic State Parkway south to Exit

Route 82 (Hudson/Ancram). Turn left (east) at end of exit ramp (on Route 82) toward Ancram. Go 2

miles and turn right into Lake Taghkanic State Park "back" entrance. Drive about 200 yards and

park in small parking area on right, opposite entrance to nature trail.

MAY 20 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR ADIRONDACK ADVENTURE WEEKEND (JUNE 9-10)

MAY 23 VISCHER FERRY

WED Coordinators: Denise Hackert-Stoner 785-6760

Tina Markopoulos 370-3761

This evening trip will search for breeding and late migrant songbirds, including Baltimore Oriole and

Rose-breasted Grosbeak, along with bitterns, Common Moorhens and rails. Meet at the main en

trance at 6:00 PM (directions on page 2).

MAY 25 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR BEAR MTN/DOODLETOWN RD/IONA ISLAND (JUNE 2)

MAY 26 MOREAU LAKE STATE PARK

SAT Coordinator: Jennifer Brady-Connor 581-8375

This will be an early morning walk around Moreau Lake situated in northeast Saratoga County. Ex

pect to see and hear a number of resident species and migrants including vireos, sparrows, war

blers, and wading birds. Meet at 7:00 a.m. at the beach parking lot of the Park, located on Saratoga

Road south of Route 9 and northway Exit 17. There is a $5.00 entrance fee charge by the park.

MAY 27 ALBIA POND AND LAKE DESOLATION ROAD

SUN Coordinator: Susan Duggan 584-9324

Desolation Road and Fox Hill Road are back-country dirt roads that connect Saratoga with the

Sacandaga. Albia Pond is nestled in there on State land. This wonderfully unique habitat in the

Adirondack foothills hosts many northerly nesting birds such as Winter Wren, Common Snipe. Alder

Flycatcher, Nashville, Black-throated Blue, Black-throated Green, Magnolia and Blackbumian War

blers, Golden-crowned Kinglet, Blue-headed Vireo, Hermit Thrush, Common Raven and many oth

ers — and Susan has remarkably sharp eyesight. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the Stewarts Shoppe on Mid

dle Grove Rd. in Middle Grove.

JUN 2 BEAR MTN., DOODLETOWN RD., IONA ISLAND

SAT Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

Reservations by May 25

Southern warblers should highlight this trip. Cerulean, Kentucky and Hooded have all been found in

past years, along with other specialties such as White-eyed Vireo, Black Vulture and Common

Raven. Most of us will stay overnight on Friday so that we can get an early start the next morning,

but birders who wish to meet us there can do so. Call the coordinator for details.
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JUN 3 NORTHERN SARATOGA COUNTY

SUN Coordinator: Barbara Putnam 792-7542

On this morning trip, we will explore varied habitats along the road on the way to the Hadley Moun

tain trailhead. The area hosts a large variety of nesting warblers and northern-affinity birds such as

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Olive-sided Flycatcher, Winter Wren and Evening Grosbeak. Due to the

narrowness of the road, we will need to car pooh Meet at 7:00 a.m. in or near the village of Lake

Luzerne (call coordinator for the exact meeting spot).

JUN 8 ALBANY PINE BUSH

FRI Coordinator: Laura Sommers 756-8346

This evening trip will sample a portion of the pitch-pine/scrub oak habitat of the Pine Bush. Among

the regular breeding species in this area are Chestnut-sided, Blue-winged, Pine and Prairie War

blers, Bank Swallow, Eastern Townee, Indigo Bunting and Brown Thrasher. In the recent past,

Golden-winged Warbler has also been found here. Meet at 6:30 p.m. behind the State Employee's

Federal Credit Union (SEFCU) building on SR 155-roughly 1 mile south of Central Ave. (SR 5).

JUN 9-10 ADIRONDACK ADVENTURE WEEKEND

SAT-SUN Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899-2678

Reservations by May 20

The area of the north-central Adirondack Park near Paul Smiths contains numerous birding loca

tions that can provide a wide variety of breeding species. The Buck Pond State Campground will be

the center of operations (motel arrangements can also be made). Half-day birding walks are possi

ble at a number of close-by spots that feature boreal breeding species including Bloomingdale Bog,

Bigelow Road and Silver Bog. Possibilities include Gray Jay, Boreal Chickadee, both Crossbills,

Black-backed Woodpecker, Yellow-bellied and Olive-sided Flycatchers, Lincoln's Sparrow and per

haps Spruce Grouse. Buck Pond, Osgood Pond, and the Paul Smiths Visitor's Information Center

are other possibly birding locations with at least 15 species of breeding warblers including Nashville,

Bay-breasted, Canada, Blackpoll and N. Waterthrush and numerous other breeding flycatchers,

thrushes, vireos and "winter finches" such as Evening Grosbeak and Purple Finch. In addition to the

birding possibilities, the weekend will feature a group picnic Saturday evening at Buck Pond. Contact

the coordinators for reservations and to arrange a contribution for the picnic.
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Fort Miller

18 March 2001

Snow Buntings and Eastern Meadowlarks aren't

usually seen in the same day, but winter met

spring during the March 18 field trip to Fort Miller

and the Fort Edward grasslands. The strong

March sun raised temperatures to the mid-30s,

though a brisk wind picked up in early afternoon.

The dirt roads skirting the east side of the Hud

son yielded good views of dozens of Common

Goldeneyes (males head-flipping ardently) and

Common Mergansers, plus Ring-necked Ducks,

Bufflehead, and a couple of pairs of Hooded

Mergansers. We also spotted newly arrived Red-

winged Blackbirds and Common Grackles, plus a

lone Tree Swallow enjoying early insects over

the river.

Other signs of spring: Eastern Goldfinch turning

yellow, an American Kestrel, Song Sparrows

singing, and several small flocks of American

Robins. Airborne, we saw Turkey Vultures, a

Cooper's Hawk, Red-tailed Hawks. In the Fort

Edward grasslands, raptors included several

light- and dark-phase Rough-legged Hawks, male

and female Northern Harriers floating over

fields, and a Great Horned Owl.

Scanning Fort Miller shrubs, trees and yards, we

spotted a Red-bellied Woodpecker, which an

nounced its arrival with loud "kwuuurrrr"s, pairs

of Northern Cardinals and Purple Finches, plus

Pileated Woodpeckers and a singing Brown

Creeper.

On Route 46 in Fort Edward, hundreds of Star

lings enjoyed freshly-spread manure in the com

pany of several Snow Geese, who grazed right

next to the road. Six Short-Eared Owls peered at

us from a tree on Blackhouse Road. On East

Road, snow buntings swarmed over a distant

field. All told, the dozen or so birders saw or

heard 45 species.

- Joyce Miller

WATERFOWL OF THE HUDSON RIVER

(GREENE COUNTY)

11 MARCH 2001

With 15 species of waterfowl counted, 4 more

than last year, the dozen participants of this trip

enjoyed good birding and several people added

one or more life birds. We started at the Cox-

sackie boat launch where many waterfowl were

to be found including a raft of about 30 Canvas-

back. Bread crumbs lured in about 30 Mute

Swans, 20 Mallards, 100 Canada Geese and a

single Snow Goose. Lingering in the water were

Common and Hooded Mergansers, Greater Scaup

and the three common species of gulls. We were
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about to leave when someone spotted an imma

ture Bald Eagle flying southward, against the

tree line across the river, being constantly ha

rassed by a Ring-billed Gull all the way along

even as it disappeared out of sight. Most of the

group didn't continue to watch the immature until

it disappeared because it flew past an adult

eagle perched on a branch over the river and

binoculars stopped at that point. At Four Mile

Point we added Northern Harrier, Cooper's

Hawk, Ring-necked, Black and Wood Duck and an

array of passerines that responded very energet

ically to chickadee whistling. They included

Tufted Titmouse, Northern Cardinal, Black-

capped Chickadee, White-throated Sparrow,

White-breasted Nuthatch and a Downy Wood

pecker. At the Athens boat launch we found a

Turkey Vulture over the river, but we had our

best birds at the Catskill boat launch. Here we

found 3 Redhead and a Tundra Swan. The Swan

was a life bird for several of the people. This was

the official end of the trip but on our way out we

looked over the outlet of the Catskill Creek and

found 8 Northern Pintail.

-Bill Cook

Rhode Island

26-27 Mar 2001

Due to an unsettled forecast and last minute

cancellations, the Rhode Island trip was can

celled. The trip coordinators spent Saturday

cross-country skiing at Lapland Lake. We did

have a few birding highlights including singing

Purple Finches and Pine Siskins and a Ruffed

Grouse along the trail. However, no Harlequin

Ducks were observed in the woods of southern

Hamilton County NY.

■ Cathy Grafchen
• Gregg JLecer
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HMBC BOARD FOR 2000-2001

Officers

President:

Gregg Recer

23 Scotch Mist Way

Malta, N.Y.

12020

899-2678

Secretary:

Lynn Huntington

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Vice-President

William Lee

2171 Grand Blvd.

Schenectady, NY

12309

374-3426

Treasurer:

Dan Welch

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Directors:

Carl George 393-0629

Joan Cipriani 374-3729

Sunny Gooding 446-9370

Scott Stoner . 785-6760

Alison Van Keuren 435-0817

Committee Chairs

Conservation:

Birdline:

Programs:

Field Trips:

Membership:

Publicity:

Publications:

Records:

Sanctuary:

Social:

Jr. Activities:

Walt Sabin

John Saville

Scott Stoner

Gregg Recer (acting)

- Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Bob Budliger

Joe Coticchio

Denise Hackert-Stoner

Elle Dietemann

439-7344

399-5959

785-6760

899-2678

449-1087

355-5615

899-2678

439-0006

374-2449

785-6760

766-7045

HMBC Contact Information

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: hmbc@hotmail.com

HMBC website: http://members.xoom.com/hmbc/

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center or

other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the second

Monday of odd-numbered months. The next board

meeting with the newly elected Board will be Mon

day May 14,2001, location TBA.

Send articles, dip-art

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

c/6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

Ballston Spa NY 12020

or via e-mail to:

recerg@aisny.org
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Tresidenfs Corner This issue of Feathers marks the end of my second term as

President. I want to take this opportunity to thank all of the other officers,

board members, committee chairs and committee members whose efforts have

kept HMBC strong and thriving during my tenure. I hope I've been able to

contribute a little to those efforts, but most of the credit goes to others. I want

to give special kudos to several Club members upon whom I've particularly re

lied during my term: Bob Budliger and Scott Stoner have both provided a

great deal of assistance to me and the HMBC Board over the past two years. They have always

been available for advice and historical insights and their combined experience on issues ranging

from Club operations, to community relations to conservation has been very important for many is

sues the Board has addressed. Bill Lee has been another source of experienced counsel and con

tinues to be an unfailing supporter of the Club's outstanding field trip program by leading numerous

highly-regarded field trips year-after-year for HMBC; and more recently, by combining forces with

the Federation of New York State Bird Club's field trip program. Lastly, I have to thank Cathy

Graichen — first for her tireless effort to make Feathers a real success for over 8 years now —

and second, for supporting my effort on behalf of the Club as President (even though I think she

thought I was nuts to do it). I will continue to work hard to keep HMBC successful in the future,

as I'm sure many others will, but for right now I'm going to enjoy just spending my free time bird-

ing. Hope to see you in the field

Gregg Recer
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Atlas 2000

by Bob Budlfger

On a June morning a birder will spend a

couple of hours in a favorite marsh watching

birds with a special purpose. He'll note all

birds seen and heard, and pay particular at

tention to their behavior. He's looking for evi

dence of breeding. He's not disturbing his

quarries by searching out nests, simply ob

serving behavioral cues that indicate breed

ing.

Certainly, some nests can be easily seen. A

Great Blue Heron rookery in the wooded edge

of the marsh has a dozen large nests and

through binoculars our birder sees adults

tending young. A Canada Goose pair is lead

ing six fuzzy goslings around the open water.

A Swamp Sparrow carries food into the cat

tails. These are all Confirmed as breeders.

Our birder tallies a number of Probable

Breeders as well. These include a Red-

winged Blackbird male defending a territory, a

pair of Wood Ducks together on the open

water, a pair of Yellow Warblers flitting about

the shrubs at the marsh edge. Our birder can

add to the Probables by coming back a week

or two later and listening for continued singing

by males in the same location. Virginia rails

and bitterns heard calling in the marsh on

subsequent visit are counted as Probables;

the same birds heard on only one visit in the

breeding season are Possibles.

Our birder is participating in Atlas 2000, a

project of the NYS Department of Environ

mental Conservation and the Federation of

NYS Bird Clubs. National Audubon Society of

New York is a partner and member of the

steering committee, along with the NY Coop

erative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit , the

Cornell University Department of Natural Re

sources, and the Cornell Laboratory of Or

nithology.

Atlas 2000 is a multi-year effort to locate bird

species and document their breeding habitats

in the Empire State. This is a replication of the

first Breeding Bird Atlas that was conducted

from 1980 to 1985 and resulted in the publica

tion of The Atlas of Breeding Birds in New York

State in 1988. Atlases of this kind, first devel

oped in Britain, have been done in many

states, including Vermont, Connecticut, and

Pennsylvania. New York will be the first to

repeat it at the desired 20-year interval.

A Breeding Bird Atlas gives biologists, plan

ners, and managers information about the dis

tribution of the State's 240 bird species. This

repeat effort will document changes, and signal
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accomplishments and future challenges in

managing this valuable resource.

To accomplish the survey, biologists divided

the state into more than 5,000 atlas "blocks,"

each measuring 5x5 kilometers (3x3 miles).

Regional coordinators assign survey blocks to

volunteers and provide them with a handbook

of instructions, field data cards and maps of

their blocks. Once assigned to a block, volun

teer birders visit each habitat and record each

bird species they see or hear. Thousands of

volunteers will be needed. They need not be

expert ornithologists, but should have some

birding experience and be able to identify

most of the common breeders in the state.

Though Year One has been completed, Atlas

2000 needs you! If you wish to atlas, or want

more information, contact the Project Coordi

nator at Breeding Bird Atlas 2000, Wildlife

Resources Center, 108 Game Farm Road,

Delmar, NY 12054 or e-mail at

fwbba@gw.dec.state.ny.us. You can also visit

the DEC's Atlas website and see the hand

book of instructions, addresses of regional

coordinators, and even topographic maps of

atlas blocks. Go to

http://www.dec.state.ny.us/website/dfwmr/

wildlife/bba/index.html

Albany Pine Bush Atlas

The Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission is looking for interested area birders to help

with collecting information for the NYS Breeding Bird Atlas Project. If you are interested in

birding in the Albany Pine Bush Preserve to confirm breeding for a number of species, as

well as update the Preserve's species list please contact Preserve Ecologist, Neil Gifford.

Additionally, a SUNY Albany graduate student will be initiating a point-count survey of Pre

serve lands to develop a breeding bird diversity index for several of the Preserve's habitat

types this spring. If you are interested in helping with this project, have good birding by ear

experience, and/or experience collecting point-count data you are also encouraged to con

tact Neil.

Neil A. Gifford

Preserve Ecologist

108 Wade Rd. Latham, NY 12110

518-785-1800x214

ngifford@tnc.org
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UpcoftiiNq PitoqRAMS

Please Note: After the July-August hiatus, HMBC programs will resume in September at the

Colonie Town Library at 7PM

Fall, 2001 (Sept - Nov. at Colonie Town Library):

Mon. Sept. 10, East Africa: Birds, Mammals, People and Rocks, Phil Whitney (re-scheduled from Feb

5) An account, with slides, of a three-week trip to northwest Tanzania and Southeast Kenya,

including Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Crater, Kakamega Forest, and Hells Gate Park.

The emphasis is on the amazingly diverse birdlife, but some of the famous large mammals, other

wildlife, Rift Valley Geology, and glimpses of life in rural East Africa away from the standard

tourist routes are included.

Mon. Oct. 1, Antarctica, South Georgia & the Falklands, David Martin

A trip to Antarctica and the South Atlantic islands is a feast for the senses, highlighted by fantastic

scenery, unusual birds and mammals, and fascinating episodes from the history of the heroic age of

exploration. The trip included a stop at Elephant Island where Shackleton's men waited while Shackleton

and four others made the harrowing voyage to South Georgia in a small boat to find help. It also included

a stop at Grytviken a former sealing and whaling station and the site of Shackleton's grave. David Martin,

a member of the Hudson-Mohawk Bird Club is a life-long birder and amateur photographer.

Nov. 5, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands, Don & Donna Travers

Winter, 2001 - 2002 (Dec. at Five Rivers EEC, Jan. & Feb. at Colonie Town Library):

Mon. Dec. 3, Holiday party, Full Moon & Empty Stomachs: Migratory Shorebirds, Tom Lindsay —

Five Rivers EEC, Delmar

Mon. Jan. 7, Hummingbirds. Movies with Club member Bill Gorman.

Mon. Feb. 4, Atlantic Canada, Gregg Recer (originally scheduled for Sept, 2001)

Audubon Society of the Capital Region 2001 Programs ^x

Sep 13 (Thu), 7 PM, Colonie Library. In Search of the Maine Moose. Thomas D. Lindsay, Na

ture Photographer. Late September brings the beginning of the "rut" or breeding season for the

northeast's largest land mammal. Join photographer Tom Lindsay as he takes to the back
roads, ponds and bogs of Maine's north woods in pursuit of these magnificent animals. Tom will

explore the history of the moose in Maine, and will introduce you to many of the animals that
share its habitat. The impact of logging on the moose population will also be discussed.

Tom Lindsay is a graduate of Albany High School and the Rochester Institute of Technology.
His nature photography has appeared in the book New York State Wildlife Viewing Guide, in
newspapers, such as the Times Union and The Gazette, and in magazines such as New York
State Conservationist and Adirondac. He has presented programs for Cornell Cooperative Ex
tension, The Five Rivers Environmental Education Center, The Schenectady Photographic Soci
ety, and many other groups. Mr. Lindsay is a member of NANPA, the North American Nature

Photographers Association.
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Program Reports

by Scott Stoner, (Program Chair

Costa Rica Annual Meeting Program

Mark Garland's featured presentation, "Costa

Rica - A Neotropical Snapshot at the HMBC's

2001 Annual Meeting could well be subtitled

"Ecotourism is Working."

Costa Rica is a small Central American coun

try, about the size of West Virginia, from 8 to

12 degrees north latitude, placing it well within

the tropics. It is bordered by Nicaragua to the

north and Panama to the south, and has

12,000-foot mountains sandwiched between

the Atlantic and Pacific coasts. Within this

small area are an amazing 19 climatic zones,

each with its own plant and animal commu

nity. Costa Rica boasts 900 species of birds

and is economically and politically stable. It

has not had an army since 1948 and its

literacy rate equals that of U.S. Important for

tourism, Costa Rica has safe water and nice

people who love to show off their country, and

how much natural area they have protected (a

whopping 25 %)!

In a wonderfully narrated slide show, Mark

described some of Costa Rica's natural

beauty, from black sand beaches to volcanic

peaks, lush vegetation and tremendous wa

terfalls! The many climatic zones range from

coastal wetlands to high mountain paramo, a

fascinating, tropical alpine meadow commu

nity. Others along the way include tropical dry

forest and the amazing cloud forest. The rain

forest is green at all levels, from the forest

floor to above the canopy.

To demonstrate the incredible diversity of flora

and fauna, Mark showed us tree ferns, howler

monkeys, red tubular flowers (and humming

birds), bromeliads, marine toads, Sunbittern,

Brown-throated Tiger Heron, Keel-billed Tou

can and, of course, the incredible Resplen

dent Quetzal!

It was a delightful, informative and enlighten

ing program, which served to both broaden

our horizons and pique our interest to further

investigate this diverse and ecotourist-friendly

country!

- Scott Stoner

Dick and Patsy Patrick present:

Nunavut: A New Canadian Territory

"Far away places, with strange-sounding

names..." This would pretty much sum up my

feelings about this newest Canadian territory,

about which my only knowledge had been the

now-defunct weather reports on Mike Landin's

WAMC morning spot.

Thanks to the fine program presented by Dick

and Patsy Patrick on May 7, twenty five grate

ful HMBC members, including yours truly, now

have mental pictures of many of the wonderful

places and faces that make up this vast,

treeless, Arctic territory.

First, some statistics: Nunavut, carved out of

the Northwest Territory, and formerly declared

a separate territory on April 1,1999, is a huge

area, representing about one-fifth of the total

Canadian area. It's population, mostly consist

ing of Innuit, is about 27,000, or about the

equivalent to the population of the town of

Guilderland. Caribou enjoy a much greater

population density, at 750,000, and hunting is

an essential activity there.

With the decline of the whaling industry, un

employment is rampant in the Territory, and in

some areas of it, suicide is the leading cause

of death.
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Iqualavit, the capital of Nunavut, is home to

2,500 people, and boasts the only paved

road in the Territory. The road spans Nana-

sivik airport and the Arctic Bay. The homes

here are built up on stilts, to help keep them

from sinking into the permafrost. Here, as in

many of the communities, the people have

access to one of the chain of "Northern

Stores," kind of general stores in which ev

eryday necessities may be purchased.

Iqualavit offers the only high school in the

Territory, although most other communities

have elementary schools, as well as general

health clinics.

The language spoken in Nunavut is called

Nukatuk, and the people have evolved a

written alphabet, similar to the Cyrillic alpha

bet.

This Arctic territory is very isolated, and not

particularly geared up for tourism. Amenities

such as hotels, restaurants, or even post

cards are hardly plentiful. However, the

Patricks spoke highly of the people of

Nunavut. Their friendly nature and gracious

curiosity about visitors, as well as their cul

tural displays are described as memorable.

One particularly interesting custom is "throat

singing," in which two singers, usually both

women, stand very close together, and actu

ally sing into each others' mouths. The

sound that results from this cross singing is

described as ethereal, or even eerie. These

people do have a sense of humor, though,

demonstrated in the fact that the winner of

this throat singing game is the one who

resists the urge to laugh!

The polar bear which graces the license

plates of Nunavut are often found along the

glacier banks, and men often flank hiking

parties on both ends armed with shot guns.

The Patricks describe the tundra vegetation

as varied and interesting. Low shrub blue

berries abound, and the three-inch tall Arctic

Willow is the dominant tree. Arctic poppy,

colt's foot, and Arctic cotton are all abundant

around the various islands.

Birding highlights of Nunavut included Thick-

billed Murre, which nests on the 1,000 foot

high cliffs of Prince Leopold Island. Patsy

described vividly how the young are "booted"

off the island by their parents at a very young

age, plopping into the sea still in a downy

state. The chicks cry out in the sea, and their

fathers come to their rescue, each finding his

own baby, and "swimming" it all the way to

the banks of Greenland, a journey equal in

length to the distance between Albany and

South Dakota! Along the way, the young

learn to feed and fly, and are truly fledged by

the time they reach their destination.

Other birds included Glaucous Gull, Black-

legged Kittiwake, Red-throated Loon, Long-

tailed Duck, Purple Sandpiper and King Ei

der.

Dick and Patsy's trip to the Arctic region

ended up in Greenland, where they noticed

a sharp contrast in development and living

conditions compared to Nunavut. Greenland,

independent of, but still influenced by Den

mark, appears to be much more advanced,

both in income level (the fishing industry is

strong there, and whaling is still permitted)

and tourism. Motels and restaurants are

plentiful there.

Hunting is still essential in Greenland, as

illustrated by the city of llulisat, with its popu

lation of 5,000 people and 5,000 hunting

dog. The dogs are definitely not pets. In fact,
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they are so vicious that they are required

always to be penned outside of town when

not in use. Each community hires a "dog

shooter" to execute any loose dogs on sight.

Dick's moving expression of his love was a

tribute to this distant, fragile land and its

hardy residents, both human and otherwise.

The real isolation of the place was brought

home to me by the words of one of its

residents, recalled by Dick, who had just told

this fellow where he came from. "New York!

I've heard of that. I saw it in a movie once!"

- (Denhe HackertStoner

Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology Birding Projects

Birds in Forested Landscapes Needs You!

The Cornell Lab of Ornithology's Birds in Forested Landscapes project needs volunteer bird

watchers across the United States and Canada to help gather information about the relation

ship between the size of a forest patch and the likelihood that a given species will occur there.

Understanding the relationship between birds and their habitat helps land managers develop

the most effective ways to manage forests for the birds that depend on them. This is especially

important for birds of high conservation concern. The Prothonotary Warbler of the southeast

ern United States, for example, has declined 32 percent over the last 30 years; Lewis's

Woodpecker of the cool western mountains has dropped by 50 percent. BFL is gathering

information about these and 46 other species representing all regions of North America, an

expansion of the project's earlier focus on thrushes and Cooper's and Sharp-shinned hawks.

To find out more about BFL, visit http://birds.cornell.edu/bfl, e-mail forest birds@cornell.edu,

or write Cornell Lab of Ornithology/BFL, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY 14850. To

sign up, call the Lab at (800) 843-2473; outside the U.S. call (607) 2542473.

Calling All Birdhouse Landlordsl

The Birdhouse Network asks people of all ages and backgrounds to put up nest boxes

("birdhouses") and collect valuable information about each box— location, habitat characteris

tics, and number of eggs and nestlings in the nest. They report this information over the

Internet to Cornell Lab researchers, who analyze the data to help determine what if any

environmental factors contribute to nesting success. TBN continues to collect data about Tree
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Swallows and Eastern Bluebirds but recently announced their "Most Wanted List" of cavity-

nesting birds — 16 species for which we have fewer than 50 records. These include

Prothonotary Warbler, Mountain Chickadee, Eastern Screech-Owl, and American Kestrel —

all of which are also showing population declines. The TBN online data form also requests

basic information about pesticide treatment near nest boxes. To find out more about The

Birdhouse Network, visit http://birds.cornell.edu/birdhouse (while there, visit TBN's popular

Nest Box Cam for a peek into the secret lives of cavity-nesting birds via live video images

taken from inside nest boxes across North America), e-mail birdhouse@cornell.edu, or write to

Cornell Lab of Ornithology/TBN, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY 14850, To sign up

to put your birdhouse observations to work for TBN, call (800) 843-2473 in the U.S. or (607)

254-2473.

Help Golden-winged Warblers

The beautiful little Golden-winged Warbler is a species of high conservation concern to

biologists and birders alike. The Cornell Lab of Ornithology's Golden-winged Warbler Atlas

Project (GOWAP) is designed to determine the population status and habitat and area

requirements of the Golden-winged Warbler and the Blue-winged Warbler (a competitor to

Golden-winged Warblers for breeding areas), as well as their hybrids. GOWAP engages

birders and professional biologists to survey and conduct point counts at known and potential

breeding sites of Golden-winged Warblers from May through June. Results will be used to

develop two detailed atlases: a Distribution Map that shows boundaries for areas of high

concentrations of Golden-winged Warblers in sufficient detail to indicate potential sites for

preservation and management, and a Hybrid Index Map that will help locate key "safe haven"

sites within the area of overlap where Golden-winged and Blue-winged hybridization is rare. To

find out more, visit http://birds.cornell.edu/gowap, or e-mail forest_birds@cornell.edu. To sign

up, call (800) 843-2473 in the U.S. or (607) 254-2473.

For more information about these projects, you may also contact:

Allison Wells, Communications and Outreach Director amw25@cornell.edu, (607) 254-2475
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Everglades 2001 - an Everglades Essay

by Scott anb (Denise Storter

The Internet bird wire was hopping about 3 weeks before we were heading to Florida news of

a Yellow-faced Grassquit at Eco Pond in Everglades National Park. People began flying in

from all over the US to add this Central American visitor to their lists. Would it still be there for

us?

As our mid-February departure neared, the news was not

good; the bird had not been seen for a week or more. Disap

pointed? Maybe a tiny bit, but that is not why we went to the

Everglades this year, nor why we have been so many times.

I r. Our interest is in the wading birds, the ecosystem, the whole

(\}t experience of enjoying and studying the first national park in
the U.S. set aside for its biodiversity rather than its scenery. In

this, we were not disappointed this year, and could never be

disappointed in any visit to the Everglades, unless or until such

time that we humans have ruined it for good.

Water levels this winter were very low. Southern Florida was in

the midst of the worst drought since weather records began (sometime in the first half of the

1900's). The usual ranger-led "swamp tramps" into the sawgrass or "true everglades" were

cancelled and substituted with land hikes. Even the normal canoe trips at Nine Mile Pond were

altered to find areas of deeper water. Unusually, deer were found in the wetter areas of the

Park, such as within the fence of Eco Pond! And the wading birds, in wetter years spread out

over large areas even in winter, were already highly concentrated in the few remaining deeper

waters, such as Taylor Slough (viewable at Anhinga trail). This made for "good birding" but

that was good for the birders, short term, and bad for the birds.

The birding was good for waders, but it was also particularly

good for warblers. This may have been due to the unusually

cold early part of the winter (frost on cars at Flamingo) but

also that the dry weather kept down the mosquito levels to

"enjoyable" levels (the best in the five steps of the mosquito

meter at the Flamingo visitor center, the worst being

"hysterical") and enabled birders to more fully and slowly

explore such songbird hotspots as Snake Bight trail and the

newly redone West Lake boardwalk. Warbler species in

cluded Wilson's, Prairie, Palm, Black-throated Blue, Black-

and-White, Worm-eating, American Redstart, Ovenbird,

Common Yellowthroat, Northern Parula and Northern Wa-
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terthrush.

A typical visit to Eco Pond (and we went there at least daily) revealed White and Glossy Ibis,

Little Blue, Green and Tri-colored Herons, Snowy and Great Egrets, Sora, Pied-billed Grebe,

Purple Gallinule, Roseate Spoonbill, Ovenbird and much more. Particularly exciting on one

visit to the Pond was an encounter with a Pygmy Rattlesnake. This little fellow was an

apparent resident there, until, as we learned after our visit, it was finally moved away from the

area by Park rangers, for fear that the constant pressure of visitors viewing it might cause it

harm.

The long-awaited, heavily funded and highly politicized "fix" of the Everglades is officially

underway, but it will be years before some major work is completed. Some devoted to the Park

fear that for all the money being poured into this project, it may not be a sufficient remedy for

the water problem. Anyone interested in Everglades National Park, and the entire everglades

ecosystem, should remain vigilant for news about this project, and contact their representa

tives if they feel so inclined.

As we made that sad, last trip north on the Park road, we were delighted to see flying over the

vast sawgrass prairie the first pair of Swallow-tailed Kites reported for the year. The sight filled

us with wonder at and concern for these magnificent creatures, who along with so many others

depend on this unique habitat for their continued survival.
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Camouflaged Birds

(Cryptic Clues, Anagrams, Word Play)

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

18

21

22

24

26

27

29

31

33

34

35

Across

A BIRD found in a fallow land (3)

Board used in prophecy (5)

-rider (TR) (5)

.-bird (7)Wilson's snipe, aka the

Lear leased a BIRD (7)

I wish my brother returned a BIRD (4)

Word with sweet or pipe (6)

Shake your tail (3)

Joe, the boxer (7)

Tread heavily on, eg (7)

Leo the (3)

A short trip you might run (6)

alle (dovekie)

Try a dry, sharp ale before mid-moming

for a BIRD (7)

Took a risk (7)

Mix up beer with Guiness for a BIRD (5)

Brew ale, eg for BIRD (5)

Winkin, blinkin pal (3)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

14

16

17

19

20

23

25

28

29

30

31

32

Down

Doctor a sore BIRD? (4)

A sad Clinton had a BIRD (8)

BIRD found in probing questionnaire

(5)

BIRD that YOU fly? (4)

Luther trails chase for a BIRD (4,6)

Find BIRD in new renovations (4)

We curl twisted BIRD (6)

Speak with a BIRD (4)

Force (a person) to action (5)

Did Reno dare run amok without any

BIRD?(4,6)

Chip off top of Nile Dam for a BIRD (4)

Look westward in GE for a BIRD (5)

Use mild soap for BIRD, you hear (4)

BIRDS rambling in places (8)

Use rind around tuber's outside for

BIRD (6)

Often quothed bird? (5)

Ants and annoys (4)

Land of forbidden fruit (4)

Word with batting or bird (4)

Act twice for a BIRD? (4)
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JUNE 23

SAT

UpcoMiNq HMBC Field Trips

(Consultyourfield trip schedule or Birdline (439-8080)for trip details)

GRAFTON LAKES STATE PARK

Coordinators: Philip and Marjorie Whitney 477-9050

Grafton Lakes State Park and the surrounding areas includes deciduous and coniferous woodland,

open fields, marshes, and a large, bird-rich patch of highbush blueberries. Based on preliminary

Breeding Bird Atlas results, 70 or more bird species are present in June, including as many as 15

warbler species. Take Route 2 about 14 miles east from Troy to the main park entrance, about 1/2

mile west of Grafton Village. Plan to assemble at the (closed) gate at 7:15 a.m. We will need a full

morning to explore the varied habitats.

JUL7

SAT

JUL14

SAT

AUG11

SAT

BEAR SWAMP

Coordinators: Jocelyn Cole-Calkins & Ron Calkins 768-2911

This morning trip to southern Albany County, at a time when the rhododendrons should be in the

peak of bloom, will be in search of Canada, Black-throated Blue and Black-throated Green War

blers, as well as Veery, Hermit Thrush, Winter Wren and other summer residents. Meet at 7:00 a.m.

in the Bethlehem Central High School parking lot on Delaware Ave. (Route, NY 443) in Delmar.

RAQUETTE LAKE AREA, INCLUDING FERD'S BOG

Coordinators: Sue Adair 355-8008

The central Adirondack area centered on Raquette Lake several interesting birding areas that fea

ture breeding warblers and possibilities for boreal species. Ferd's Bog possibilities include Boreal

Chickadee, Yellow-bellied and Olive-sided Flycatcher, Gray Jay, Nashville Warbler, Lincoln's Spar

row and perhaps Black-backed and Three-toed Woodpeckers. Moose River Plains can also yield

many of these boreal species and Moss Lake is very good for breeding forest species including

wood warblers, thrushes, flycatchers and vireos, plus nesting Osprey and Common Loon. We will

visit Ferd's and at least one other site in the vicinity on this long day trip. Participants may stay

overnight on Friday or drive up Saturday morning. Call the coordinator for details.

VISCHER FERRY NATURE & HISTORIC PRESERVE

Coordinators: Scott Stoner & Denise Hackert-Stoner 785-6760

Join us for this morning walk at one of the club's most popular birding locations. We'll look for breed

ing songbirds, post- breeding herons and perhaps egrets. Other possibilities include Common

Moorhen, Sora and Virginia Rail. We will visit Ferry Drive at the end of the trip to check for shore-

birds. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the main entrance, (directions on page 2)
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AUG 12 GE NATURE TRAIL, SELKIRK

SUN Coordinator: Gary Goodness 272-5830

Join us for this morning trip through a nature trail in Albany County on the grounds of the GE Plant in

Selkirk. The terrain is varied and will provide a nice variety of birds. Nesting Bobolinks and Bluebirds

should be numerous, as should thrushes. Some flora along the trail are marked, so we will improve

our Botany also. Meet at 8:00 a.m. in the parking lot at the plant. Directions: Take Route 9W south

from Glenmont, follow signs for GE Plant/Corning Glass; enter GE Plant; park a few hundred yards

on the left.

AUGUST 19 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR CONNECTICUT COAST (SEPT 8 - 9)

AUGUST 22 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR JAMAICA BAY WILDLIFE REFUGE (AUGUST 25)

AUG 25 JAMAICA BAY WILDLIFE REFUGE

SAT Coordinator: Bill Lee

Local Leader: Mike Bochnick

Reservations by August 22

374-3426

Migrating shorebirds are the main attraction this time of year at this wildlife refuge in the New York

City area. Expect to see herons and egrets, and possibly Clapper Rail and Boat-tailed Grackle. Meet

at 9:30 a.m. at the Visitor Center at the refuge. Call Bill Lee to register and arrange for carpooling.

Have you paid your 2001 dues?

If not, please send your dues in to Gregg

Recer, 23 Scotch Mist Way, Malta, NY.

Dues is the major source of funding for the

Club, allowing us to publish Feathers, Field

Trip Schedules, sponsor DEC scholarships,

cover insurance, meet our obligations to

Niskayuna for the Reist Sanctuary and all

the other Club operations.
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Club's Second Annual Literary Night A Success!!

On April 2, 15 of the Club's members gathered at Five Rivers for the second of our annual

Literary Nights. Setting the mood in the gathering gloom outside in the feeder area were a doe

and her two yearling fawns. While mom kept a wary eye on the intruders behind the glass

window, her youngsters proceeded to clean out the remnant seed from the platform feeders,

stretching their forelegs up so that they could reach the higher of the two.

As feeding time ended for the deer family, our group settled into an evening of sharing which

was both fun and inspiring. We listened to marvelous renditions of favorite authors and poets

by many readers. It was fun to share all-time favorite poems and essays with others, and

listening to the favorite poems of another adds to the depth of knowledge of that person, as

well as appreciation of the poem itself.

In addition to the wonderful readings of both famous and little-known gems, the group was

treated to the original work of two Club members, Al Palmer and Jean Katzman. We are lucky

to have these talented poets in our Club, and I look forward to seeing their work published in

this or future editions of our Newsletter!

After sharing our poems, our group turned its attention toward the luscious desserts provided

by the participants. The variety of flavors matched the variety of literary styles!

Once again, I would like to thank all of the participants: the readers, writers, listeners, bakers

and eaters, as well as our deer friends, for a wonderful and enlightening evening. Please join

us next year, for our third annual "Feast For Body and SoulF

- by (Qenise Hackert-Stoner
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Heads and Tails

by Jean Parker Katz

Come take a look at heads and tails

Of skunks and squirrels, worms and whales.

Heads
Some heads have scales or feathers or hair,

While others have fur, and some go bare.

A squirrel climbs trees head first, it's true,

And his head goes first when hi climbs down, too.

Flamingo wears a pink feathered gown

And eats with its big head upside down.

A bison's head can plow the snow

To find its winter food below.

How does the bighorn leap and bound

With heavy horns to carry around?

When fishing, a pelican is no slouch,

So its head sports a beak with a king-sized pouch.

The antlers of the white-tailed deer

Fall off and then grow back each year.

The star-nosed mole has the strangest head by far,

With his black nose ending in a bright pink star.

A rattlesnake's head has poison inside

And jaws that can open up really wide.

The woodpecker has lots of holes to make

He needs a strong skull so his head won't ache.

The oysters in their oyster beds

Seem strange because they have no heads.

The turtle has a trick that can't be beat —

He can pull in his head (and tail and feet.)

Tails
When you have seen the tail of a whale

You know you have seen a whale of a tail.

A rabbit's tail could be forgotten —

It's like a little bunch of cotton.

A fish's tail swings to and fro;

He needs that tail to make him go.

If skunk stamps and raises his tail, beware!

He'll spray you now if you don't leave there.

A turkey's tail makes a pretty fan

That he shows off whenever he can.

Opossum has a tail that's free

To use for hanging from a tree.

Porcupine's tail is full of hooks;

One swat will spoil a dog's good looks!

One beaver slaps the pond with his broad, flat tail

To warn all the rest of some danger on their trail.

A rattlesnake wants to avoid a battle

So his tail is equipped with a warning rattle.

Scorpion's tail curls over its back

With a sting at the end all set to attack.

There isn't a real tail left on a frog;

He lost it when he was a polliwog.

The woodpecker uses his tail as a prop

To shinny up trees all the way to the top.

With an earthworm, it can hardly be said

Which end is the tail and which is the head.

On one thing at least, you can always depend:

When you come to the tail, you have come to the end.
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It's A Birdy World

by Al Palmer

A 'Birdy' World outside I See,

with Grackles, Crows and Dove.

There's Cowbirds, Starlings, Chickadees,

and Warblers we all love.

KU ^here's Oystercatchers, Phalaropes,

Avocets, and Coots.

Some Bitterns make weird, thummns sounds,

while Owls, just give a hoot!

TTJTZoodpeckers, Wrens and Orioles,

and Blue Jays loudh heard;

House finches, Sparrows, Juncos - and

Those lovely Hummingbirds.

KH ^ri-colored Herons and the 'Green',

A Black-crowned called a 'Night'.

They spear each fish, and toss it up,

until it slips down right!

TX/Tnybe our Cardinals 'fool around';

But yet, they mate for Life.

They treat each other seriously,

as Man should treat his Wife.

some are 'Great'and others "Blue'—

The Reddish Egret makes us smile.

With jerky moves and flighty wings,

he feeds, with drunken style!

Qandpipers, Turnstones, little Peeps,

are found on many shores'

With Godwits, Stilts and Dowitchers,

and Plovers by the score.

rll ^here's Boobies who have red-webbed feet;

A Gull that's called a 'Mew'.

Some other Boobies we have seen

have both feet colored blue!
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^/l ^he Black and Yellow-billed Cuckoos,

are two, that we all Know.

There's one see in the. Florida Keys;

The hard to find, 'Mangrove'/

hme Jaegers never come to shore,

except this hungry bunch.

The Pomarines play chase and drop,

Then rob Gulls of their lunch/

HP*here's 'Great* and Lesser Black-backed Gulls, ,41 world without a single Bird?

and some, who laugh a lot/

With Iceland, Little, Glaucous-winged'

Is Birding fun — or what?

I cannot comprehend!

We must protect their habitats,

So we can save our Friends/

Rabins, Ivory, Slaty-blacked;

The Bonaparte's and Kelp.

We always see the Ring-bills — but

To find Ross's — we need help/

Iff I would pick a number that,

describes my love for them;

It would be very high indeed —

I'd say, an eight or ten!
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FiEld Tmp Reports

Kingston, Ontario,

Amherst Island, Cape Vincent

and Point Peninsula

FNYSBC & HMBC Field Trip

Feb 9-11, 2001

Ten Rochester Birding Association members

joined about 20 other upstate birders for an

outstanding field trip led by Bill Lee of the

Hudson - Mohawk Bird Club. Ten raptor -

and over 30 other species were seen includ

ing Tufted Duck (by many of us at the Os-

wego harbor), Gray Partridge, Northern

Saw-whet, Long-eared, Great Gray and

Northern Hawk Owls; Bald Eagle; Kestrel,

Northern Harrier, Red-tailed, Rough-

legged, and Cooper's Hawks. As befits a

February field trip into the North Country the

weather was memorable! The trip up to

Kingston Friday was a balmy 50+ degrees

punctuated by an intermittent downpour.

Saturday we arose around 6 am to gale

force winds, 12 degree temperature and

wind chill well below zero. After a frigid ferry

ride to Amherst Island most of us staggered

into the gale forming a tong line slipping and

falling along an ice-covered 3/4 mile farm

lane to the famous "Owl Woods". There we

divided into several small groups searching

through the dense conifers. Several saw-

whets and long-eared owls gave good views

and a larger number of the latter gave

glimpses as they flushed. Notable was a

Saw-whet perched at eye level clutching a

vole and a Long-eared beautifully displayed

in full sun up at 20 feet. Due to the fragmen

tation of the group and a communication

mix-up a Boreal Owl was seen by only a

few. Now pushed by the wind we slid our

way back a mile or more to our cars ate

lunch and then ferried back to the mainland

for an even more remarkable afternoon.

With unbelievably accurate directions from

Kingston-area birders, Bill Lee led the cara

van along a complicated route several miles

north and west of Kingston where we

stopped across from a green barn to spot a

distant (300-400 yards) Hawk Owl perched

precariously facing into the gale high in the

top twigs of a large tree. Scopes allowed

views of the characteristic shape, shrike-like

perching behavior and some of the markings

before the bird displayed its typical rapid

flight and disappeared behind woods.

This memorable experience was then

matched by another complicated route on

country roads further east and north to a

stop between two farms along wooded

fields. Facing the road 100 yards away on a

fence post was a magnificent Great Gray

Owl with his shaggy body, long tail and a

large, beautifully marked facial disc.

We enjoyed two evenings and good restau

rants in Kingston, which was a quite busy,

bustling place even in February. After an

unsuccessful search of the harbor area for a

reported Gyrfalcon Saturday PM and Sun

day AM, we all traveled back to the US to the

Cape Vincent and Point Peninsula area,

spotting a roadside immature Bald Eagle on

the way. We cruised the miles of shrubby

farm fields for several hours to see the five

hawk species, several Turkey flocks, a few

Snow Buntings and finally the 'target birds' in

a covey of Gray Partridge. The staked-out

Snowy Owl wasn't to be found and only the

lead car saw a Northern Shrike, but we were

all immensely pleased by the wonderful bird

ing and fellowship of the weekend. With

many thanks to the excellent leadership of
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Bill Lee we headed back to Rochester and

other NY locations with some great memo

ries.

- John Olson

Black Creek Marsh Field Trip

April 21, 2001

Perhaps it was the tongue-in-cheek promise

of seeing rails up close (we met at the

railroad crossing) or because the club hadn't

had a trip to Black Creek Marsh (BCM) in

some time, but 33 birders gathered at the

Hennessey Road entrance to the marsh on a

cool spring morning. One of the logistical

problems with BCM is its lack of access, at

least legally. We did our best and listened

and watched from the 100 yards of road

fronting the marsh. This trip came before our

early stretch of summer weather, and mi

grants were only trickling in. We got the

usual assortment of woodpeckers, swallows,

and waterfowl, and several American Bit

terns could be heard in the distance. A few

Turkeys crossing the tracks was a nice

bonus.

After about an hour, we carpooled to the

Meadowdale Road entrance to see what we

could find there. Because of the high water

level due to the snowmelt in the Helder-

bergs, we were unable to access a new trail

blazed through the woods, but we had an

uneventful walk about a quarter mile in,

where we heard a Ruffed Grouse drumming.

We then walked down Meadowdale Road,

where we were pleased with looks at Com

mon Snipe on top of a telephone pole and a

small group of Ring-necked Ducks on a small

pond. Two nice surprises were a small group

of late American Tree Sparrows and a flyover

of some Fish Crows.

Back at Hennessey Road, those lingering

were able to hear a Virginia Rail and note a

copulating pair of Hairy Woodpeckers. Our

final tally was 49 species. Perhaps this trip

would benefit from being held on a later

date, when more migrants are likely to be

found, and the water levels are down.

Species seen or heard: American Bittern,

Great Blue Heron, Turkey Vulture, Canada

Goose, Wood Duck, Mallard, Ring-necked

Duck, Hooded Merganser, Osprey, Red-

tailed Hawk, American Kestrel, Ruffed

Grouse, Wild Turkey, Virginia Rail, Common

Snipe, Rock Dove, Mourning Dove, Red-

bellied Woodpecker, Downy Woodpecker,

Hairy Woodpecker, Northern Flicker,

Pileated Woodpecker, Eastern Phoebe, Blue

Jay, American Crow, Fish Crow, Tree Swal

low, Black-capped Chickadee, Tufted Tit

mouse, White-breasted Nuthatch, Ruby-

crowned Kinglet, Blue-gray Gnatcatcher,

Eastern Bluebird, American Robin, Northern

Mockingbird, European Starling, American

Tree Sparrow, Field Sparrow, Song Spar

row, Swamp Sparrow, White-throated Spar

row, Northern Cardinal, Red-winged Black

bird, Rusty Blackbird, Common Grackle,

Brown-headed Cowbird, House Finch, Ameri

can Goldfinch, House Sparrow.

- Carry Alben

Birds and Breakfast

5 May 2001

Saturday, May 5, 2001 was a beautiful day,

sunny, with normal springtime temperatures.

The reason for this weather report is it's

practically unheard of occurrence on the oc

casion of Birds and Breakfast, the Club's

annual Spring event at Five Rivers. About

thirty people enjoyed several hours of good

birding throughout the trail system at Five

Rivers, and then gathered for a compilation
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breakfast of fruit and bagels afterward.

Some even extended their stay throughout

the afternoon, hoping to add a few more

species to the list.

All told, the group recorded about 75

species, including Raven, a species only

seen 5 times previously at the Center. We

also added about 10 additional species for

the Five Rivers' year list. Highlights included

Orchard Oriole, Baltimore Oriole, Warbling

Vireo, White-crowned Sparrow, Warbling

Vireo, Hooded Merganser, Green Heron,

Cooper's Hawk, as well as the following war

bler species: Louisiana Waterthrush, Com

mon Yellow-throat, Black-throated Blue,

Black-throated Green, Yellow-rumped,

Nashville, Magnolia and Ovenbird.

Hearty thanks go to our group leaders, Joce-

lyn Cole-Calkins, Bill Lee, and Gregg Recer

and Cathy Graichen, ably assisted by Bryce.

Thanks also to all of our participants!

- /Denise Hackert-Stoner ant Scott Stoner

Dyken Pond

May 6, 2001

Dyken Pond Environmental Education Cen

ter is situated on the Rensselaer Plateau in

Grafton. The Center property covers some

400 acres and is at an elevation of approxi

mately 1700 feet. Last year, the National

Audubon Society named Dyken Pond an

Important Bird Area and Center staff and

volunteers have begun the process of inven

torying birds on the property.

On this cold early morning, six HMBC mem

bers and three members of the Friends of

Dyken Pond turned out to walk the grounds

in search of birds. We began our search with

a short walk down to the pond, which

DPEEC director Lisa Hoyt explained is really

a lake covering almost 180 acres and includ

ing a man-made dam. A Common Raven flew

overhead as we approached the lake, and a

flock of Common Mergansers took flight from

the lake when we arrived at the water's

edge. Other waterfowl we encountered were

Canada Geese, American Black Ducks, and

later in the morning we heard a Common Loon

calling.

We had a delightful smattering of warblers

including Nashville, Yellow, Magnolia,

Black-throated Blue and Green, Yellow-

rumped, Black-and-white, Ovenbird and Com

mon Yellowthroat. Other sightings included

a Broad-winged Hawk seen from the board

walk in the swamp; Mourning Dove; Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker, Hairy Woodpecker and

Northern Flicker in the woods just beyond

the swamp; a very vocal Red-eyed Vireo;

Blue Jay; Tree Swallow; Black-capped

Chickadee; Red-breasted and White-breasted

Nuthatch; Brown Creeper; Ruby-crowned

and Golden-crowned Kinglet; Hermit

Thrush; American Robin; Song and White-

throated Sparrow; Rose-breasted Grosbeak;

Red-winged Blackbird; Common Grackle; and

American Goldfinch.

- Jackie ftoqarlus.

Reist Sanctuary

9 May 2001

Eight intrepid birders braved Reist Sanctuary

on May 9, 2001 (and mosquitoes and soggy

trails) to find (in about an hour) local breed

ers and spring migrants. The most enjoyable

sighting was a pair of Red-breasted

Nuthatches. Highlights included Brown

Creeper, Red-bellied, Downy, and Pileated

Woodpeckers. Wood Thrush and Ovenbird

added their voices to the evening.

- Sunny Cooking
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Vischer Ferry Migrants

13 May 2001

Mother's Day was clear although cool and

breezy. The weather was dry as there had

been little spring rain — the vegetation along

the trails appeared droopy, suggesting that

we were in desperate need of rain (of course

now a month later a bit more sunshine and

warmer temperatures would be appreci

ated!) A group of a dozen or so birders,

including 3 boys ranging in ages from 6-12

started the trip. We headed down the main

path past the impoundments toward the river

and listened to Warbling Vireo, American

Robins, White-crowned Sparrow, Blue-gray

Gnatcatchers and the ubiquitous Yellow

Warblers.

We coaxed a Virginia Rail to call to us and

studied several Swallows — Rough-winged,

Tree, Barn and Bank — at the last impound

ment. A Marsh Wren sang and appeared to

be working on a nest. Swamp Sparrows were

also singing and Baltimore Orioles sang and

flew overhead frequently along the trail.

A Yellow-throated Vireo offered several

participants a chance to study it. As we

continued around the 3 mile loop, we added

Scarlet Tanager, Red-bellied, Hairy and

Woodpeckers, Black-throated Green War

bler, Common Yellowthroat, American Red

start and Rose-breasted Grosbeak. A Com

mon Moorhen was heard calling along the

canal, and a persistent birder risked the

widespread poison ivy along the side of the

trail to get a look. The final trip tally showed

52 species for the group.

- Gregg (Recer & Cathy Graichen

Northern Saratoga Field Trip

June 3, 2001

Despite predictions of bad weather

(thunderstorms with possible heavy winds

and hail), we had 7 participants on our trip in

the Hadley Mountain area. It was warmish

and relatively "bug free" at 7am, so we were

comfortable.

The wetland area on Eddy Rd yielded many

Alder Flycatchers and a direct comparison

of Olive-sided and Alder (sitting about 15 feet

apart on a wire). We also saw a Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker, many Cedar Waxwings,

Purple Finch, a lovely male Baltimore Ori

ole, and a few Yellow Warblers. Hermit

Thrushes were heard throughout the morn

ing, but we didn't see any.

The open area along Tower Rd provided the

songs of Prairie Warbler, Field Sparrow,

Rufous-sided Towhee, and White-throated

Sparrow. We had looks at some of these

birds as well as Ruby-throated Hummingbird,

Chestnut-sided Warbler, Common Yel

lowthroat, and Rose-breasted Grosbeak.

Farther along Tower Rd we saw Red-eyed

Vireo and Magnolia Warbler and we heard

Ovenbirds. A gentle rain began and we

started walking with umbrellas at about

10:00am. The rain was light, but when the

thunder started, we decided to quit. After we

split up, some of us heard and tracked down

a beautiful Blackburnian Warbler.

- (Zatb (Putnam
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Spring on the Texas Coast

by Scott anb (Venise Stoner

In April of 1999, we headed south for some early spring warmth and to intercept the

northbound migrant songbirds. Although we did not experience a "fall-out" of passerines of

epic proportions, we did easily locate a steady number and good variety of songbirds,

shorebirds and enjoyed some wonderful observations of spoonbill and egret rookeries.

Our week-long tour with John Coons of Field Guides began in Houston, and took in the Big

Thicket area east of Houston, (including piney woods and hardwood bottomlands) and the

Texas coast from Bolivar to Sabine Pass, including the migrant trap woodlands of High Island.

Woodpeckers were a highlight of the piney woods, as exemplified by Jones State Forest.

Topping the list was Red-cockaded, a rare local specialty that we enjoyed great views of on

our first morning. We had a wonderful opportunity to study this endangered species at its nest

hole in a pine, then out in the open along the tree trunks. Not to be outdone was a Pileated,

which popped its head out of its nesting hole as our guide gently rubbed the trunk of its tree.

Red-bellied were in the woods as well, along with a pair of Red-headed at a hole in a dead

tree. Other species included the Pine, Nashville and Hooded Warbler, Acadian Flycatcher,

White-eyed Vireo, Carolina Chickadee and Brown-headed Nuthatch.

In a more open part of the Big Thicket, we searched for Bachman's Sparrow and Swainson's

Warbler - and neither disappointed us. At a picnic breakfast stop, we had great views of a

beautifully singing Bachman's Sparrow in a mixed pine/open field area. Closer to the road in a

wet brushy spot, we heard and and ultimately saw well the elusive Swainson's Warbler. A wet

wooded area offered good views of Prothonotary Warbler on its breeding ground.

The remainder of our time we stayed at High Island, a small community that welcomes birders

with its own enjoyable brand of charm and hospitality, and took side trips to the eastern end of

the state (Texas Point), Anahuac NWR, flooded rice fields and the Bolivar Peninsula. The

scenery was "interesting" (see below) but not beautiful, but the people were friendly, the

catfish was excellent, and the birding was fabulous!

Driving near the east Texas coast we passed by some of the most immense mechanical

structures we have ever seen. It was as though we were ourselves in miniature inside of a

giant Erector Set. We weren't sure exactly what they were for, except that they had something

to do with the ever-present petroleum industry. Oil wells were both abundant and widespread,

it seemed like nearly every field had one or more single armed pumps going constantly up and

down. But, through all of these fields of black gold, were shore birds and marsh birds. We also

had a close encounter with a large herd of cattle, which only grudgingly and eventually yielded

the road to us! At Texas Point we had a Clapper Rail cross the road right in front of us, Sora,

Merlin, Indigo Bunting, Black-necked Stilt and our only American Oystercatcher of the trip.

Flooded rice fields were filled with shorebirds, both large and small, including Hudsonian
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Godwit, Whimbrel, Wilson's Phalarope, both Dowitchers, and Stilt and White-rumped Sand

pipers. The birding was great at Anahuac with many shorebirds, fine looks at both Least and

American Bittern, and a flock of 150 Fulvous Whistling Ducks.

Highlights of the Bolivar area included Long-billed Curlew, several nice groups of at least 20

Buff-breasted Sandpiper, Dunlin, Wilson's, Snowy, Piping and Semi-palmated Plover, and a

flock of several thousand American Avocet.

Birding on High Island was focused on two sanctuaries owned and run by the Houston

Audubon Society, "Boy Scout Woods," and the nearby Smith Woods with its Spoonbill and

Heron rookery. We would become intimately familiar with both locations. The entry pass to the

woods was an attractive shoulder patch of a Swainson's Warbler; collectible patches of

songbirds from past years were also available. Birding these woods was exciting and different

every day; one never knew what would show up! A focal point was the convergence of many

trails at the Cathedral Tree in Boy Scout Woods. Here on this boardwalk, looking into the

branches of this one tree, we could see both Summer and Scarlet Tanager, Baltimore and

Orchard Orioles and a number of other beautiful songbirds. It was a treat, much like opening a

picture book and seeing the world's birds displayed on the page. On further exploration, the

woods offered many warblers, including Denise's first look at a Kentucky Warbler. It was Boy

Scout Woods which taught humility through humor, when many long-time, avid birders, with

great excitement, led newcomers to a nearby nest, and all eagerly awaited the return of the

Yellow-billed Cuckoo, the supposed proprietor of said nest. Everyone involved in this stake out

was surprised to see, a short time later, a Blue Jay comfortably sitting on this nest!

The massive fall-out that sometimes occurs was not experienced on this trip. However, we

took solace in the fact that the consistent south winds were actually more favorable for the

birds, carrying them farther inland rather than forcing them to drop, exhausted, to the first point

of land after their journey across the Gulf of Mexico.

In the rookery by nearby Smith Woods, we had the almost daily pleasure of observing the

parental care and feeding of young Great and Snowy Egrets, and Roseate Spoonbills. We

spent literally hours, mesmerized by these beautiful birds raising their families, and had to be

coaxed away on several occasions by our patient, but time-constrained guide. As we recently

learned from David Sibley, the brightness of the plumage is a function of hormone level, and

the Spoonbills were brilliant. A fascinating sight was that of the baby Spoonbills, sticking their

yet unspatulated bills into their parent throats for food. In addition to the Spoonbills, the

rookery included Snowy, Great and Cattle Egret, Tri-colored and Black-crowned Night Heron

and Neotropic Cormorant. A magnificent and fascinating spectacle that drew our attention

away from the songbirds for hours at a time! While at the rookery, we were surprised by

several fly-overs of a White-tailed (Black-shouldered) Kite!

This was a great trip; we enjoyed both the long, relaxing afternoons at the rookery and the

excitement of the early stages of spring migration with its many varied songbirds.
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Annual Meeting Highlights

The HMBC Annual business meeting was held at the Fuller Road Fire Station

banquet hall. In addition to the program on Costa Rica by Mark Garland, the Club

conducted its annual business meeting. Highlights included a report on the archives

by Linda Parr and Sunny Gooding, announcement of the establishment of the Sam

Madison Award, and the election of the officers and board of directors for 2001-

2002. The new officers are Lynn Huntington, Pres., Bill Lee, VP (reelected), David

Martin, Sec, Dan Welch, Treas. (reelected), Jackie Bogardus, Sunny Gooding

(reelected) and Joan Cipriani (reelected). The committee chairs gave reports on

major accomplishments throughout the year.

Out-going President Gregg Recer thanked all the committee chairs, members and

large group of volunteers that make HMBC run. In addition he presented apprecia

tion awards to Linda Parr and Sunny Gooding for work on the archive inventory and

Barb Putnam for establishing and maintaining the HMBC web site.

Treasurers Report

Account Balances

As of 3/31/2001

Account Balances

as of 3/31/2001

Trustco CD

Trustco Checking

Trustco Saving

TOTAL

as of 4/1/2000

Trustco CD

Trustco Checking

Trustco Saving

TOTAL

$35,894.19

$2,357.76

$2,171.24

$40,423.19

$34,013.16

$1,761.46

$6,759.01

$42,533.63
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Income

Expenses

Annual Meeting

Book Sales

Annual Dues

Interest

Field Trip Receipts

Reist Sanctuary

Other

Sales

Annual Meeting

Bank Charges

Birdtine

Book Expenses

Charity

Checklists

Christmas Count

Conservation

Copies

DEC Campership

Donation

Dues

Federation '99

Federation '00

Field Trips

Hawk Watch

Insurance

L & P Fees

Mailing-bulk

Membership

Misc.

Office Supplies

Postage & Bulk Mailing

Printing

Program

Publicity

Sanctuary

Social

Taxes & Water Assessment

$904.54

$214.00

$5,791.00

$2,008.26

$1,099.00

$888.00

$0.00

$0.00

$10,904.80

$1,556.92

$33.60

$381.47

$19.83

$0.00

$56.50

$255.00

$0.00

$21.86

$400.00

$1,000.00

$50.00

$200.00

$300.00

$599.00

$173.14

$607.03

$50.00

$546.41

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$313.94

$2,158.07

$1,102.79

$60.92

$2,475.68

$69.07

$493.00

$12,924.23

Total Income - Expenses -$2,019.43
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THE LILLIAN STONER AWARD

offered by the

THE FEDERATION OF NEW YORK STATE BIRD CLUBS

The Federation of New York State Bird Clubs offers the LILLIAN STONER SCHOLARSHIPP

AWARDS to an outstanding high school senior or college student for attending the Federation

annual meeting. Nominations must be submitted by member clubs of the Federation. We

hope you will announce these awards to your club members and that your club will submit

nominations.

This is a wonderful way to introduce a young person to the activities of the Federation. Not

every nominee can be funded, but every club nomination can fan an interest and provide a

sense of reward and recognition to a nominated student.

This fund was initiated by a bequest from Lillian Stoner. The endowment was enhanced by

recent efforts of the executive committee to obtain additional donations from individuals and

member clubs. Consequently, this year the scholarship will be for $350 and we will probably

be able to support two scholarships.

Member clubs must submit a letter describing the credentials for each nominee and the

nominee must submit a biographical letter. In some years several deserving students are

nominated and the personal letter can be decisive.

This year's meeting, the 54th Annual Meeting of the FNYSBC, will be in Syracuse on 14-16

September, 2001. The featured speaker will be Dr. Tim Moermond, Professor of Ornithology

from the University of Wisconsin - Madison. He will describe some of his studies on bird

behavior and conservation issues in Africa and Central America. David Sibley will be present

to sign his new book, The Sibley Guide to Birds. The meeting also provides in introduction to

many of the most dedicated birders in New York, Friday night workshops, and Saturday and

Sunday morning field trips including trips to Montezuma National Wildlife Refuge, one of New
York's best birding areas.

To meet the Federation deadline of 10 July, please submit nominations that HMBC can submit

to Lynn Huntington prior to 1 July. You can reach Lynn at 477-2980, email:

DWelchTSV@aol.com, or snail-mail: 329 N. Schodack Rd. East Greenbush, NY 12061.

It is especially appropriate for HMBC to consider nominations as Lillian Stoner was an HMBC
club member.
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HMBC BOARD FOR 2001-2002

Officers

President
Lynn Huntington

329 N. Schodack Rd

East Greenbush, N. Y.

12061

477-2980

Secretary:

David Martin

134 Normanskill Rd.

Slingerlands, N.Y.

12159

765-4982

Vice-President
William Lee

2171 Grand Blvd.

Schenectady, NY

12309

374-3426

Treasurer

Dan Welch

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Directors:

Jackie Bogardus 283-6603

Joan Cipriani 374-3729

Sunny Gooding 446-9370

Scott Stoner 785-6760

Alison Van Keuren 435-0817

Committee Chairs

Conservation:

Birdline:

Programs:

Field Trips:

Membership:

Publicity:

Publications:

Records:

Sanctuary:

Social:

Jr. Activities:

Walt Sabin

John Saville

Scott Stoner

Gregg Recer

Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Bob Budliger

Joe Coticchio

Denise Hackert-Stoner

Elle Dietemann

439-7344

399-5959

785-6760

899-2678

449-1087

355-5615

899-2678

439-0006

374-2449

785-6760

766-7045

HMBC Contact Information

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: hmbc@hotmail.com

HMBC website: http://members.xoom.com/hmbc/

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center or

other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the second

Monday of odd-numbered months. The next board

meeting with the newly elected Board will be Mon

day July 16,2001, location TBA.

Send articles, dip-art

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

c/6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Wfcy

BallstonSpa, NY 12020

or via e-mail to:
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Tresidenfs Corner In the NortheasMhe serenade of spring starts and ends each

day for many of us. I consider myself so fortunate to be regaled by the Veery,

and the Common Yellowthroat as I work in my new vegetable patch. The Ruffed

Grouse handles percussion for the group while the bubbling House Wren lets

the world know that his residence is filled to overflowing. Wood Thrush sing oc

casionally at our house, while the Baltimore Orioles and Red Breasted Gros

beaks make up more of the choir. We are indeed fortunate, to live in a place

where these are our neighbors and to be part of a truly wonderful bird club that opens the sym

phony for all who care to listen. Our field trip schedule, I'm told, is the envy of many bird clubs

throughout the state. There are opportunities for all levels of birders from the beginner to the ex

pert. There are trips that range from easy to difficult in terms of the physical requirements and you

can choose from a plethora of trips from grassland, forest, swamp or ocean trips. There is some

thing going on nearly every week and something for everyone. Check your field trip schedule or lis

ten to line 4 on Birdline (439-8080) for a listing of upcoming trips. Let me also take this opportu

nity to congratulate our former Field Trip Chair, Joan Cipriani and our current Field Trip Chair,

Gregg Recer for a job well done. If you are new to birding you will find helpful people to make

you feel welcome, it is spring for such a short lime, enjoy the serenade.

Good Birding

Lynn Huntington
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Three Rare Species Featured on 2001 Century Run

by Bob Yun/ck

The Club's 56th Guy Bartlett Century Run on
May 19, 2001 drew 21 observers in six field

groups who recorded 155 species plus a

hybrid; with 120 species the best group list,

and five of the six groups exceeding the 100

mark. Three species, each recorded for only

the third time, were the best finds of the day:

Lesser Black-backed Gull (previously in 1987

and 1994) on the Mohawk River at Cohoes;

Caspian Tern at Saratoga Lake (last in 1999

and 1986); and Hooded Warbler at two loca

tions (last in 1999 and 1948). The warbler

appeared again at Holt Preserve near New

Scotland where seen last year, and several

miles away on Beaver Dam Road near

Thacher Park.

Other rarities were Gadwall for the ninth time

in 56 years, but for the fourth time in the past

six years; and the hybrid Lawrence's Warbler

for the eighth time, most recently in 1998 and

1994.

Participants who were afield from 0345 to

2100 had favorable comments to make about

the weather (other than for three groups

which encountered early morning fog to about

0800), but not so favorable comments about

the bird finding. The day was moderate from

50 deg. F to the upper 70's, wind light and

variable, and partial sun and clouds. Foliage

was well advanced due to an early May heat

wave which forced a rush of budding and

leafing. Two groups commented on the

scarcity of warblers. Walter Ellison found the

day frustrating due to a lack of migrants, and

difficulty in finding the usual resident species

- a sentiment he heard expressed by other

birders he met during the day.

While this year's Run was improved over last

year's poor showing, it was still not on a par

with many of years ago. Looking at the short

term, comparing this year's results with those

of the past ten years, waterfowl were especially

scarce with only seven species recorded com

pared to the 26 species found in the past ten

years. Only 9 of 13 raptor species, 10 of 17

shorebird species, two of five loon and grebe

species, four of seven heron species and 22 of

31 warbler species were reported this year.

Looking longer term I note 13 species missed

this year which have previously been reported

in 36 to 49 years of the 56-year history of the

Century Run. They are as follows, with the

number in parentheses representing the num

ber of prior years each was reported: Pied-

billed Grebe (36), Blue-winged Teal (49),

Northern Harrier (40), Red-shouldered Hawk

(41), Ring-necked Pheasant (45, last in 1993

U IMs

AnAmerican Eden

Hawk Watch Report

Program and Field Trip Reports

Upcoming Programs and Field Trips

2002 Field Trip Planning
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following discontinuation of stocking), Great

Horned Owl (38), Common Night-hawk (40,

missing since 1997), Swainson's Thrush

(47), Golden-winged Warbler (46), Ten

nessee Warbler (49), Northern Parula (42),

Cape May Warbler (45) and Bay-breasted

Warbler (36).

Given this situation and that this is the Club's

first Century Run of the new millennium,

perhaps some historical reflection is in order.

Below I list the averages by decade (the

1940s include only 1946-1949) of four pa

rameters which are a measure of observer

effort and the results therefrom. These are

the averages of the number of groups afield,

total observers afield, total species for the

Century Run, and the maximum number of

species by one group.

Decade

1940s

1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000-01

Groups

7.8

7.9

9.7

8.1

7.9

7.4

5.5

Ob

servers

29.0

30.5

44.5

28.3

28.1

25.2

18.5

Total

Species

128

141

153

155

170

165

152

Max.

One

Group

109

105

113

121

140

132

121

The results above show a peaking of ob

server effort in the 1960s, declining steadily

thereafter; while species numbers continued

to rise into the 1980s before appearing to

decline (it is too early to judge the 2000s with

only two years into the decade). Whether

species numbers have truly increased from

the 1940s to date cannot be affirmed by

these Century Run data. Rather, when one

compares the birders of today with those of

the 1940s immediately following World War

II, a case can be made to explain the trend

of increased species counts.

The War years were year's of shortages -

food, tires, gasoline, and spare time to name

a few. Today's birder has available trans

portation opportunities, optics and field

guides that were unheard of in the 1940s.

People now have more leisure time for

birding (many people worked six-day

Looked at yet another way, this year's 155

species plus a hybrid (27th in the 56-year

record) was when first achieved in 1962, a

new record of that day. Similarly, this year's

120 species best count by one group, while

low ranking compared to recent results,

would have been a new record any time prior

to 1964 and exceeds the one-group count in

seven of the years since then.

weeks in the 1940s) and there is much

more networking among birders due to

vastly improved communications (but is

there as much interest in the Century Run as

veteran runners fade from the ranks?). Bird

ing has grown immensely in popularity in the

past 20 years. In short, there simply are

many more birders afield today of far greater

skill than there were in the 1940s.

My thanks to those who participated this
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year. Listed below is the field group informa

tion including an asterisk next to the com

piler's name, and the species seen only by

that group. There were 24 species and one

hybrid seen only by one group (maximum

was eight and a hybrid by Group E), 37

species seen by every group, and another

38 seen by five of the six groups.

Group A - George Shaw, Nancy Slack, Hank

Stebbins, Bill Lee, Kurt Weiskotten, Rebecca

Brown* and Carl George, 0400-2100, 117

species. Black Creek Marsh, Thacher Park,

Cole Hill WMA, Alcove and Basic reservoirs,

Ravena, Albany, Waterford, Crescent,

Round and Saratoga lakes, Luther Forest,

Saratoga Airport and Vischer Ferry NHP.

Sora, Greater yeliowlegs, Semipalmated

Sandpiper, Caspian Tern and Fish Crow.

Group B - Bob and Carol Budliger, Jane

Graves* and Alison VanKeuren, 0400-1530

and 1800-2000, 117 species. Albany

County. Bald Eagle and Black Tern.

Group C - Alan Mapes, Erin Willsey and

Jocelyn Cole-Calkins*, 0345-1925, 101

species. Albany County including Black

Creek Marsh, Thacher Park, Basic and Al

cove reservoirs, Black Bear Swamp, Coey-

mans, Henry Hudson Park and Five Rivers

Center. Brown Creeper and Orchard Oriole.

Group D - Lee* and Helen Thomas, 0630-

1930, 45 species. Guilderland, Nott Road

park, Five Rivers Center, Basic Creek, Ann

Lee Pond, Peebles Island and Pine Bush.

Group E - Larry Alden*, Steve Chorvas and

Jackie Bogardus, 0300-1630, 109 species

plus one hybrid. Saratoga County. Sharp-

shinned hawk, Ruffed Grouse, Whip-poor-

will, Lawrence's Warbler, Nashville Warbler,

Wilson's Warbler, White-throated sparrow,

Pine Siskin and Evening Grosbeak.

Group F - Walter Ellison and Nancy Martin,

0400-2100, 120 species. Albany, Saratoga

and Washington counties. Osprey, Upland

Sandpiper, Lesser Black-backed Gull, East

ern Screech-owl, Alder Flycatcher, Cliff

Swallow and Henslow's Sparrow.
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Common Loon

Red-necked Grebe

Double-crested Cormorant

American Bittern

Great Blue Heron

Green Heron

Canada Goose

Wood Duck

American Black Duck

Mallard

Gadwall

White-winged Scoter

Hooded Merganser

Turkey Vulture

Osprey

Bald Eagle

Sharp-shinned Hawk

Cooper's Hawk

Broad-winged Hawk

Red-tailed Hawk

American Kestrel

Peregrine Falcon

Ruffed Grouse

Wild Turkey

Northern Bobwhite

Virginia Rail

Sora

Common Moorhen

Semipalmated Plover

Killdeer

Greater Yellowlegs

Solitary Sandpiper

Spotted Sandpiper

Upland Sandpiper

Semipalmated Sandpiper

Least Sandpiper

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

1

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

Species

Common Snipe

American Woodcock

Bonaparte's Gull

Ring-billed Gull

Herring Gull

Lesser Black-backed Gull

Great Black-backed Gull

Caspian Tern

Common Tern

Black Tern

Rock Dove

Mourning Dove

Black-billed Cuckoo

Eastern Screech-Owl

Barred Owl

Whip-poor-will

Chimney Swift

Ruby-throated Hummingbird

Belted Kingfisher

Red-bellied Woodpecker

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

Downy Woodpecker

Hairy Woodpecker

Northern Flicker

Pileated Woodpecker

Eastern Wood-Pewee

Alder Flycatcher

Willow Flycatcher

Least Flycatcher

Eastern Phoebe

Great Crested Flycatcher

Eastern Kingbird

Horned Lark

Purple Martin

Tree Swallow

Northern Rough-winged Swallow

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

b

^^

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

d

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

r

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f

f
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Bank Swallow

Cliff Swallow

Barn Swallow

Blue Jay

American Crow

Fish Crow

Common Raven

Black-capped Chickadee

Tufted Titmouse

Red-breasted Nuthatch

White-breasted Nuthatch

Brown Creeper

Carolina Wren

House Wren

Winter Wren

Marsh Wren

Golden-crowned Kinglet

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher

Eastern Bluebird

Veery

Hermit Thrush

Wood Thrush

American Robin

Gray Catbird

Northern Mockingbird

Cedar Waxwing

European Starling

Blue-headed Vireo

Yellow-throated Vireo

Warbling Vireo

Red-eyed Vireo

Blue-winged Warbler

(Lawrence's Warbler)

Nashville Warbler

Yellow Warbler

Chestnut-sided Warbler

Species

Magnolia Warbler

Black-throated Blue Warbler

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Black-throated Green Warbler

Blackburnian Warbler

Pine Warbler

Prairie Warbler

Blackpoll Warbler

Black-and-white Warbler

American Redstart

Worm-eating Warbler

Ovenbird

Northern Waterthrush

Louisiana Waterthrush

Common Yellowthroat

Hooded Warbler

Wilson's Warbler

Canada Warbler

Scarlet Tanager

Northern Cardinal

Rose-breasted Grosbeak

Indigo Bunting
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Eastern Townee

Chipping Sparrow

Field Sparrow

Vesper Sparrow

Savannah Sparrow

Grasshopper Sparrow

Henslow's Sparrow

Song Sparrow

Swamp Sparrow

White-throated Sparrow

Dark-eyed Junco

Bobolink

Red-winged Blackbird

Eastern Meadowlark

Common Grackle

Brown-headed Cowbird

Orchard Oriole

Baltimore Oriole

Purple Finch

House Finch

Pine Siskin

American Goldfinch

Evening Grosbeak

House Sparrow

Picture by Tom Lindsay

(see Upcoming Programs for HMBC and

Capital District Programs with Tom Lindsay)
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AN AMERICAN EDEN

by (Dick (Patrick

For a moment I felt like one of those jerks who

write for the ADK journal. You know the ge

niuses who pick the one day out of the 365

with the very worst weather and then belly

ache for three or four pages about how cold

and wet they got on their Adirondack stroll, as

if the North Woods wouldn't still be there on a

better day.

Patsy and I had signed on at the Yellowstone

Institute for what we thought was going to be

field classes on black and grizzly bears. The

Yellowstone Institute is a cluster of cabins

around a main all purpose building that was

formerly known as the Buffalo Ranch. The

purpose of the ranch up into the 1940's was to

restore the bison herds in the Park. The Insti

tute is located in the Lamar Valley in the

northeastern quadrant of the Park almost to

Montana.

Even though our session started on June 13 it

had snowed hard all night and was still falling

fast that morning. Well, so what? We've only

got a few days here so let's go out and find

some bears. Not so fast. The plan is we will

spend the first day in a windowless room

where a little old lady from the Denver Zoo will

bore us to death with her collection of wolf and

bear skulls. The subject of the first hour was

comparing the premolars and bicuspids of the

two species. I have no idea what arcane

information she had in store for the rest of the

day as I had to get out. Snowstorm or not.

Beartooth Pass was closed and I understand

a number of the other Park roads were closed

also. But in the Lamar Valley the temperature

was in the 30's. The road was bare as was a

foot wide strip of low weeds and bare earth on

either side of the pavement. Just as well it

wasn't particularly cold. We had to lug sleep

ing bags and pillows out to Wyoming with us.

As we had been watching the Weather Chan

nel we saw no need to try to cram parkas and

boots into our suitcases. So we were dressed

for a heat wave which did arrive by the end of

our stay.

Anyway I am walking down the road (no traf

fic) and here comes a flock of small dark birds

hopping down the shoulder to meet me. Pearl

gray on the heads and a brilliant slash of pink

on the wings. I am seeing for the first time in

rrly life the black phase of the Gray-crowned

Rosy Finch! Wow! Right there at my feet. I felt

so blessed. This wasn't a pay-per-view or a

field trip. It was just me alone in a snowstorm.

Earlier Patsy and I went on a wonderful Victor

Emanuel Colorado Grouse Tour and our

guide drove us all over looking for Rosy

Finches. I can only surmise that the storm

drove them down out of the surrounding

mountain tops. I continued down the road

remembering that I was in Yellowstone and

keeping one eye on the herds of nearby buf

falo and the other eye out for the bears we

were supposed to be seeing. After a couple of

miles I reached a point where the Lamar River

approached the road and there was a sign

proclaiming this section of the Park an Ameri

can Eden. If you have been there, I don't

believe you would argue the thought and if

you haven't I hope you can go.

About that time I was passed by a truck with

two Park Rangers who politely questioned my

sanity for being out in that weather alone so I

headed back. On the way back, with the sharp

pellets of snow blowing almost horizontal, was

a Mountain Bluebird flying alongside me. God

had just handed me His business card.
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Program Report

Lillian Samuelson, frequent presenter to HMBC, gave yet another enlightening program about

a place few of us have been. This time it was Australia - the "Land Down Under." The program,

entitled "Three Quarters of the Way Around Australia, represented the impressions and

photographs gleaned from her and husband Dale's several visits to this very large country.

The well attended program was a fitting finale to the club's 2000 - 2001 season.

Australia is nearly the size of the Lower 48 but sparsely populated with only 18 million people,

most of whom are concentrated in the major cities of Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide,

Perth and the capital, Canberra. The Aboriginal people make up about 1^ percent of the

population, and were not fully enfranchised until 1962 and not even included in the census

until 1971. Before setting out to show us some of the 763 plus birds (243 endemic), Lillian

showed some of scenes of Sydney with which we were most familiar, including the famed

Opera House. She explained that the flag displays the Southern Cross, with six stars, one for

each state.

Despite the many pages of detailed notes from Lillian, it is difficult to encapsulate their

experiences in a short article ... they showed us many birds, from herons to eagles to

bowerbirds, a rich and diverse scenery, and showed us other wildlife ranging from lovely

flowers, a five foot Lace Monitor lizard, and a Western Gray Kangaroo, one of the 45 species,

plus (of course) a Koala! Below are just a few highlights from one site that they particularly

raved about.

Lamington National Park, about a 2 hour drive from Brisbane, offers outstanding scenery and

wonderful accommodations. Birds there included Crimson Rosella, Wedge-tailed Eagle,

Red-necked Patermelon, Wonga pigeon and Australian king parrot. Interesting behavior was

described for the Brush Turkey, one of the Megapodes: The male builds a mound, typically

about 15 feet in diameter. The hen lays her eggs in tiers in a deep hole in the upper part. Heat

for incubation is from a combination of sunlight and the composting litter. The male moves the

earth-litter mixture as needed to regulate the temperature. Upon hatching, the chicks dig their

way out of the mound and begin feeding themselves. Also there were Satin bowerbird, which

decorates his bower preferentially with anything blue, and both of the Australian species of

Bird of Paradise.

Australia - diverse, inviting, interesting ... and Lillian's presentation conveyed that it is a land to

be explored and explored well, and we appreciate her sharing the depth and breadth of her

and Dale's understanding of it.

- Scott Stoner
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Ptease Note: After the July-August hiatus, HMBC programs will resume in September at the

Colonie Town Library at 7PM

Fall, 2001 (Sept - Nov. at Colonie Town Library):

Mon. Sept. 10, East Africa: Birds, Mammals, People and Rocks, Phil Whitney (re-scheduled from

Feb 5) An account, with slides, of a three-week trip to northwest Tanzania and Southeast

Kenya, including Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Crater, Kakamega Forest, and Hells

Gate Park. The emphasis is on the amazingly diverse birdlife, but some of the famous large

mammals, other wildlife, Rift Valley Geology, and glimpses of life in rural East Africa away

from the standard tourist routes are included.

Mon. Oct. 1, Antarctica, South Georgia &the Falklands, David Martin

A trip to Antarctica and the South Atlantic islands is a feast for the senses, highlighted by fantastic

scenery, unusual birds and mammals, and fascinating episodes from the history of the heroic age of

exploration. The trip included a stop at Elephant Island where Shackleton's men waited while

Shackleton and four others made the harrowing voyage to South Georgia in a small boat to find help.

It also included a stop at Grytviken a former sealing and whaling station and the site of Shackleton's

grave. David Martin, a member of the Hudson-Mohawk Bird Club is a life-long birder and amateur

photographer.

Nov. 5, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands, Don & Donna Travers

The quest of Donna and Don Traver to see a member of every bird family in the world took

them to New Zealand in our winter of 1998-1999. The most wanted of New Zealand's three

endemic families were the Wattlebirds and in particular the endangered Kokako nominated by

Kenn Kaufmann as having the most beautiful song of any bird on the globe. They thought that

the other two families, Kiwi with three species and New Zealand Wren with two, were relatively

assured. As it turned out the two wrens were seen after considerable searching on the south

island but due to extreme overbading the site for Kiwi on Stewart Island had been declared off

limits. When this came to light it was too late to change plans and our speakers will happily

return in the future. Next time they will take fly rods as well as binoculars.

Following two weeks of birding on the main islands they boarded ship with Peter Harrison,

acknowledged as the world's leading authority on sea birds, to cruise the SubAntarctic Islands

which in themselves is an incredible story. Zodiac landings on strictly protected islands

provided frame filling photographic opportunities of King, Royal, and Gentoo penguins while

the tiny craft provided excellent viewing and photographing of species on islands where

visitors were not allowed to set foot.

If penguins fascinate you or you hope one day to visit New Zealand, this program will be of

great interest to you.

Winter, 2001 - 2002 (Dec. at Five Rivers EEC, Jan. & Feb. at Colonie Town Library):

Mon. Dec. 3, Holiday party, Full Moon & Empty Stomachs: Migratory Shorebirds, Tom Lindsay —

Five Rivers EEC, Delmar

Mon. Jan. 7, Hummingbirds. Movies with Club member Bill Gorman.

Mon. Feb. 4, Atlantic Canada, Gregg Recer (originally scheduled for Sept, 2001)
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UpcoiviiNq HMBC FiEld TRips

(Consultyourfield trip schedule or Birdline (439-8080)for trip details)

AUGUST 19 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR CONNECTICUT COAST (SEPT 8 - 9)

AUGUST 22 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR JAMAICA BAY WILDLIFE REFUGE (AUGUST 25)

AUG 25 JAMAICA BAY WILDLIFE REFUGE

SAT Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

Local Leader: Mike Bochnick

Reservations by August 22 <

Migrating shorebirds are the main attraction this time of year at this wildlife refuge in the New York

City area. Expect to see herons and egrets, and possibly Clapper Rail and Boat-tailed Grackle. Meet

at 9:30 a.m. at the Visitor Center at the refuge. Call Bill Lee to register and arrange for carpooling.

******SEPTEMBER 1 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR SOUTHWEST FLORIDA (DEC 7 -10)******

SEP 8 - 9 CONNECTICUT COAST

SAT - SUN Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899-2678

Reservations by August 19

The southern New England coast is an important fall migration corridor for a large variety of birds,

especially shorebirds and hawks. This weekend trip will visit several preserves along the Connecti

cut coast including McKinney NWR (Milford Pt), Lighthouse Pt. Park in New Haven and Hammon-

nesset State Park. Depending on weather conditions, we can expect a large variety of migrant

shorebirds, warblers and possibly exciting coastal hawk-watching at Lighthouse Pt.

SEP15or16 HAWKWATCH

SAT or SUN Coordinator: Arthur Long 758-9283

Join us for our annual club trip to look for migrating birds of prey. Mid-September is a great time to

be out hawk watching, especially since it is peak time for Broad-winged Hawks on the move south.

Records indicate 142 Broad-wings were seen on September 16,1998. Sharp-shinned Hawks are

also on the move this time of year, and records indicate 29 were seen on September 16,1999.

The date of this trip will be decided and announced on Birdline (439-8080) at the last minute since

hawk migration is so dependent on weather. Meet at 8:30 a.m. at the Key Bank in Star Plaza at the

intersection of Routes 20 & 155 in Guilderiand.
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SEP 22 VISCHER FERRY NATURE & HISTORIC PRESERVE

SAT Coordinator: Bernie & Chris Grossman 399-9159

There's still a lot to see and enjoy at Vischer Ferry this time of year. Herons and egrets should still

be present and a good variety of shore birds can usually be found. In addition, migrant warblers,

vireos and flycatchers should be on the move and what better place for migrating songbirds to stop

than Vischer Ferry! Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the main entrance.

SEP 23 WILSON POWELL BIRD SANCTUARY

SUN Coordinator: Jackie Bogardus 283-6603

Join us as autumn sets in and we search this Alan Devoe Bird Club sanctuary to see which birds are

still in residence and which are passing through on the way to their winter homes. We'll explore the

Sanctuary's diverse habitats, finishing our walk at the rock ledges overlooking the Hudson River Val

ley where we can watch for passing raptors. Our 1999 fall trip included Broad-winged Hawk and an

immature Bald Eagle. Meet at 8:00 a.m. at the small parking area on Rt. 9 about a mile south of Exit

12 of I-90. Bring a snack or lunch as we expect to be at the Sanctuary until at least noon. Co-

sponsored by the Alan Devoe Bird Club.

OCT 7 MONTEZUMA NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

SUN Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899-2678

This 6,432 acre refuge has a widely diversified habitat with extensive marshes and is best during

spring and fall migrations when tens of thousands of birds pass through. We can expect to see wa

terfowl, shorebirds, raptors and possibly Bald Eagles. We may even be treated to one of those oc

casions when a rare bird appears. This will be a full day trip so bring a lunch. Call the coordinators

for the meeting time & place.

OCTOBER 12 — RESERVATIONS DUE FOR DEAD CREEK WMA (OCTOBER 21)

OCT 21 DEAD CREEK WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT AREA— VT

SUN Coordinators: Walter Ellison 456-6224

Reservations by October 12

This all day trip to one of the better waterfowl areas in Vermont should provide sightings of many

Snow Geese, with the possibility of Ross' or White-fronted Goose as well as a good variety of other

waterfowl. Rough-legged Hawk and other wintering raptors should be present, and open-county

birds such as Homed Lark and American Pipet are also possible. If time permits, we will also check

the Lake Champlain shoreline for loons, grebes and the outside possibility of a jaeger. Call the co

ordinator for details.
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Swyer Preserve and Papscanee Island

May 12,2001

7.30-11.30 AM

Participants: Joan Cipriani, Arthur Long,

Debbie Long, Marjorie Whitney, Philip Whit

ney.

Threatened showers never materialized, and

the birds were cooperative with 36 species

recorded. At Swyer, Eastern Phoebes, Blue-

gray Gnatcatchers, Yellow Warblers, and

Common Yellowthroats were plentiful.

Spotted Sandpiper, Swamp Sparrow,

Northern Flicker, Warbling Vireo, Balti

more Oriole, and Great Blue Heron also put

in appearances. Great Crested Flycatcher,

Rose-breasted Grosbeak, and Red-bellied

Woodpecker could be heard occasionally

over the constant chatter of Gray Catbirds

and Red-winged Blackbirds. The bird of the

day was a Bald Eagle, briefly glimpsed flying

upriver along the Hudson. At Papscanee,

Chestnut-sided Warbler was heard from, the

usual colony of American Redstarts were

setting up housekeeping, and numerous

Wood Thrushes and Veery were both visible

and vocal.

- Philip Whitney

Field Trip to Vischer Ferry

5/23/01

Six birders set out on this rainy evening walk

at Vischer Ferry. It had rained almost contin

uously throughout the day, but had let up

considerably by the time we headed out.

We were able to see Rose-breasted Gros

beaks, Baltimore Orioles, a Downy wood

pecker, a Great Blue Heron, Mallards and a

family of Canada Geese, Rough-winged Swal

lows, and several Yellow Warblers. We

also spotted a Yellow Warbler nest that

was hidden in a grapevine. As we were

getting ready to leave, we could hear the call

of a Great Horned Owl.

Moreau Lake State Park

May 26, 2001

Four HMBC members arrived at 7:00 a.m.

for an overcast morning of birding during

Memorial Day weekend at MLSP. Unfortu

nately the Park was not scheduled to open

until 8:00 a.m. and, due to the holiday, park

ing was not allowed anywhere (efforts to

bribe the gatekeeper were fruitless). Since it

was one member's very first HMBC outing

and first visit to the Park, we quickly devel

oped an alternate plan and parked along

Spier Falls Road, entering the Park from the

North Pond.

Forty-one species were recorded. At the

north end of North Pond we were serenaded

by American Redstart, Indigo Bunting, North

ern Cardinal, and Chipping Sparrow. Walking

around Moreau Lake the group had excellent

views of a Yellow-throated Vireo, a Pileated

Woodpecker, Wood Ducks and Mallards,

and a pair of Yellow-rumped Warblers. A

Robin I
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small spruce grove near Spier Falls Road

yielded a Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Ruby-

throated Hummingbird, and a Red-breasted

Nuthatch. Unexpectedly, the only wading

bird recorded was a Great Blue Heron.

Sandpipers may have been avoiding the

large machinery grading the beach.

Other Species Recorded: Turkey Vulture,

Mourning Dove, Yellow-bellied Sapsucker,

Eastern Wood Peewee, Great Crested Fly

catcher, Eastern Kingbird, Red-eyed Vireo,

Blue Jay, American Crow, Tree Swallow,

Northern Rough Winged Swallow, Black-

capped Chickadee, Blue-gray Gnatcatcher,

Veery, Wood Thrush, American Robin, Gray

Catbird, Yellow Warbler, Common Yel-

lowthroat, scarlet tanager, song sparrow,

Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Red-winged Black

bird, Common Grackle, Brown-headed Cow-

bird, Baltimore Oriole, Purple Finch, Ameri

can Goldfinch.

- Jennifer Sraty-Connor

Albany Pine Bush

8 June 2001

About a dozen people came out this fine

spring evening to explore Albany's premier

natural area. A stiff breeze kept the

mosquitoes tolerable, but also reduced bird

activity. A total of sixteen species were tal

lied; most were heard but not seen. A Red-

tailed Hawk soared by, upsetting the local

Crows and Blue Jays. Several Pine Bush

specialties were seen or heard including

Brown Thrasher, Prairie Warbler and East

ern Towhee.

- Laura Sommers

Adirondack Adventure

June 9-10, 2001

Donna Zimmerman, Marian Zimmerman, Bill

Lee, Gregg and Bryce Recer and Cathy

Graichen spent a delightful weekend in the

Adirondacks during early June. Saturday

morning we started at Bloomingdale Bog

(which during the winter had hosted Northern

Hawk-Owl, Crossbills and nearby Evening

Grosbeaks). The weather was quite pleas

ant, sunny - a bit cool in the morning, but

warming to quite pleasant afternoon temper

atures.

We hiked at a leisurely pace down the trail

looking for boreal specialties. White-

throated and Lincoln Sparrows called fre

quently and provided several viewing oppor

tunities. Nashville Warblers were also

singing and provided only a brief distant

view. As we reached the bridge and marsh

we studied a Yellow-bellied Flycatcher and

had a Broad-winged Hawk and an American

Bittern fly over. We spent a great deal of

time studying a small, distant small bird. We

had much discussion and could hear the

buzzy song clearly and wished we had a

At the entrance to Silver Lake Bog
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scope to view the bird better. The bird ap

peared brownish/yellowish and we decided it

was a Grasshopper Sparrow. Later we met

up with some other birding groups who were

headed to Bloomingdale and shared the

news with those birders. Unfortunately we

didn't check our birding tapes back at the car

until Sunday near the end of our trip - a big

mistake! (We'll finish the story later!)

At the bridge, Bryce and Cathy headed back

to the car while the rest of the group contin

ued on, nearly walking on top of a Ruffed

(not Spruce - too bad) Grouse and finding

Magnolia Warbler. Cathy and Bryce found

Bill Lee and Gregg recer on the trail

Boreal Chickadees in the woods near the

gate - unfortunately they had moved off by

the time the rest of the group returned.

Lunchtime was spent at the Paul Smith's

Adirondack Visitor Center where chipmunks

aggressively looked for handouts. American

Redstart, Black-throated Green Warblers

sang as we ate.

After lunch we headed to Spring Pond Bog

to search for Spruce Grouse. Permission

from the Nature Conservancy is required to

get access to this gated community

(although getting in AND OUT through the

gate is a bit of a challenge if the gate keeper

is not there). We hiked along a stretch of

road and some trails where the black flies

were quite fierce. Deep in the trail where

Spruce Grouse were found last year, we

tried to elicit a response with a tape and

possibly heard some very distant wing flutter.

Unfortunately, the afternoon was over and

the group did not have time to explore the

boardwalk. We did return to Buck Pond

State Park, where the Common Loons were

singing and had a lovely pot luck cookout to

end the day.

Sunday morning we traveled to Silver Lake

Bog - a bit more accessible site - with a

lovely boardwalk followed by a climb to the

overlook to Silver Lake. The bog yielded

more Nashville Warblers, after several tries

satisfying looks at Olive-sided Flycatchers -

including discovering a nest site. Hairy

Woodpeckers showed up, but none of the

boreal woodpecker were discovered. At the

end of the boardwalk, a set of three Lady

Slippers enticed the photographers in the

group to attempt to capture their beauty to

share with others.

On the hike up to the overlook, several

woodland species were found including

Black-throated Blue, Black-throated Green

Warblers, Evening Grosbeaks, Yellow-

bellied Sapsucker, Dark-eyed Juncos, Red-

eyed and Blue-headed Vireos. Over the lake

we identified Ring-billed Gulls. Winter Wren

was heard, but couldn't be seen.

After returning to the cars, we found a less

buggy area to eat lunch and pulled out the

bird tapes to review the "Grasshopper Spar

row" from the day before. We compared with

Sedge Wren and immediately reconsidered

our earlier identification. Several more re-
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At the lookout over Silver Lake

plays of both songs, consulting numerous

field guide song descriptions and much dis

cussion about habitat, song - including ob

serving that several people could not hear

the tape - BUT could hear the bird the day

before, we agreed that we must have seen

and heard a SEDGE WREN. We had con

sidered that the day before, but were not

familiar with the song while at the bridge.

Either Sedge Wren or Grasshopper Sparrow

are excellent birds for that area. Several

lessons were certainly learned - a scope can

really help - and for unusual identifications -

especially at distances with infrequently

heard songs - review the birds with other

resources - especially tapes - as soon as

possible!

- Cathy Qraichen anb QreQQ (Recer

Grafton Lakes State Park

June 23, 2001

Jeff Jackson and John Hershey joined us on

a cloudy, humid morning. The forecast

heavy rains held off until a few minutes after

the rich variety of habitats at the park. 43

on flycatchers including Willow, Least, East

ern Wood-Pewee, Eastern Phoebe, and East

ern Kingbird. Eastern Towhees, Gray Cat

birds, Cedar Waxwings, Chestnut-sided and

Yellow Warblers, Common Yellowthroats,

and well-concealed but noisy Ovenbirds

were abundant. Black-throated Green,

Yellow-rumped, and Nashville Warblers

were briefly heard from, as were Killdeer,

Veery and Wood Thrush. Flyovers included a

Great Blue Heron and the day's lone raptor,

a ragged-looking Broad-winged Hawk, miss

ing several tail and wing feathers. Ruby-

throated Hummingbird and Rose-breasted

Grosbeak also cooperated, and we were

"serenaded" at the end of the trip by a

raucous chorus of four Common Ravens.

- (Philip anb Hiarjorie "Whitney

Bird Trip to Bear Swamp

Westerlo, New York

7 July 2001

The trip to Bear Swamp started out as a cool

crisp sunny morning, with beautiful azure

skies, and the promise of birds!

Veery, Common Yellowthroat, a Great

Crested Flycatcher and a speedy Ruby-

throated Hummingbird greeted this early

morning bird group to the rhododendron-

peat bog forest located in Westerlo, New

York. The rhododendron were in full bloom,

yet we were disappointed by so many of the

plants having died off. A family of Yellow-

bellied Sapsuckers and an Eastern Wood-

pewee, demonstrating his agile flycatching

abilities, were easy distractions.

Walking through the thick "blueberry forest,"

>a Warbler

Sparrows. Reaching the upper dry lands, we
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suffered from "warbler neck" looking for the

elusive Red-eyed Vireo and Black-throated

Green Warbler. All we had to show for were

achy necks and no birds. But, our group was

not denied great looks at a pair of Red-eyed

Vireos, without the "warbler neck" syndrome,

and Patty Packer spotted a nest of young

vireos nearby. We watched the parents, as

they flew in and out of the nest, feeding their

young. This was definitely a very special

treat for the group!

Concluding the trip, we were able to see and

hear the Broad-winged Hawk circling above.

In search of the Ovenbird, a Blue-headed

Vireo and Yellow-rumped Warbler were

spotted. With the cooler temperatures and a

slight breeze, we were spared the pesky

persistence of biting insects! All had an

enjoyable time.

Bird List: Broad-winged Hawk, Ruffed

Grouse, Ruby-throated Hummingbird,

Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, Downy Wood

pecker, Hairy Woodpecker, Eastern Wood-

Pewee, Great Crested Flycatcher, Blue-

headed Vireo, Red-eyed Vireo, Blue Jay,

American Crow, Black-capped Chickadee,

White-breasted Nuthatch, Brown Creeper,

Veery, Hermit Thrush, American Robin, Cedar

Waxwing, Yellow-rumped Warbler, Black-

throated Warbler, Black-and-white War

bler, Ovenbird, Canada Warbler, Swamp

Sparrow, White-throated Sparrow, American

Goldfinch.

-Jocelyn A. Cole-Caulkins

Field Trip Planning

The annual field trip planning cycle will be beginning shortly. If you would like

• to be part of the committee,

• to lead a field trip, or

• to make a suggestion for a future trip

Contact Field Trip Chair, Gregg Recer, 899-2678.
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Audubon Society of the Capital Region 2001 Programs

Sep 13 (Thu), 7 PM, Colonie Library. In Search of the Maine Moose. Thomas D. Lind

say, Nature Photographer. Late September brings the beginning of the "rut" or breeding

season for the northeast's largest land mammal. Join photographer Tom Lindsay as he

takes to the back roads, ponds and bogs of Maine's north woods in pursuit of these

magnificent animals. Tom will explore the history of the moose in Maine, and will intro

duce you to many of the animals that share its habitat. The impact of logging on the

moose population will also be discussed.

Tom Lindsay is a graduate of Albany High School and the Rochester Institute of Tech

nology. His nature photography has appeared in the book New York State Wildlife View

ing Guide, in newspapers, such as the Times Union and The Gazette, and in magazines

such as New York State Conservationist and Adirondac. He has presented programs for

Cornell Cooperative Extension, The Five Rivers Environmental Education Center, The

Schenectady Photographic Society, and many other groups. Mr. Lindsay is a member of

NANPA, the North American Nature Photographers Association.

Oct 11 (Thu), 7PM, Colonie Library. Birds' Wintering Energy Strategies. Michael

Burgher. Michael's talk will discuss the geographic variation in ecological energetics of

wintering Northern Cardinals. Included in this topic will be several aspects of the birds

themselves, like body size, body composition, body fat reserves, organ sizes, and

metabolic rates, but also aspects of the environment such as the energetic challenges

presented by harsh winter weather and how those challenges vary geographically.

Putting it all together, the talk will explain how cardinals from different parts of their

range differ in some very fundamental ways as a result of the relative severity of the

winter where they live and also about what might be limiting the northern edge of their

range.

Nov 8 (Thu), 7PM, Colonie Library. Arizona Birds. Bill Gorman. Arizona is one of the

most interesting areas for birding in the US. Dozens of mountain ranges, canyons, val

leys, plateaus and deserts provide unique habitats that have attracted many birds to this

area. As a result, about two dozen US birds are found only in Arizona and about 40

other US birds are found only in and around the areas of Arizona, New Mexico and

Texas. Please join Bill for his movies of "Arizona Birds."
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Hawk Watch Report

by <%ob Kirker

As the 2001 Fall season approaches, may I take a moment to thank some people for their help

during our first five years.

Every year I say thanks to those who help us:

Golden Eagle Award

Vagabond Award

Polar Bear Award

That person who contributed the most to advance the hawk watch.

That person who travels the farthest to monitor the site.

That person who during their shift endures the severest weather con

ditions.

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

1997

1998

1999

2000

1997

1998

1999

2000

Golden Eagle

Lou Esch

Bob Budliger

Gary Goodness

Bill Lee

George Steele

Polar Bear

Ken Able

Bob Boehm and Kate Beale

Kay and George Hanson

Lou Esch

Vagabond

Beth Miller

Brad Bidwell

Larry Federman

Will Nixon

Thanks, Thanks to all for their help at our

site. Time is our most precious commodity

and sharing it with us is appreciated very

much. Special thanks to Barb Putnam who

makes out our yearly certificates.

This year Barb is taking names for monitor

ing the hawk watch during September.

Please contact her by 8/22 for your dates.

The earlier you call the maximum number of

dates that will be available to choose from.

After 8/22, call Bob Kirker.

Look for a history of the hawk watch in a

future Feathers article.
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HMBC BOARD FOR 2001-2002

Officers

President:

Lynn Huntington

329 N. Schodack Rd

East Greenbush, N. Y.

12061

477-2980

Secretary:

David Martin

134Normanskill Rd.

Slingerlands, N.Y.

12159

765-4982

Vice-President:
William Lee

2171 Grand Blvd.

Schenectady, NY

12309

374-3426

Treasurer:
Dan Welch

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Directors:

Jackie Bogardus 283-6603

Joan Cipriani 374-3729

Sunny Gooding 446-9370

Scott Stoner 785-6760

Alison Van Keuren 435-0817

Committee Chairs

Conservation:

Birdline:

Programs:

Field Trips:

Membership:

Publicity:

Publications:

Records:

Sanctuary:

Social:

Jr. Activities:

Walt Sabin

John Saville

Scott Stoner

Gregg Recer

Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Bob Budliger

Joe Coticchio

Denise Hackert-Stoner

Elle Dietemann

439-7344

399-5959

785-6760

899-2678

449-1087

355-5615

899-2678

439-0006

374-2449

785-6760

766-7045

HMBC Contact Information

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: hmbc@hotmail.com

HMBC website: http://members.xoom.com/hmbc/

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center or

other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the second

Monday of odd-numbered months. The next board

meeting with the newly elected Board will be Mon

day Sep. 10, 2001, location TBA. Contact Lynn

Huntington for specifics.

Send articles, dip-art

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

o6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

Ballston Spa NY 12020

or via e-mail to:

recerg@crisny.org
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Vresfdenfs Corner: While the summer heat may be keeping both birds and

birders a bit quieter, the activities of the club continue. A stalwart band took up

the task of marking the perimeter of our Reist Sanctuary not long ago. The four

man team consisting of Carl George, Bob Ringlee, Bob Yunick and Dan Welch

weathered a heavy rain as they walked the perimeter of the Sanctuary for an

entire morning. Now, we not only have a proper survey but we have taken the

next step in securing our property rights. I know I speak for the entire group

when I say your efforts are appreciated. It has been through the efforts of many members the sur

vey and improvements have been made to the Reist Sanctuary but kudos must go to committee

chair Joe Coticchio who really got the ball rolling.

There has also been an effort to review Birdline this summer. Led by Alison Van Keuren a small

group has gotten together twice to review the goals and purpose of Birdline. I believe you may find

more on this topic in a future issue of Feathers. There has been a general call for your thoughts

on Birdline and how it can work best for you. You can compliment, criticize and suggest by calling

Birdline at 439-8080 or you can e-mail me with thoughts on this or any topic at

Iynnh123@earthlink.net Many thanks to Alison for working on this project and for the efforts of the

entire Birdline team, led by John Saville for their tireless efforts week after week.

Good Birding

Lynn Huntington
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Where Were The Broad-Wings at The Hawk Watch?

Bill Lee picked me up at home at 0835 on a

brilliantly clear morning with northerly wind for

a day at the Heldeberg hawk watch. Frontal

passage the day before promised to make it a

spectacular Broad-wing day. The wind in

creased as did our excitement as we as

cended the escarpment, arriving at the watch

at 0920. It looked ideal. Our first bird in about

five minutes was an Osprey at the towers to

the east. Shortly we added an American Kes

trel.

But, no Broad-wing flight was developing. In

fact as the morning wore on the entire hawk

flight appeared to be a bust. Impossible! High

pressure, clearing steely blue sky, N to NW

wind, bright sun, all making for seemingly per

fect conditions, but no birds.

In the near boredom that was setting in, some

thing else was apparent: no airplanes. Earlier,

shortly after our arrival, three commercial jets

proceeded S to N on their approach to Albany

airport. A small jet took off and two others

passed W to E overhead. Then, after 0940,

nothing.

The NOAA weather radio which we used for

hourly data from Albany airport had no report

for the 9 o'clock hour. "Coffee break?" ques

tioned Bill. Similarly there was no report for the

next two hours, and none came from Buffalo

airport or Utica. Our frustration grew and we

speculated on the cause.

Slight calming of the wind in the 11 o'clock

hour began to bring birds making the day inter

esting. Red-tails began to make our day with

six that hour and 25 more thereafter. A small

kettle of four Broad-wings appeared directly

overhead causing us to wonder how they got

there without our seeing their approach. For

the rest of the day we saw only two more. We

were disappointed, because we expected a

super flight.

By noon, the wind calmed a bit more to allow

us to detect calls of a few passing song birds.

But still no sounds of passing aircraft; and no

contrails in the clear blue sky overhead. As

time passed it became more conspicuous that

nowhere in that broad expanse of the northern

horizon, more than 180 degrees wide from W

to E, were there any aircraft to be seen or

heard.

continued...

In This Issue.

A Seabird Story

Reflections on Hawkwatchers

Field Trip Survey

Upcoming Field Trips & Programs
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The Kestrel flight shut off early by 1337 with

nine recorded. A couple Cooper's and Sharp-

shins spiced up the day. But where were the

aircraft normally so common and visible?

Thoughts of some local emergency that might

have closed Albany airport occurred to me. But

somehow I just could not imagine what would

cause such drastic action. It was incomprehen

sible; there must be some other explanation.

At about 1600, as the sky became even more

crisp due to constantly dropping humidity and

lessening haze, my scope picked up a very dis

tant large bird due N in line with the radome.

Red-tailed size, perhaps ten miles away, but

not a Red-tail. Bill and I tracked it as it drifted

SE coming to within five miles or so. With each

movement of the bird we called out field marks

for the next several minutes as the bird in

creased speed and made a direct beeline down

the Hudson valley: uniform brown mantle with

dark wing tips, (no windows of a Red-

shouldered or red-tail), no belly band on a dis

tinctly light abdomen, a distinctly banded tail

with alternating dark and darker bands of about

equal width over the entire tail length, and pow

erful wing strokes that cut into the gusty wind

with authority.

Here was our bird of the day: a Northern Gos

hawk!

During this process of tracking the bird and dis

cussing the field marks, a car pulled up behind

us, and John Baron emerged from the car and

stood in silence not interrupting our discussion

as we remained glued to our optics for fear of

losing the bird from sight. Once we disengaged

from our optics, John spoke.

He asked how things were going and we told

him that after a slow start the action had picked

up to make the day interesting, all the more so

by the bird we had just seen. He asked if we

had heard the news? "No, what news?" "You

haven't heard??" "No, what???" There was

more suspense in each question.

In disbelief we heard him recount the day's air

plane crashes at New York, the Pentagon and

in Pennsylvania. The World Trade Center

where 50,000 people worked was no more;

both towers toppled!!

Only now was the enormity of our observation

about no passing aircraft understood. The

country's air system had shut down. It was

September 11, 2001, the day the Broad-wings

should have flown. An era had ended; and a

new era had begun in the way that all of us

would henceforth live our lives.

Suddenly, hawk counting didn't seem to matter,

nor did our discussions during the day about

why weren't we seeing Broad-wings. Even our

last passing bird at 1619, a lovely nearby fe

male Merlin, lacked the usual zing that such an

event usually engenders. We closed the day

with 83 raptors of eight species, folded up shop

and left the blissful isolation of the hawk look

out, immersing ourselves once again in the real

world as we listened to NPR on the car radio

on our way home.

Eagle 1
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Sunset and evening star,

And one clear call for me!

And may there be no moaning of the bar,

When I put out to sea

Remember that Alfred Lord Tennyson poem

we had to memorize back in grade school?

There, challenging me to remember the rest of

the lines was this first stanza carved on a me

morial bench sited along the dunes overlook

ing the Pacific in Westport, Washington. There

were a number of these memorial benches

bordering a concrete walk which connected

two beach access points. Seeing the poem

was like unexpectedly running into an old

friend. But there was more. Each memorial

listed the person by all of his roles in life: son,

brother, friend, husband, father, even in one

case master of a dog. And equal roles if the

bench was dedicated to a woman. I hadn't

seen plaques all that inclusive before. If I may

give a little sermon, let us be aware of our

many roles while we are alive so that we too

may merit a bench along the top of a dune or

somewhere in our hometown.

The previous summer my wife, Patsy, and I

took our younger son, Roger, and friend,

Christy, to South Dakota for a bird watching

vacation. It was such a wonderful experience

we decided to take another trip this year. This

August our destination was the State of Wash

ington. We started at Mt. Rainier and bird

watching was slim pickings for us but great for

them, especially Christy who had never been

farther west than South Dakota. Big, flashy,

easy to identify Stellar and Canada Jays,

Clark's Nutcracker - all brand new to her. To

their credit they had the patience on a hike to

Snow and Bench Lakes (in Mt. Rainier Na

tional Park) to dig out a couple warblers,

Townsend's and the Hermit, that I had never

even heard of.

We continued west across Washington to

Tokeland, a little spit of land poking into the

Pacific which is famous for Bar-tailed Godwits.

At least it was six years ago when Patsy and I

first passed through. This time only Willets.

Rog and Christy had never seen Willets before

so they were as excited as if the birds had

been Godwits. To me seeing a bird for the first

time through a loved one's eyes is just as good

as adding a personal life bird. In fact better!

From Tokeland we went north a few miles to

Westport. The community was having a chain-

saw carving festival. Not a pretty sight or

sound. Block after block of roaring chainsaws

spitting out bears and eagles and for variety

eagles and bears. Sadly we found the econo

mies of the small rural communities of Wash

ington as depressed as any in our home area

of Upstate New York.

In the afternoon we picked our way over the

rocks out along a seemingly endless jetty. The

younger generation spotted both species of

Turnstones. They informed us that Surfbirds

are Willets only with the tips of the tail feathers

black. An accommodating black and white

duck-like creature bobbed and dove within

easy fieldglass range of us. What can it be? It

is close enough to see the markings and is giv

ing us plenty of time to go through our field

guides. Then Christy says "I just kept skipping

over its picture. It is a Pigeon Guillemot in win

ter plumage." August 5th and the bird is

dressed for winter? Now, does that seem fair?

Now close your eyes if you don't want to see

this part. The younger generation do not do
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gulls. Of course there were different species By the time I catch up with the others they are

than they had ever seen back east. But so back to the parking lot, standing under a street

what? You've seen one species you've seen light. Of course the first question is "What do

them all. They were much more interested in you think it is?" I thought it was a Murrelet. Rog

the surfers. On the jetty we were as far out in and Patsy and I were blessed a couple sum-

the Pacific as these guys were with their mers ago to be included on a guided bird trip to

boards and they were much more interesting Alaska where we saw the three species of Mur-

than any gull. relets that inhabit the North Pacific. And by the

end of an entire day in a small boat on the Ke-

Please open your eyes again because this is nai Fjord we thought we were experts in Mur-

what I really want to tell you about. We came relet identification. Yeah, sure we were! I can

back to the beach near sunset and again still remember the last hour or so of the trip

walked past the memorial benches along the when the paying customers (us) were mostly in

top of the dunes. the cabin trying to stay warm and our two

guides were out there in the biting wind at the

front of the boat still calling out the various Mur-

But such a tide as moving seems asleep, res and Auklets just for their own practice. It

Too full for sound and foam, reminds me now of myself as a kid shooting

When that which draws from out the boundless baskets way after dark in the driveway perfect-

deep ing my special skill.

Turns again home.

So anyway, "What do you think it is?11 With the

That is the second stanza of the Tennyson bird in hand - never mind bobbing out on the

poem. briny - and with several field guide in our other

hands we still were not absolutely sure.

When we reached the north end of the walk we

decided to return along the.beach itself. There We are calling it a Marbled Murrelet.

were Rog and Christy holding hands keeping

their own counsel quite a bit ahead of us. Patsy Next, what to do with it? You are not going to

strolling along trying to find intact Sand Dollars put a fellow journeyer in a garbage can or drop

to show our neighboring little girl. Me moping it in the beach grass for the beetles to eat.

along by myself closest to the gently lapping

waves looking at the sunset through the red We waded out into the ocean with the little

mackerel clouds and the moon peeking silver form and laid it on a retreating wavelet,

up above and thinking that our Creator really

did a wonderful job on this planet we call earth. When that which drew from out the boundless

I really was thinking that when I see a black deep Turns again home.

and white bird washing up on the tide. I gently

pick it up to carry back to show the others The

bird is plump, about ten inches long and feels

like it could still come back to life at any mo

ment.
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Field Trip Committee Report

& Zr,fTCCAa/'r

In August 2001 the Field Trip Committee sent out a questionnaire to the HMBC membership. The main

objective of the survey was to find out whether any specific changes or improvements to Club field trips —

especially extended out-of-town trips — might be made to enhance participation in field trips in 2002. We

received 25 responses to the questionnaire, which I'm guessing represents roughly 25-30% of the active

field birders in the Club. Eighteen of 25 respondents had attended at least one local HMBC trip in the past

12 months, while 5 of 24 had attended an out-of-town trip. Of the factors that might influence future atten

dance on out-of-town trips, a stronger focus on finding lifebirds and finding specific groups of birds such as

pelagics and owls was the most frequently mentioned, although no particular issue or factor seemed to

jump out as the key issue people raised.

A large variety of other suggestions for trip improvements was made. All of the suggestions were helpful

and will be taken into consideration as we prepare the .2002 field trip schedule. Several deserve specific

mention here. Several respondents suggested running trips during the year that are specifically aimed at

helping new birders get field experience and develop birding skills. We have had such trips in the past,

and I want to get back to running these trips again this coming year, with the goal of having one per sea

son. There has been some concern raised that attendance on some local trips has diminished. We will

attempt to introduce some new local birding sites into the schedule, and in the future we will try to increase

the variety of locations visited in the HMBC region. On respondent noted that nearly all the fall one-day

trips this year fell on a Sunday. That was simply a scheduling quirk which we will try to avoid in the future.

Two practical issues that several respondents raised were the costs of out-of-town trips and the need for

car pooling. The Club has long endorsed car pooling on local and out-of-town trips, as noted in the Field

Trip Schedule introduction each year. Of course, trip logistical circumstances put more or less of a pre

mium on car pooling and individual circumstances may sometimes make car pooling impractical. Never

theless, I will be re-emphasizing this issue with field trip coordinators in the coming year. Costs on out-of-

town field trips should be kept as low as possible while maintaining the safety of trip participants. Accom

modations will usually account for the largest single expense on out-of-town trips, and I will emphasize with

field trip coordinators that those costs should be kept as low as possible within the constraints of providing

basic comfort and security. Unfortunately cheap but adequate accommodations can be a challenge to find

for some trips (e.g., Long Island or Cape Cod in August). Individual trips may have opportunities for alter

native accommodations such as camping — check with trip coordinators about those kinds of alternatives.

The field trip committee met on October 10 to discuss issues raised in the survey responses and to begin

the process of developing next year's schedule. As always, we will strive to put together a schedule with a

lot of birding variety, hopefully with something of interest for all of the Club's field birders. If you have any

specific suggestions for a trip location or to lead a specific trip please contact me (899-2678,

recerg@crisny.org) to put you in touch with the appropriate committee member.

Thank you to everyone who participated in the field trip survey. I'm looking forward to another exciting

HMBC field trip schedule in 2002 and hope to see you in the field!
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Field Trip Reports

Vischer Ferry

11 August 2001

Eight people including several new members enjoyed a

mid-August morning at Vischer Ferry. We walked the

towpath west from the main parking area, then made a

brief visit to the dead-fish dry pond back towards the

river, and finally stopped at the end of Ferry Drive.

We had over 30 species; highlights included 10 Great

Blue Herons, 5 Green Herons, and a great, close

study of an American Bittern near the main entrance.

Thanks to George Hanson's sharp eyes, we were able to

give folks stunning scope views of this bird, in the reeds

and out into the open. It then flew past us, over the dirt

road, to the east. We also had of Mallard, Wood Duck,

American Black Duck, close views of Cedar Wax-

wings, Eastern Kingbird and a good look at a Broad-

winged Hawk overhead.

The two ponds near the river, the last ponds straight

back from the main entrance, are no longer ponds as

one would commonly define them. The one on the right

(west) is totally overgrown with cattails, no open waters

at all, and the one on the left is completely dried up. Al

though the central third of this former pond was unvege-

tated, it had recently dried out and was covered with

more than 100 rotting, stinking carp carcasses. No her

ons, egrets, wood storks, just a few Killdeer.

A quick visit at the end of the trip to the banks of the Mo

hawk River at the end of Ferry Drive revealed Great

Egret and several shorebirds. The increased vegetation

along the dirt road east along the river made viewing

difficult, but we did identify Lesser Yellowlegs, and

Least and Semipalmated Sandpipers. Thanks to De

ri ise and to George and Kay Hanson for their help, and a

warm welcome to our new members!

— Scott Stoner

Hawk Watch

15Sep2001

On a sunny, pleasant, cool (52 degrees F) morning, 20

eager observers (including 5 newcomers) gathered at

the Heldeberg hawk watch, with high hopes of seeing

large kettles of Broad-winged Hawks and other species.

Perhaps the most notable aspect of the trip was the uni

versal tacit agreement amongst all those present not to

dwell on the national tragedy of four days earlier, but to

concentrate instead on the bird flight, the camaraderie,

and the beauty of the area.

During the course of the day, we spotted 8 different rap

tor species: Osprey, Broad-winged Hawk, Red-tailed

Hawk, Red-shouldered Hawk, Sharp-shinned Hawk,

Cooper's Hawk, Northern Goshawk and American

Kestrel. Our recorder, Bob Kirker, tallied 128 raptors,

but there were no really good numbers, the best kettle

containing only 15 Broad-wings. Interestingly, at least 2

of each species were seen. We also saw a Raven and

large numbers of Turkey Vultures.

I gratefully acknowledge the help of various people in

locating birds, since my vision is weak, but especially

Will Aubrey, Jackie Bogardus and Larry Federmann.

— Arthur O. Cong

Vischer Ferry

22 September 2001

The morning started cloudy and humid, but ended with

sun. We walked the large loop west through the Pre

serve. The large pool still retained some water and was

populated with great blue herons and wood ducks. The

best sighting of the day occurred as we crossed the

bridge. An immature American Bittern was spotted in

the pool to the east of the road. The bird froze in place

and the whole group had a good chance to see it through

a spotting scope. It was seen again in the open at the

end of the trip as we walked along the entry road.

A migrating warbler wave was seen just before the turn-

off into the woods near Lock 19. This included Chest

nut-sided, Magnolia, Black-throated Blue and

Green, Blackburnian and Yellow-rumped. a Towhee

was heard calling. A few early White-throated Spar

rows were heard and seen.

— Bernr'e & Chris Grossman

Wilson Powell Sanctuary

23 September 2001

On September 23rd members of the Hudson Mohawk

Bird Club joined members of the Alan Devoe Bird Club

for a field trip to ADBC's Wilson Powell Bird Sanctuary in

northern Columbia County. The party of twelve enjoyed a
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glorious first day of autumn, with warm temperatures,

plenty of sunshine and a spectacular blue sky.

Although the variety of birds was not extensive, the inter

action we observed was quite exciting. Similar to our

experience in prior years, we spent a good deal of time

down by the pond watching in amazement the activity of

a Sharp-shinned Hawk. The bird made countless diving

passes at a pair of Pileated Woodpeckers in the pines

by the pond, and also entertained us with an acrobatic

aerial display amidst a flock of crows, then finished off its

morning activities in a game of tag with several Blue

Jays. The consensus of our group was that the Sharpie

wasn't really serious in any of its attempts to go after

these other birds, it was just out to have a little fun on a

beautiful morning.

When we managed to take our eyes off the hawk activity,

we scanned the pond for other birds, but found only a

few Common Mergansers and a Belted Kingfisher,

which announced itself with a loud rattle as it flew into

view. We had heard Canada Geese earlier, but they

were not present at the pond.

In addition to the two Pileated Woodpeckers, we saw

many Northern Fuckers, so many in fact, that some

one exasperatedly exclaimed "oh, another flicker - we've

seen enough of those today!" Other woodpeckers in

cluded a Downy, which we saw, and a Red-bellied,

which we heard.

We had one "empi" Flycatcher, which we did not de

finitively identify, as well as one warbler that refused to

sit still long enough and in clear enough view for any of

us to make a positive id. The only other warbler of the

day was a Black-and-White, which we did get a very

good look at.

Other birds included Eastern Kingbird, Ruby-crowned

Kinglet, numerous Cedar Waxwings, Black-capped

Chickadees, Tufted Titmice, both Red-breasted and

White-breasted Nuthatches, Gray Catbird, Ameri

can Robin, Mourning Dove, Song Sparrow, House

Finch and American Goldfinch.

We finished off our walk searching for Ravens and mi

grating raptors at "Dorson's Rock", a ridge on the west

side of the sanctuary property that overlooks the Hudson

River Valley and the beautiful Catskill Mountains. From

our perch on the ledge, we saw several Turkey Vul

tures, but the Ravens and other raptors eluded us.

— Jackie Bogardus

Montezuma NWR

7 October 2001

Nine HMBC members traveled west of Syracuse to Mon

tezuma NWR for a full day of fall binding. The Thruway is

usually good for one or two nice birds along the way

west, and we were happy to see a good-size flock of

Wild Turkeys on the drive. After arriving at Montezuma

we took an initial look over the flooded fields now acces

sible from a small parking area on East Rd, spotting a

variety of puddle ducks and watching skein after skein of

Canada Geese flying in. With the light in our faces

temps around 40F and very gusty winds, we decided to

head straight to the refuge Tour road. Perhaps 10 Pie-

billed Grebes were seen in the slough just along the

tour road. Ducks, including Mallards, American Black

Ducks, Gadwall and Ring-necked Ducks were lo

cated further out in the main pool, viewing was chal

lenging, however, as cattails have spread throughout the

main pool. We stopped at the viewing area on Benning

Marsh and spent a good chunk of time scoping water

fowl, gulls and shorebirds. Additional puddle ducks

found included Blue-winged and Green-winged Teal,

Northern Pintails, American Wigeon and Northern

Shovelers. We tried in vain to find a Lesser Black-

backed Gull (that had been present in the preceding few

days) among the Greaters. Killdeer were numerous

on the nearly dry mud flats, and just as we began to

head off from the viewing spot several Common Snipe

were spotted close to the road. As we scanned the dark

mud more carefully, we eventually found about a dozen

Snipe.

After a little lunch break, we spent a long period scoping

more shorebirds at May's Point Pool. The mix was

clearly starting to reflect the tail end of the fall shorebird

migration with small numbers of Greater and Lesser

Yellowlegs, Dowitchers (were they long-billed? —

according to Sunny Gooding, Long-billed are the more

likely species later in the season at Montezuma, but we

did not have sufficiently good views or any vocalizations

to allow a confirmation), Stilt Sandpipers and Dunlin.

Peep were entirely absent. We also added Common and

Hooded Mergansers and the first of several immature

Bald Eagles made its appearance.

After a while Cathy reminded me that there had been

reports of a Greater White-fronted Goose at the pool.

With several thousand Canada's on the water, it seemed

like it might be a tough challenge. As it turned out, I

spent less than 10 minutes searching through the geese
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before I located the White-fronted swimming somewhat

on its own. We were able to get good scope views for

everybody in the group. As has been true for all of the

White-fronted Geese I've seen in New York, this bird had

a fairly yellow-orange bill color indicative of birds from

Greenland, rather than the usually-depicted pink bill of

central-Canada birds. I presume these birds are reverse

migrants that would normally head toward Europe or Af

rica in the fall. This bird demonstrated how much luck

(and perseverance) plays into rarity finding, as while we

were watching it, it swam behind a couple of Canadas,

ducked down its head and completely disappeared from

view. It stayed out of view for at least 5 minutes and we

had been scanning at that particular moment, we might

never have found the bird!

We spent a little time in the woods, walking the Esker

Brook Trail. Songbirds were not especially varied but the

numbers were impressive — lots of Chickadees, Rob

ins, Blue Jays, Cedar Waxwings and thousands of

Red-winged Blackbirds. We also added some wood-

peckers, including a Red-bellied. We finished up the

day back at East Rd and the nearby towpath road, aka

the sparrow area. The newly-flooded fields between

East Rd and the towpath road are now part of Monte-

zuma and water levels there are being actively controlled

for waterfowl habitat. The number of puddle ducks there

was tremendous — we had especially good views from

the towpath road at ducks that were close to road, but

sheltered sufficiently by low bushes down the embank

ment to not be disturbed by our presence. We had the

best views of the day of most of the same puddle ducks,

plus added Wood Ducks, and also had good looks at a

number of Great Blue Herons. Despite the wind, the

sparrow area lived up to its name with numbers of

White-throated and Song, Dark-eyed Juncos, a

Swamp Sparrow and several immature White-crowned

Sparrows. Our total for the day exceeded 50 species,

with lifebirds for several participants, making for another

successful trip to Montezuma.

- Gregg X-ecer

I Remember Mama

l>y Bob JC/rfer

For those of you old enough, this radio show featured stories of tales about their

mother. Well, at the Hawkwatch I remember:

Lou Esch

God Bless Lou! In '97 (our big year with 869 hours,

a North east record) he went up in mid-October and

even with his 4 wheel drive took three tries to make

the top with icy conditions. Lou has made updated

forms for me and supplies special graph paper for

my statistical analysis of our records, due out this

January '02 for six years.

Bob Budliger

What can you say about the consummate birder...

Is it a red-shouldered? Bob not only tells you the

species but the sex, year, molting status, missing

feathers, whether they are carrying their bingo

cards, etc... a walking encyclopedia on birds.

Gary Goodness

The first time I saw Gary he had a scope mounted

on a Gizmo tripod! Then, I saw his homemade bin

ocular mount with 10 x 50 binoculars, then his spe

cial weather radios... a man after my own heart. His

stories regarding Dick Beeler have me in tears.

Bill Lee

Bill won the Golden Eagle Award in *99 and would

have won again in 2000 but was not eligible (once

every 3 years). He has spent about 20 days up at

the Hawkwatch the last three years with his busy

schedulel Bill always has good NYS binding stories

to tell me. Now, if he would only bring subs for eats!
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George Steele

One of our top long distance spotters! He can tell

the species before most people even spot the bird.

He has handy jumper cables, just in case... just ask

me. George is always ready to assist with fine

points on identification.

Jim Suozzo

Besides super great eyes, he is known for his wife's

(Wendy) super sub sandwiches. Last time I was up

with Jim he shared with me a wonderful, wonderful

eggplant parmesan. I can still taste it. Jim, when

are you up again? .

John Saville

Everything you ever wanted to know about

weather... John can tell you not only where the

thermals are but whether they are building up or

dying down. John, a belated thanks for the chapter

on weather you sent me.

Susan Duggan

Besides Pinhead Susan, an inside joke, Susan has

the best eyes at the Hawkwatch. One day she was

calling species out of the eastern sky with binocu

lars and we couldn't locate them with scopes. Fi

nally, I said Susan I don't mind you calling birds

from western Massachusetts but when you're pull

ing them in from the Boston area.... stop!

Gene Vermilyea

Love his reports.... Gene always writes wonderful

prose on the back of his reports. I read the back

first and then look over the numbers. Last report:

This Bedouin was slipping away on his camel (van)

when a sharpie appeared, trying to entice me to

stay. Sorry, too little, too late. Ta ta. I could write a

booklet on Gene's Hawkwatch remarks.

Harry Judge

He comes up on Sunday mornings for two hours to

keep me company. I love his stories on birding Mar

tha's Vineyard. He knows several top-flight birders

that I do and I enjoy the chit chat - wry sense of hu

mor. I enjoy solving the world's problems with him.

Good company! P.S. Thanks for the family heir

loom!

Will Aubrey

I always enjoy Will's stories of working with his

school children. He has unique and effective way of

teaching and does a lot of teaching through birding.

He has established a new fall Hawkwatch site at

Bought Corners. Now, if only NEHW can locate it

properly on a map. Will, I love your photo mosaic.

Thanks, thanks!

Bob Kirker

This guy is a character. He has a story for every

thing. Listen long enough (patience) and hopefully

you will find one you like. But the question is "Is he

a birder?" On his first overnight with the club to

Newburyport, Bill Lee, trip leader, remarked after

Bob put away his typical six-course meal: You're

not kidding us... You're not a birder, you just like to

eat. Several trips later, Bill remarked again to Bob:

You never saw a meal you didn't like. I'll go to my

grave with this one!
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The Traveling Birder — Newfoundland
by Gregg fl~ecer

Cathy Graichen, Bryce and I took a two-week trip into eastern Canada this past July, spending most of our

trip on the west coast of Newfoundland. Newfoundland is an incredibly scenic island, only a few hundred

kilometers of driving and a couple of overnight ferry rides away from upstate NY. We had a wonderful time

hiking, birding and taking a number of interesting boat trips. A few highlights of our trip follow.

Ironically, one of real birding highlights of our trip occurred on what was probably otherwise the most for

gettable day of the trip. After taking the Portland—Yarmouth overnight ferry and spending a leisurely day

making our way to Cape Breton Island (Nova Scotia), we woke up the next day to sprinkles while we

packed up our tent. As we reached the entrance to Cape Breton National Park the on-again, off-again

drizzle naturally turned into a steady rain. It was typical NW Atlantic coastal weather — foggy, gloomy and

wet. The rain relented a little and we tried a couple of short hikes. On the second, it began to pour and we

were all soaked by the time we made it back to the car. Several hours followed of poking around in the car

waiting for a break in the weather, and seeing very little of the beautiful rugged coastal scenery Cape

Breton is noted for.

Finally the rain slowed to a little spritzing, and so we headed off onto a nearby trail just to stretch our legs.

We had a little initial excitement as a sudden crashing sound off the trail revealed a startled-looking young

moose. Judging by the frequency with which we saw piles of moose scat on the trails all through Cape

Breton and Newfoundland, these huge deer are extremely numerous. We continued up a dead-straight

trail that was apparently an old jeep track. I had gotten a little ahead of Bryce and Cathy and stopped a

moment to check on their progress. When I turned back around a blizzard of tiny feather balls shot away

from my feet in all directions and a female Spruce Grouse stood within just a couple feet of me! If I had not

stopped I suppose I would have stepped directly on the practically invisible group right in the middle of the

trail. I was in a difficult position — this was a lifebird encounter and if Cathy didn't also get to see the birds

I would have felt pretty bad. In fact we had searched various northwoods locations for years for a Spruce

Grouse without success, which made the whole situation even more dire. I was torn between simply wait

ing very still and hoping Cathy and Bryce would be along very shortly, and somehow trying to signal back

to Cathy without disturbing the female. Fortunately, because the chicks had scattered in all directions, the

female was apparently not going to abandon her position, and I was able to at least get a signal to Cathy

and Bryce to hurry, quietly. We all got excellent looks at both the female and chicks. We still await an en

counter with a male Spruce Grouse, however.

We spent several days in Gros Morne National Park (NF) which were relatively uneventful, birding-wise, if

you consider waking up each day to Lincoln's Sparrows, Boreal Chickadees and Gray Jays in your camp

site and drifting off to a calling Boreal Owl at night routine! We did search high and higher for White-tailed

Ptarmagin to no effect. Further north at the tip of the Great Northern Peninsula the weather again became

a little iffy and the seabirding got more interesting.

We planned to take a morning whale watch boat out of St Anthony's, but the fog had completely socked in
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the town and the whole northern peninsula area. So, we headed to L'Anse aux Meadows National Park

where excavations of the first documented European settlement in North America have revealed a Nor

dic settlement dating to about 1000 AD. This is a fascinating little park with original building foundations

visible under the sod and a period recreation showing some of how Lief Erikson and the Vikings he led

to the tip of Newfoundland lived one-thousand years ago.

We headed back over to St. Anthony's that afternoon and found that there would be a late-day boat go

ing out. It was cold and damp. We had brought gloves, hats, thermal underwear, etc. and were fairly

comfortable (this is July, remember). Many of the other tourists on board clearly were not prepared for

such weather and huddled together on the boat, many of the kids using the boat's rain slickers as blan

kets. The fog kept drifting in and out, but the nice thing about whale-watching (and seabird-watching)

from the northern tip of Newfoundland is that you barely have to leave the harbor to see whales and

birds — in fact we never left sight of land (at least when the fog lifted). Birds were not real plentiful, but

we had several Greater Shearwaters and Northern Gannets and a steady parade of Atlantic Puffins fly

by. We saw some other alcids too including Common Murres and Razorbills (where were the guille

mots?). An immature jaeger flew by — probably a Parasitic, but we didn't really get much on it. Then

another shearwater shape (but much lighter mantled than the shearwaters) came across the bow on

stiff wings and flew low along the starboard side where I was standing. I immediately called to Cathy

and we both got brief clear views of a Northern Fulmar, our second (and last) life bird of the trip! We

only saw one other on the ferry between Newfoundland and Labrador. Humpback and Minke Whales

were plentiful on the whale watch and few were also seen on the ferry ride.

Speaking of Labrador, you can get there from Newfoundland on a ferry ride of about 1.5 hours. If you

plan to return the same day, you'll have about four hours on the north side of the Straits of Belle Isle. It

is an efficient way to see pelagic birds (assuming you happen to be in northern Newfoundland!). In ad

dition to the Fulmar and more Greater Shearwaters and Gannets, we had one Manx Shearwater, an

other Parasitic Jaeger, Arctic Terns and Black-legged Kittiwakes from the boat. You can also drive a

short distance west from the Labrador boat dock (you're actually in far eastern Quebec at this point) to

a viewing area for a large alcid colony about a kilometer or so offshore. The same mix of Murres, Ra

zorbills and Puffins was visible on and all around the big rock with a scope.

This just scratches the surface of our experiences on the trip. Much of the lure of Newfoundland is in its

scenery and especially in its geology. I'll try to convey some of that when I give a Club program on our

travels in Atlantic Canada in February, 2002.
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Upcoming Programs

Please Note: All HMBC programs will be held at the Colonie Town Library at 7PM, with the excep

tion of the Annual Holiday Program in December to be held at Five Rivers EEC at 7:30PM

Fall, 2001 (Sept - Nov. at Colonie Town Library):

Nov. 5, New Zealand and sub-Antarctic Islands, Don & Donna Travers

The quest of Donna and Don Traver to see a member of every bird family in the world took them to New Zealand in

our winter of 1998-1999. The most wanted of New Zealand's three endemic families were the Wattlebirds and in

particular the endangered Kokako. nominated by Kenn Kaufmann as having the most beautiful song of any bird on

the globe. They thought that the other two families, Kiwi with three species and New Zealand Wren with two, were

relatively assured. As it turned out the two wrens were seen after considerable searching on the south island but

due to extreme overbading the site for Kiwi on Stewart Island had been declared off limits. When this came to light it

was too late to change plans and our speakers will happily return in the future. Next time they will take fly rods as

well as binoculars.

Following two weeks of binding on the main islands they boarded ship with Peter Harrison, acknowledged as the

world's leading authority on sea birds, to cruise the SubAntarctic Islands which in themselves is an incredible story.

Zodiac landings on strictly protected islands provided frame filling photographic opportunities of King, Royal, and

Gentoo penguins.

Winter, 2001 - 2002 (Dec. at Five Rivers EEC, Jan. & Feb. at Colonie Town Library):

Mon. Dec. 3, Holiday party, Full Moon & Empty Stomachs: Migratory Shorebirds, Tom Lindsay — Five Rivers

EEC, Delmar

Each May the full moon and its associated high tides signal horseshoe crab spawning along the Delaware Bay-

shore. Shorebirds time their major refueling stopover during their northbound migration to coincide with this flush of

horseshoe eggs. In May of 2000 Tom Lindsay had the opportunity to photograph an international team of research

ers as they banded Red Knots, Ruddy Turnstones, Sanderlings and Semi-palmated Sandpipers and collected data

on these long-distance fliers along the southern coast of New Jersey during the height of spring shorebird migration

on the Delware Bayshore.

Thomas D. Lindsay is a graduate of Albany High School and The Rochester Institute of Technology. His nature

photography has appears in the book New York State Wildlife Viewing Guide and in numerous periodicals including

Birder's World. Mr. Lindsay is a member of the North American Nature Photographer's Association.

Mon. Jan. 7, Hummingbirds. Movies with Club member Bill Gorman.

Hummingbirds, with their brilliant flashes of iridescent colors, are the feathered jewels of the birding world. Found

only in the Americas, we are fortunate to have 16 species of hummingbirds that nest in the US. Their small size and

swift erratic flight frequently make hummingbird observation and photography somewhat difficult. Regardless of the

effort, these spectacular birds are always a joy to behold. Please join Bill for his close-up movies of the colorful and

fascinating hummingbird gems of the United States.

Mon. Feb. 4, Atlantic Canada, Gregg Recer (originally scheduled for Sept, 2001)

Monday, March 4, Wilton Wildlife Preserve, with Sarah Clarkin

TUESDAY, April 2, HMBC Annual Meeting, dinner and speaker: Donald Kroodsma, on bird song;

Monday, April 29, Annual HMBC Literary Night
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Special HMBC Program for New Members

Mon. November 19, at Five Rivers, 7 PM, HMBC New Member Night.

HMBC members who joined in 2000 and 2001 are especially invited to meet Club officials and learn about

the Club and its activities, and about birding the Hudson-Mohawk region. Members who joined in these

years should watch their mail for a special invitation. This event is open, however, to all members who

wish to come and help welcome our new members!

Bird Surfing (Surfbirding?)

No, there are no local Surfbirds to talk about, but there are HMBC binding-related activities on the Web!

Here are the details:

HMBC HAS A NEW WEB ADDRESS

The club has a new URL for its website (so change any bookmarks/favorites you

may have):

http://hmbc.net (if you add a www it will also work, but make sure you have .net)

We are phasing out our old email address (at hotmail). We have several new email

addresses (see the website for a "direct line" to some of our officers/committee

chairs) but our general email address is now: contact@hmbc.net

If you have any suggestions/updates/ideas for the website, please feel free to contact

Barb Putnam at webmaster@hmbc.net

HMBC Regional Birding Discussion Group

It all started with BirdChat — a national email discussion listserv for all-things related to birding. Now there

is an HMBC regional discussion list. For those in the cyber-know, this is a web-based email discussion

group, rather than a listserv. To subscribe, point your browser to the following web address and look for

the "join" link:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/hmbirds

Once you've joined, you'll receive regular email updates from the group, just as with a listserv discussion

group. Posts can also be read online on the Web site anytime. Although the group is not a formal service

of HMBC, many Club members are regular contributors. Here is a brief description of the group:

This group is mainly for reports of birds in the eleven counties surrounding Albany, NY. Unusual extralimi-

tal reports are also welcome.
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Upcoming Field Trips

NOV 4 TOMHANNOCK RESERVOIR

SUN Coordinator: Bill Gorman 477-4921

This morning trip around the Reservoir should yield loons and grebes, a variety of ducks (possibly

including sea ducks), and large numbers of geese. Meet at 8:30 a.m. on Lake Shore Drive near its

junction with Route 7 (at the west end of the causeway).

***** PLEASE CHECK WITH THE COORDINATOR BEFOREHAND CONCERNING *****

ANY RESERVOIR SECURITY ISSUES

NOV 17 WATERFOWL OF THE HUDSON RIVER

SAT Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

We will be looking for lingering waterfowl, geese and winter raptors along the Hudson River from

Stillwater to Ft. Miller. Time permitting, we may try our luck at Ft. Edward. Plan to meet at 8:30 AM at

the Price Chopper in Mechanicville, located at the junction of routes 4 and 67.

DEC 15 (Sat) SCHENECTADY CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

DEC 22 (Sat) SOUTHERN RENSSELAER CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

DEC 29 (Sat) TROY CHRISTMAS BIRD COUNT

Audubon Society of the Capital Region — Upcoming Programs

Thurs. Nov 8, 2001 Colonie Library, 7 PM

Arizona Birds - Movies, with the Hudson-Mohawk Bird Club's Bill Gorman.

Arizona is one of the most interesting areas for birding in the US. Dozens of mountain ranges, canyons, valleys, pla

teaus and deserts provide unique habitats that have attracted many birds to this area. As a result, about two dozen

US birds are found only in Arizona and about 40 other US birds are found only in and around the areas of Arizona,

New Mexico and Texas. Please join Bill for his movies of "Arizona Birds."

Thursday, December 13, 2001, 7 PM, Colonie Town Library

Audubon Society of the Capital Region Holiday party and program.

America's "Natural" Parks with Scott Stoner

From the rocky coast of Maine, down the mid-Atlantic beaches to Florida's Everglades; across the plains, the moun

tains, the canyons, arches and deserts to the tidepools and redwoods of the west coast; from the depths of Death

Valley to the heights of Mt. McKinley and Haleakala, our national park system preserves some of the best of our na

tion's lands. Join us as we explore and highlight the beauty, diversity and wildlife of America's "natural" parks, monu

ments and seashores.

Scott Stoner is president of Capital Region Audubon and past president of the Hudson-Mohawk Bird Club; he has

visited and photographed national parks in many parts of the US
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Officers

President

Lynn Huntington

329 N. Schodack Rd

East Greenbush, N. Y.

12061

477-2980

Secretaiy:

David Martin

134Normanskill Rd.

Slingeriands, N.Y.

12159

765-4982

Vice-President

William Lee

2171 Grand Blvd.

Schenectady, NY

12309

374-3426

Treasurer

Dan Welch

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Directors:

Jackie Bogardus

Joan Cipriani

Sunny Gooding

Scott Stoner

Alison Van Keuren

Committee Chairs

283-6603

374-3729

446-9370

785-6760

435-0817

Conservation:

Birdline:

Programs:

Field Trips:

Membership:

Publicity:

Publications:

Records:

Sanctuary.

Social:

Jr. Activities:

Walt Sabin

John Saville

Scott Stoner

Gregg Recer

Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Bob Budliger

Joe Coticchio

Denise Hackert-Stoner

Elle Dietemann

439-7344

399-5959

785-6760

899-2678

449-1087

355-5615

899-2678

439-0006

374-2449

785-6760

766-7045

HMBC Contact Information

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: contact@hmbc.net

HMBC website: http://hmbc.net

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center

or other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the

second Monday of odd-numbered months. Be

cause of the holiday, the next board meeting will be

Tuesday Nov. 13, 2001, at the Sweater Venture in

Latham. Contact Lynn Huntington for details.

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

o6 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

BallstonSpaNY12Q2C

via e-mail to:
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Vresfdenfs Corner:

Fall is upon us and the migration is under way or complete in some cases. While

fledgling American Goldfinches still ask for food while at our feeders, many of our

summer residents have moved on and the Hawk Watch is well under way. For those of

you who are interested in participating in our Hawk Watch you most certainly are wel

come to do so. Before heading out call Bob Budliger or Bob Kirker (see your directory)

to find a time when there is a space available. Bob Kirker has been the Hawk Watch

chair for many years and he has does a remarkable and outstanding job. Bob Budliger

who helps the group in so many ways has teamed with Bob K. for about the last year or so to lighten the

load. Thanks to both Bobs for their great efforts and to all the official Hawk Watch counters who weather

the changeable fall days to get accurate numbers. As each of us looks For ways to return our lives to nor

mal and find peace in small ways, birding may be the perfect outlet. Be outside, enjoy the solitude of nature

and the many wonders of our feathered friends.

Good Birding

Lynn Huntington
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Story of Helderburg Hawk Watching

fiob Kirker

With apologies to Ann B'Rells this history is

three years fate, but health and some verifi

cations took this long.

Pre WWII

The G.E. Hiking Club started hawk watching

somewhere on the Helderburg escarpment

from 1937-8 to 1941. Some observers were

Vince and Carl Schaffer, John Apperson and

Irving Langmuir. This was conveyed to me by

Paul Schaffer at his home several years prior

to his death.

Post WWII

Beezer Sequin restarted hawkwatching at the

escarpment in 1946 at Wolf Hill approx. 4

miles south from our current site. This contin

ued for about 4 years. Sam Madison and oth

ers helped but the results were disappointing.

As we now know the hawks would be too

high at this location.

1975-81

Bill Gorman's field trip committee scheduled

hawk watching trips to locations far afield in

advance. The vagaries of weather made this

questionable at best.

At a meeting in late 1974 Bob Marx, who was

active at the Pinnacle, suggested that this

might be a good location for hawkwatching.

Ron Laforce mentioned that he had some

success at Thacher Park. When Bob said

that the Pinnacle site was higher than

Thacher Park Ron was interested.

Several days later Bob took Ron to the site

and the present site evolved.

Ken Able, Paul Kerlinger, Beezer Sequin,

Ron and Bob and others manned the site. I

was fortunate to contact Carolyn Laforce and

she found the records in her basement. After

review our current records 1996 - 2001, I will

review these, and try to make any compari

sons.

Early 80's

Paul Kerlinger graduated from Oneonta in

1976 and went for his master's and PhD at

SUNY Albany, where he worked with migra

tion specialist Kenneth Able.

continued

In This Issue...

Upcoming Field Trips

UpcomingPrograms

Sam Madison Award Guidelines

NewMemberNight Success

Field Trip andProgram Reports
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"We had an army surplus radar that had

been used in Korea for tracking motar shells.

It was wonderful for tracking birds, sensitive

enough to follow warblers - even butterflies.

We set up the study on Ken Abie's land...

One observer would lock on to a bird with

the radar, and then another observer would

try to identify the bird through binoculars

when it came into sight."

"The dogma is that migrating birds follow

ridges or coastlines south; what we found

during the study is that migration in upstate

New York is really more a broad front phe

nomenon, but the birds are often so high

they pass undetected. The average altitude

for the diurnal migrants we tracked was 300

- 900 meters, which means birds Sharp-

shinned size or smaller are just barely visible

through binoculars - and that's only after

cueing from the radar. And a lot of birds get

up even higher than that. We identified

Broad -wings once at 1,800 meters."

Above excerpted from The Peregrine Ob

server pgs. 17-18; 3/2001 Vol. 23.

1982-1995

After Ron passed away, several observers

ran the site for a day/year included Bob

Marx, Sam Madison, Al Shadow.

Since 1988, Arthur Long has led our yearly

club trip and he has continued to this day,

thanks Arthur.

1996-2001

In 1995 I had my first heart attack. What

does an active birder do? So I went up to the

Pinnacle and did some laid-back birding. As

Bud says "watching birds migrate is like

watching paint dry". I spent about 6-8 days

up there from Mid - Oct. to early - Nov. What

a beautiful location. I met two people, also

hawkwatching. Finally I suggested we try a

more formal arrangement. I figured manning

this site for 30 days, 10 apiece. Well, 1 gen

tleman had a job change and the other had

personal problems. Here I was with what I

thought was a good idea, but no support.

I started calling H-M Bird Club members and

received unanimous support. It was soon

obvious that I could maintain this site full

time - 90 days.

Before I actually scheduled the people I con

tacted Seth Kellogg the secretary of North

East Hawk Watch to check out the site. He

was ecstatic — there was a 225 mile gap

between Putney Mt., Vt. and M in N. Y. In

fact he would like to see two more sites in

this area.

Then I started scheduling people - 90 dates.

Would you believe there was not 1 cancella

tion this first year.

Our site has consistently been up at the top

of all 66 +/- NE Hawk Watch sites in hours of

coverage thanks to H-M bird club members.

On 10/9/01 I observed the area's first Black

Vulture.

Thanks to all of you for your support both in

hours and financial.

Lastly this is a private site and hawkwatch

ing is by permit only.
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Black Vulture Observation

There I was, alone, on 10/9/01, having my

usual bland day at our Hawkwatch. Only 5

birds in 4 hours. Light wind, a high sky, dry

cold. Didn't help my spirits. Nobody to talk to

- must be my deodorant.

I had just seen about 28 crows, some local

TV's, and the two local Red-tails. So some

birds were up. Also some dicky birds were

moving thru.

Then I caught a vulture rising up on a thermal

about V/z-2 miles out. I focused my binocs -

saw another, Good, 3 TV's riding a thermal

passing thru.

Then the middle TV banked, with its wings

reflecting the sun. I was hit with a bright flash

of light from its wing tips. Like a heilographic

flash, I used to use in Boy Scouts years ago.

I then checked the tail and wind dihedral.

Yes, Yes, short tail and flat dihedral.

Finally, I've been expecting this for 3 years,

as the bird has nested 75 miles south 4-5

years ago at New Paltz. It was just a matter

of time. I just wish I could have shared the

moment with Bud, Bill, John, George, etc. Oh

well God was good to me for my persistence

up here. It was my 103rd hour on watch this
year.

Add another chapter to Judd's birds of Albany

County.

Glens Falls Hawkwatch

In 1975 Harry Goldman and Joe Munoff

started observing raptors at the Spier Falls

Site - at the height of land on the Spier Falls

road.

They continued at this site and occasionally

moving northerly to Prospect Mountain from

1975 to 1980.

Harry remembers 1 year on 9/16 that he and

his wife up from 10 -12 at the Spier Falls site

and counted 1144 hawks! He had to go to

Albany on business and they returned to the

site at 5 pm. Harry says the flight was still

continuing in big numbers then. Based on

this account I would estimate a minimum of

3,000 - 5,000 this day.

Another day Harry and his wife were attend

ing a craft show at the Washington County

Fair site. He left to go back home on route

40. While passing Bald Mountain Road he

observed many kettles of hawks moving from

Vermont, N.E. to S.W. Harry estimates 7 ket

tles with 40 hawks per kettle - almost 300 in

the sky at once.

These observations indicate to me that under

ideal conditions (east wind); as we are aprox.

75 miles N. W. from the main flight line; the

potential for a multi-thousand daily Broad

wing flight in mid-Sept, is possible.

I contacted N.Y.S. parks and recreation dept.

regarding this old site. The new master plan

for the expanded Moreau State Park abuts

this site % mile westerly. I asked N.Y.S.P.&R.

to not consider active recreation from Sept. -

Nov. I'll have to review this plan, as it's been

2-3 years since the public hearing to check

on this.
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Field Trip Reports

Dead Creek Wildlife Management area

and environs, Vermont

21 October 2001

The Dead Creek trip once again proved that

Ross's Geese are often the ultimate "white

needle in a white haystack" but an HMBC

crew nonetheless found many other com

pensations for traveling to Vermont's Cham-

plain Valley. Foliage was still flaming as we

crossed the Poultney River into Vermont and

met our final participant (of five) at the Fair

Haven Welcome Center. It was sunny with a

light south breeze and we quickly spotted

two migrating Sharp-shinned Hawks before

taking off up Route 22A. Along the way north

we stopped to scan a waterfowl flock in a

roadside pond in Orwell identifying six spe

cies including Northern Pintail and both

teal. As we watched the ducks a handsome

adult male Northern Harrier swept by.

We made a detour into Bridgeport to search

for Red-headed Woodpeckers along Mar

ket Road West, a known nesting area. The

woodpeckers failed to show but we did find

Eastern Phoebe, Eastern Bluebird,

Ruby-crowned Kinglet, and White-

crowned Sparrow. Less satisfying was an

uncooperative fly-by Rough-legged Hawk.

We stopped at McCuen's Slang on Lake

Champlain to scan the lake and the mudflats

exposed by the dry summer and fall. There

were Dunlin and Rusty Blackbirds on the

flats, and Pied-billed Grebes in the lake.

The group also had a rare opportunity to

view a Swamp Sparrow through a spotting

scope! At nearby Whitney Creek were more

teal and a nice flock of Pectoral Sandpi

pers playing hide n1 seek in lakeshore vege

tation and driftwood.

Upon reaching the goose viewing area we

were confronted by over 5000 cackling

Snow Geese on both sides of Route 17 and

a seemingly comparable number of people

enjoying the show. Among the geese were

good numbers of Green-winged Teal, and

many examples of the blue form of the Snow

Goose including charcoal gray juveniles and

white-headed adults. Also present was a sin

gle Richardson's Canada Goose the small,

pale tundra-nesting subspecies of the famil

iar honker. A tinkling flock of Horned Larks

passed over showing their pale bellies and

black tails. However we never managed to

pinpoint a Ross's Goose in spite of much

careful scanning of nearby geese, we were

told that up to three adult Ross's had been

around earlier in the day.

We decided to head west to look at Dead

creek itself. We found another furtive flock of

Pectoral Sandpipers and five stealthy Com

mon Snipe that allowed us great views in the

dried marsh pools along the creek. We also

had to dodge several Chickadees and a

Nuthatch hopping in the roadway picking

up pieces of hickory nuts crushed by prior

car traffic. We wrapped up the trip along the

shores of Lake Champlain in West Addison.

We found five Common Mergansers and

had excellent looks at both Kinglets at Pot-
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ash Bay. Our last stop was at the Tri Town

Water District Treatment Facility that sits on

a lakeside promontory opposite Westport,

New York. Although most of the birds were

distant we found another Pied-billed Grebe,

six Common Loons, 25 White-winged and

seven Surf Scoters in the lake. By this

time we had been dodging rain showers that

had developed over the afternoon for about

an hour and we decided to call it quits after

tallying a fine 64 species for the day.

-Walter Ulison arib Hanqj Martin

Eagle 1

TOMHANNOCK RESERVOIR

November 4, 2001

About a dozen birders met at the reservoir

on a warm but cloudy morning. Because of

the September 11, 2001 attack, we were un

able to secure access to trespass on reser

voir property. We were able however, to

view the reservoir from the road. At the

causeway we found Ruddy Duck, American

Wigeon, Common Goldeneye, Ring-necked

Duck, Hooded and Common Mergansers,

Common Loon, Pied-billed Grebe, a lone

Northern Shoveler and a Greater Yel-

lowlegs. At Factory Hollow Road, we saw

ten Wood Ducks and several really impres

sive flocks of Canada Geese flying in to the

reservoir. Further on, we saw what appeared

to be a family group of swans. While we ex

pect they were Mute Swans, their distance

was too great to make a positive identifica

tion. Near the outlet of Otter Creek, we

added Northern Pintail to our list and at

the north end of the reservoir, we spotted an

immature Bald Eagle resting on a tree limb.

As we headed around the west side of the

reservoir, we scoped a raft of 80 or so Snow

Geese, but were unable to find any Ross's

Geese in the group. We ended a pleasant

morning of birding with a total of 37 species.

itt Qorman
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Program Reports

(Devise Hackert-Stoner ant Scott Stouter

September Program Report

As a great kick off to our Program year,

Philip Whitney offered a fine photo tour of

East Africa, the result of a trip he and

Marjorie took while visiting family.

A State Museum geologist, Philip's interest

in the African continent is very broad, and

his program's scope lived up to its name,

"East Africa: Birds, Mammals, People and

Rocks."

Nairobi offered geologic interest, with the

East African Rift Valley, as well as a chance

to learn about some of the inhabitants of the

area and how they live. In a fascinating look

into life in rural East Africa, Philip described

the great value placed on cattle, and the

regularity with which long time tribal enemies

steal from one another's herds. The people

in the rural areas are very hospitable to visi

tors though, and are known to treat guests to

a feast of freshly killed and finely prepared

chicken or goat. The homesteads are built in

a circular fashion, with the cattle kept cor

ralled in the center of the circle to discour

age cattle rustling. The animal life in this

area was abundant, from the six-foot high

termite mounds to the many birds, including

African Pied-Wagtail, Purple Grenadier, and

Gray-Headed Kingfisher, among many oth-

Philip then shared his photographs from the

Serengeti, with its myriad animal population.

The birds included Lilac-Breasted Roller,

with absolutely brilliant blue wings, White-

Headed Buffalo Weaver, Superb Starling

and Secretary Bird, among many other

beauties. Large mammals were abundant,

and included zebra, hippopotamus, croco

dile, elephant and giraffe.

Another geologically interesting spot was

Hell's Gate National Park. A volcanic park,

with ash dunes, geothermal features and ob

sidian, it was a favorite spot for Philip which

also boasted interesting bird life including

White-fronted Bee-eaters burrowing in the

vertical banks of volcanic ash.

The joy experienced by the Whitneys during

this exotic family reunion was evident in

Philip's enthusiastic program, and it was a

joy for us to share the experience!

October Program

On October 1, about 50 people enjoyed club

member David Martin's program on the Ant

arctica, South Georgia and the Falkland Is

lands. He described a trip that he and his

wife took in late January and early February,

1999 that included central Chile, Tierra del

Fuego, a voyage across the often stormy

Drake Passage to Antarctica, birding at the
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Antarctic Peninsula, and then visits to both

South Georgia and the Falkland Islands. It

was a fascinating account of a journey to a

place that few of us have been, but many

hope to see.

The trip started well in central Chile where

they found Andean Condor, Aplomado Fal

con and Austral Pygmy Owl among other

species in the Andes! A visit to the Ushuaia/

Tierra del Fuego area found Black-faced

Ibis, Sooty Shearwater, Magellanic Diving-

petrel and three species of Caracara. En

route to the Antarctic, they encountered typi

cally rough weather and wave conditions,

but the birding was good with Royal and

Wandering Albatross among the species en

countered. At Wienke Island were Gentoo

Penguins whose nests presented a star

burst pattern of guano. Pebble thievery

among the penguins was a constant element

of life in the colony. Penguin diet could be

deduced by the guano color; a fish diet pro

duces white guano while guano from a krill

diet is pink. Deception Island, just off the

Antarctic coast provided a break from the

cold weather as participants were able to

swim in the geothermally heated pools and

enjoy the warm sand of the active volcano.

Chinstrap Penguins, encountered on

Livingston Island, were able to grip the ice

with their big toenails.

Most of the vegetation was lichen, which

was common on rocks. They did see one

clump of grass; Antarctica has only two spe

cies of vascular plants and this grass was

one of them. A juvenile Emperor Penguin

was encountered on the Antarctic Peninsula

at Brown Bluff. The bird had gone ashore to

molt and was living off its fat reserves.

Adults of this species reach 70 Ib and 3 to 4

feet tall. This was a completely unexpected

bird, as they generally are found much far

ther south. Kelp Gull was frequently found

near penguin colonies, and Cape Petrel

(Pintado) were very commonly seen at sea.

An Adelie penguin colony had at least

250,000 individuals. Leopard seals and killer

whales prey upon all penguins.

South Georgia Island was fascinating with its

abandoned whaling station at Grytviken.

Birds there included Antarctic Tern, South

Georgia Pintail and large numbers of King

Penguins. Trip participants got to run a

gauntlet of treacherous, biting southern fur

seals concealed in tussock grass to reach a

colony of Macaroni Penguins, so-named for

the yellow tuft on their heads. At Prion Island

just off the South Georgia coast they saw

Wandering Albatross, with their 7 inch bills,

on their nests, and also found the South

Georgia Pipit, the southernmost passerine

species. The Falklands were interesting as

well. Commercial fishing licenses are a ma

jor source of income for the Falklands gov

ernment and most people earn their living

from the government or from sheep farming.

Birds seen there included the fascinating

Flightless Steamer Duck, Upland Goose,

Magellanic Penguin, Dolphin gull, and Rock-

hopper Penguin.

November 2001

At least 50 people turned out for Don and

Donna Traver's presentation on "New Zea

land and Sub-Antarctic Islands" on Novem

ber 5. This was a return engagement for the

Travers1 who last visited us in 2000 to de

scribe their tour of Chile. Don and Donna are

making incredible progress on their goal of

seeing at least one species in every family of

birds, worldwide. I believe they have seen

members of 196 out of a possible 204 fami-
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lies. This quest, Don freely admits, is a won

derful excuse to visit some of the most inter

esting places on earth!

Their November presentation focused on a

trip they took in the winter of 1998 -1999

was recounted with spectacular photographs

of the scenery as they explored New Zea

land. The elusive (and endangered) Kiwi

however escaped them giving them a good

excuse to go back!

The sub-Antarctic Islands were explored via

ship with Peter Harrison, renowned authority

on seabirds (and enthusiastic adventurer

who did not turn down an opportunity to

bungee jump). Zodiac landings on various

islands offered close-up views of several

penguin species including King, Royal and

Gentoo. One island they visited is limited to

only about 100 visitors per year, and before

they could land they had to put ashore a sig

nificant quantity of survival equipment in

case the weather precluded their planned

departure! All in all, it was a great adventure,

and we appreciate their sharing it with us.

We wish them well in their endeavor and

look forward to another return visit with our

Club!

New Member's Night

The Hudson-Mohawk Bird Club's

first ever "New Members' Night"

was held on November 19th at
Five Rivers. The purpose of the

event was to welcome Club mem

bers who had joined within the

past two years, and to familiarize

them with the many offerings of

our fine Bird Club and its many

activities. Presentations were

given on general binding in the

Capital Region, as well as specific

birding locations within the area.

Our President, Lynn Huntington,

gave an overview of committees,

and an invitation to serve. Re

freshments were served, and the

fifteen new members who at

tended the event seemed to really

enjoy it.
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Sam Madison Award

by

The HMBC has established the Sam Madison Award to honor the man who led and advised

the Club through much of its history. He served as President, was Nominating Committee chair

for as long as anyone can remember, and led field trips to a variety of places. Sam's Delmarva

Peninsula trip was legendary. With a military-like time schedule it was the "Bataan March" of

the bird club. Perhaps Sam's signal accomplishment was his role in acquiring our Reist sanc

tuary in 1970. We all have our favorite Sam Story. They all remember an inveterate birder, a

caring and sharing friend, and a gentleman in the truest sense.

The Sam Madison Award was established to encourage and enhance the education of stu

dents and teachers about birds, bird habitats, and bird conservation. This is a monetary award

that will promote understanding and appreciation of birds and their biology, ecology, and con

servation. It may be given to a student, a teacher or youth leader, or an organization. The

award might be given to provide:

• scholarships for youth conservation camps or teacher ecology work

shops

• funding and/or materials for classrooms in schools that promote educa

tion about birds

• funding and/or materials for scout camp programs related to birds

• specific bird-related books/publications for children's libraries

• funds for pilot-projects at children's museums or nature centers that

are bird-related

There are not restrictive and detailed criteria, and there is not a formal application format. A

committee of three — Bob Budliger, Bill Lee, and Scott Stoner — will be happy to receive nar

rative nominations from any HMBC member for any student, teacher, organization, or program

that meets the purpose of the Sam Madison award and merits our support. Send your nomina

tions to Bob Budliger by February 15, 2002 so we can make the award at the HMBC Annual

Meeting.

Suggestions and ideas are welcome.
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Upcoming Programs

Please Note: All HMBC programs will be held at the Colonie Town Library at 7PM

Special note: Winter Storm Cancellations:
Last winter, HMBC canceled an unprecedented two consecutive programs, February and March, due to heavy

snow. We hope that will not happen again, but if the weather is bad on a program date, call the library at 458-

9274. If the library is closed, clearly the program is canceled. If the library is open but the program is canceled,

we wiii notify the library by 4:00 PM the day of the program.

Mon. Jan. 7, Hummingbirds. Movies with Club member Bill Gorman.

Hummingbirds, with their brilliant flashes of iridescent colors, are the feathered jewels of the birding world. Found

only in the Americas, we are fortunate to have 16 species of hummingbirds that nest in the US. Their small size

and swift erratic flight frequently make hummingbird observation and photography somewhat difficult. Regard

less of the effort, these spectacular birds are always a joy to behold. Please join Bill for his close-up movies of

the colorful and fascinating hummingbird gems of the United States.

Mon. Feb. 4, Atlantic Canada, Gregg Recer (originally scheduled for Sept, 2001)

The area of southeastern Canada surrounding the Gulf of St. Lawrence is a land of boreal forests, rocky coasts

and headlands and fog. Summer birding here focuses on seabirds, warblers and boreal specialties. HMBC

member Gregg Recer will present a slide program featuring birds and scenery seen on several family trips visit

ing parts of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec and Newfoundland.

Monday, March 4, Wilton Wildlife Preserve, with Sarah Clarkin. Watch for details in the February Feathers.

TUESDAY, April 2, HMBC Annual Meeting, dinner and speaker: Donald Kroodsma, on bird song. Watch for

details in the February Feathers and in a separate mailing.

Monday, April 29, Third Annual HMBC Literary Night - Treats for Body and Soul. Mark your calendars and

start thinking of what you will read at this year's event, and watch for more details in the February Feathers.

Monday, May 6, 7:00 PM at Five Rivers. Topic: Breeding Bird Atlas, speaker: Kim Hunsinger.
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JAN1

TUE

JAN or FEB

NEW YEAR'S DAY BIRD COUNT AT FIVE RIVERS (morning)

Coordinator: Al Mapes 439-4086

For the past 20+ years, Five Rivers has been welcoming in the New Year with an organized effort to

identify all the bird species present on January 1. This also marks the start of their annual bird list.

Again this year, HMBC joins the event and encourages members to participate. Groups will go out at

9:00 a.m. from the Interpretive Building (visitor center), but birders are welcome to arrive earlier to

get a head start. (See page 2 for directions.)

WINTER RARE BIRD TRIP

Coordinator: Bill Lee

Reservations by January 20

374-3426

If any especially rare bird is reported in our general area, we plan to take a trip to look for it. This is

usually a day trip, but sometimes requires an overnight stay. To get on the notification list for alert

and trip details, call the coordinator. In 1997, we went to Portland, ME for an Ivory Gull; in 1998 to

Plymouth, MA for a Bar-tailed Godwit; in 1999 to Hinckley Reservoir, Remsen, Oneida County for a

Yellow-billed Loon. In 2002, ????

JANS

SAT

STISSING MOUNTAIN/THOMPSON POND PRESERVE — DUTCHESS COUNTY (full day)

Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

(SNOWDATE: JAN 6, SUN)

Golden Eagles have been wintering on Stissing Mountain (elevation 1403 ft.) for many years. As the

morning sun warms the eastern-facing slope, the birds can often be seen rising on a thermal to begin

the day's hunting, or, with diligence and some luck, can be found at their overnight roosts perched in

huge white pines. This Nature Conservancy preserve of 400+ acres has four miles of trail through

varied habitats and should provide a variety of wintering birds. Call the coordinator for meeting time

and place.

JANUARY 10 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR CAMPFIRE & OWLING (JAN 13)

JAN 12 *FIVE RIVERS — WINTER BIRDING INSTRUCTIONAL TRIP (morning)

SAT Coordinators: Scott Stoner & Denise Hackert-Stoner 785-6760

In the winter, some of the best birding at Five Rivers can be had from the warmth of the building, ob

serving the many species at their well-stocked feeders. We'll spend our time learning the finches,

sparrows, nuthatches and other common feeder birds; if weather permits we may offer a short walk

to the fields. Meet at 9:00 AM in the bird viewing room of the Interpretive Building (Visitor Center).

Binoculars available for loan if needed.
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JANUARY 13 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR CAPE VINCENT/PT PENINSULA TRIP (JAN 19—21)

JAN 13 CAMPFIRE & OWLING AT FIVE RIVERS (evening)

SUN Coordinator: A! Mapes 439-4086

Denise Hackert-Stoner & Scott Stoner 785-6760

RESERVATIONS BY JANUARY 10

In mid-January, Great Horned Owls should be calling at dusk; Eastern Screech Owl is a good possi

bility as well. We'll meet at the visitor center at 4:00 PM and walk together to the north woods (about

1 mile one way) to listen (and hoot) for the owls. Following that, we will gather around a blazing

campfire to warm up and enjoy some hot chocolate and hot dogs (courtesy of HMBC). The owls may

still be calling while we eat. Joint offering of HMBC Field Trip and Social Committees.

JAN 13 ANNUAL STATE WATERFOWL COUNT (morning/full day)

SUN Coordinator: Gary Goodness 862-9680

On the local segment of this statewide event, participants will count waterfowl and other winter birds

on the Hudson River between North Troy and Hudson Falls. Meet at 8:30 a.m. in the parking lot of

the Hannaford Supermarket on the east end of the North Troy-Waterford Bridge (Route 4).

JANUARY 20 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR WINTER RARE BIRD TRIP (Jan or Feb)

JAN 19—21 CAPE VINCENT/ PT PENINSULA (WITH POSSIBLE EXTENSION TO AMHERST ISLAND)

SAT—MON Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

Joint trip with the Federation of New York State Bird Clubs

Reservations by January 13

Areas such as Pt Peninsula and Cape Vincent, northwest of Watertown NY on Lake Ontario

(Jefferson County) can attract such sought-after species as Great Gray Owl, Snowy Owl, Northern

Hawk-owl, and even Boreal Owl. In addition, the Gray Partridge is a resident bird at Cape Vincent. If

time permits and rare birds are present, a side-trip to Amherst Island, Ont. may also be added to this

trip. This can be a productive weekend as many have found life birds in this area.

JANUARY 22 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR MONTAUK PT/LI SOUTH SHORE (JAN 26—27)

JAN 26—27 Montauk Pt & South Shore Long Island

SAT—SUN Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

Joint trip with the Federation of New York State Bird Clubs

Reservations by January 22
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Join Long Island resident birder John Fritz to winter hot spots on Montauk Point and the South Shore

barrier beaches of Long Island. Alcids — Dovkie, Common and Thick-billed Murres, Razorbill —

Common and King Eider, rafts of Black, Surf and White-winged Scoters, Northern Gannet and Black-

legged Kittiwake are regularly seen from Montauk Pt. Wintering Sparrows, finches and raptors along

the barrier beaches often include rarities seldom seem elsewhere in New York State.

JANUARY 27 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR DYKEN POND — BIRDING BY SKI (Feb 3)

FEB 2 DYKEN POND — BIRDING BY SKI (morning)

SAT Coordinators: Gregg Recer & Cathy Graichen 899-2678

Reservations by January 27

(Possible backup dates Feb 9 or Mar 2)

Our first experiment with birding by ski at Partridge Run Wildlife Management Area was well received

last year, so this year we will try skiing the trails at Dyken Pond — a Department of Environmental

Conservation environmental study area in Rensselaer County. Common wintering species that may

be expected should include Ruffed Grouse and Wild Turkey, as well as the typical titmice, nuthatches

and woodpeckers. Last year's influx of White-winged crossbills was prominent at Dyken Pond and

other winter finches such as Pine Siskins, Evening Grosbeaks, Purple Finches and perhaps Pine

Grosbeaks are good possibilities. We will bird from the designated nordic skiing trails and possibly

cover some of the area by car after skiing.

NOTE: We will aim to run the trip on February 2nd, but we may alter the date depending on

snow conditions. Please call ahead for meeting time and place details.

FEBRUARY 3 - RESERVATIONS DUE FOR CAPE ANN/PLUM ISLAND (Feb 16-18)

FEB 16-18 CAPE ANN & PLUM ISLAND

SAT - MON Coordinator: Bill Lee 374-3426

Reservations by Feb 3

Our popular winter trip to the Massachusetts coast will focus on the north shore from Nahant, just

north of Boston, to the New Hampshire coast. Join us in search of alcids, white-winged gulls, Purple

Sandpiper, Barrow's Goldeneye, Harlequin Duck, Eiders, Snow Buntings, Lapland Longspur, Short-

eared and Snowy Owls and other raptors on this three-day weekend.

FEBRUARY — CONSTITUTION MARSH BY CANOE (JULY TBA) — DATE OF THIS TRIP WILL BE FINALIZED

IN THE WINTER OF 2002; CALL THE COORDINATOR TO BE ON A LIST FOR DETAILS OR WATCH FEBRU

ARY/APRIL FEATHERS FOR THE DATE AND MORE INFORMATION
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Audubon Society of the Capital Region — Upcoming Programs

Special note: Winter Storm Cancellations:

Last winter, HMBC canceled an unprecedented two consecutive programs, February and March, due to heavy

snow. We hope that will not happen again, but if the weather is bad on a program date, call the library at 458-

9274. If the library is closed, clearly the program is canceled. If the library is open but the program is canceled,

we will notify the library by 4:00 PM the day of the program.

Thursday, Jan 10. Backyard Gardening for Wildlife with native plants. Speaker: Erin Kinal, the

Albany Pine Bush Preserve.

Looking for a natural and ecologically sensitive way to attract wildlife to your backyard? Join Erin

Kinal of the Albany Pine Bush Preserve Commission for a program on native plant landscaping

and its ecological, aesthetic and educational benefits. Our beautiful and fruitful native plant spe

cies are often overlooked for more showy foreign species. Yet many of these introduced plant

species do not support our native fauna and in some instances can threaten the very health of our

northeastern landscapes. Come join this discussion to find out how you can beautify your land

scape while supporting the ecology of your region by landscaping with native plants.

Thursday, Feb 14. Look down, not up: Adventures in Herping. Speaker: Al Breisch of NYS

DEC

The Capital District is surprisingly rich in amphibians and reptiles, rivaling the number of species

found in all of New England. Al will highlight some of the amazing diversity, life histories and un

usual reproductive strategies of these colorful critters as well as point out how and when to ob

serve them. He will also discuss some of the on-going herp conservation projects being con

ducted in New York.

Al Breisch has been the Amphibian and reptile Specialist for NYS DEC since 1983. He is currently

co-chair of Northeast Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation and director of the NYS

Herp Atlas Project.

Thursday, Mar 14. Seabirds of the Alaska's

Aleutian Islands Speaker: Lisa Meehan

April Program. TBA

Thursday, May 9. LOONS! Speaker: Nina

Schoch of the Adirondack Cooperative Loon Pro

gram
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Officers

President

Lynn Huntington

329 N. Schodack Rd

East Greenbush, N. Y.

12061

477-2980

Secretary:

David Martin

134NormanskillRd.

Slingerlands, N.Y.

12159

765-4982

Vice-President

William Lee

2171 Grand Blvd.

Schenectady, NY

12309

374-3426

Treasurer

Dan Welch

329 N. Schodack Rd.

East Greenbush, N.Y.

12061

477-2980

Directors:

Jackie Bogardus

Joan Cipriani

Sunny Gooding

Scott Stoner

Alison Van Keuren

283-6603

374-3729

446-9370

785-6760

435-0817

Committee Chairs

Conservation:

Birdline:

Programs:

Field Trips:

Membership:

Publicity:

Publications:

Records:

Sanctuary:

Social:

Jr. Activities:

Walt Sabin

John Saville

Scott Stoner

Gregg Recer

Daniel Ruge

Ann B'Rells

Cathy Graichen

Bob Budliger

Joe Coticchio

Denise Hackert-Stoner

Elle Dietemann

439-7344

399-5959

785-6760

899-2678

449-1087

355-5615

899-2678

439-0006

374-2449

785-6760

766-7045

HMBC Contact Information

BIRDLINE of E. NEW YORK: (518) 439-8080

Email: contact@hmbc.net

HMBC website: http://hmbc.net

Reminder!!
All HMBC Board meetings are open to all Club

members. Meetings are held at Five Rivers Center

or other local venues at 7:00 PM, usually on the

second Monday of odd-numbered months. Be

cause of the holiday, the next board meeting will be

Monday, Jan. 14, 2002. Contact Lynn Huntington

for details.

photos, artwork to:

Feathers

06 Cathy Graichen

23 Scotch Mist Way

BalJstonSpa.NY12D2C

via e-mail to:
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Publications Committee is Look

ing for Help!

The Publications Committee (Cathy

Graichen and Gregg Recer) are looking for

someone to help with newsletter formatting

every other month. If you have a little bit of

computer experience, you'd be great.

Many submissions come electronically or

can be scanned, so there isn't too much typ

ing. If you might be interested, contact Cathy

899-2678 or Lynn Huntington ???

Campership Nominations

Are you age 12-14? Interested in nature?

Like camping? HMBC sponsors two camp

ers each year for DEC environmental educa

tion camps. If you are interested, know of an

interested camper, please contact Lynn

Huntington or leave a message on Birdline

— 439-8080.
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